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EDITORIAL PREFACE 

an Informâticn Meeting an the research 

or. November 24, 1375 in the \ucl3ar 

with tne collaboration of -he speakers at this meeting it was passible to publish 

the full text af all the talks and the discussions fallowing them. 

Tcgetner xitn a description af the BR2-raactor and the neutron teams at the 

C.3.N.M. (Geel) anc the U.C.L. {Louvain-la-Neuve). this rsocrt night well give 

a fair summary of most o- the neutron facilities in celgiun and the research 

that aan bs performed there. 

""ni3 report contains trs proceedings of 

»itn 5R2 Neutron seams that too* place 

Energy Centre at ncl. 
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Opening address by S.Amelinckx, General Manager of the S.C.K./C.E.N. 

Gn behalf of my collègues of the S.C.K./C.E.N, management, I have great 

pleasure in welcoming ycu in our Centre at the occasion of this meeting en the 

use of Sfi2 for neutrcn team research end to thanK ycu for your interest in cur 

activities. 

The purpose of this meeting is twofold. In the first place a survey will be 

given of present research going on around SR2. This is meant to illustrate the 

present possibilities offered by 5R2 as a neutron source for research in the 

field of Nuclear Physics as well as in the field of Solid State Physics. 

In the secsnd place experts in the field will discuss some recent developments 

which may lead to new future programmes for 5R2. There are a number of reasons why 

we decided to have this meeting now. 

In recent months it has become gradually clear that in the European Community 

the demand for neutrcn beams, mainly for Solid State research, new largely exceeds 

the possibilities offered by the special beam reactors such as the cne at the 

ILL (Institut Laue-Langavin) in Grenoble. 

The research proposals for this and similar reactors cannot all be accepted 

due to the lacK of space and time. As a result experiments which do not require 

the exceptionally high intensity beams, offered by these reactors, should preferably 

be performed elsewhere. Those experiments, which are accepted, obtain only e 

limited period of experimentation time ; very careful preparation is therefore 

rspuired to optimize the amount of data that can be collected in the limited time. 

These considerations clearly show in trie first place that there is su 

increased interest in the use of neutron beams. In the second plats they suggest 

that there is still room for the use of reactors such as 3R2. which, although no: 

optimized for the use of beams, can nevertheless offer beams of a rsasonaole 

intensity. 

'witn tnis in mind, we censiderac that it wculo be •jsafji for potentially 

intsrestaa 7*3i£rz!<. teams from cur universities 'z be aware z- the possibilities 

cr 2R2 arc also to <now aoout the type c- research whicr. is already perfor^ec 

rere or could be performed. 

We hece that tne meeting will stimulate interest in neutron bssm research 

in our universities and will lead ts proposals wnicn we -ill always be happy to 
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BR2 - REACTOR NEUTROM BEAMS 

M. Nève de Mévergnies 

The use of reactor neutron beams is becoming increasingly more widespread 

for the study of some properties of condensed matter. It is mainly due 

to the unique properties of the "thermal" neutrons as regards wavelength, 

energy, magnetic moment and overall favorable ratio of scattering to 

absorption cross-sections. 

Besides these fundamental reasons, the impetus for using neutrons is 

also due to the existence of powerful research reactors (such as BR2) 

built mainly for nuclear engineering programs, but where a number of 

intense neutron beams are available at marginal cost. 

However, it should always be remembered that the production of free 

neutrons is extremely inefficient from an'energy point-of-view (because 

one is dealing here with nuclear forces), thus beams of neutrons are 

very expensive as compared to other radiation sources available to the 

physicist, and experiments with neutron beams have to be carefully se

lected and well documented. 

We give here a very brief introduction to the production of suitable 

neutron beams from a reactor. For more details, the reader is referred 

to comprehensive reports such as refer. [I], [2] and [3] 



Neutron fluxes available in the BR2 reactor 

To get a feeling for the neutron fluxes in the BR2 reactor, we can 

make the following elementary evaluation. 

By definition, we have : 
2 

Source Flux $(neutrons/cm , s) « density x speed (v) 

* (source yield S, n/cm s) x t x v 

The lifetime t of a thermal neutron is the inverse of the absorption 

rate : 

t • l"v x N (atoms/cm ) x j 1 
c 

where ç is the absorption cross section. 
c 

Thus : 

t - 8 / » C e ) t o e 

The total thermal power of BR2 is about 100 MW. As 3.10 fissions/s 
235 

yield 1 watt, and as each U fission yields 2.5 neutrons, ab. 2 of 

which reach thermal energy, we have : 

S.W(BR2, 100 MW) • 10° x 3.10 x 2 - 6 x 10 n/s 
tn 

Now, looking at a drawing of the BR2 core*, we find the folioving 

approximate composition, from which ve evaluate the total absorption 

N 3 : 
c 

BR2 - Core Element Amount N a (cm ) 
c 

1) Fuel 
Channel 

Be 

H-0 

235 

2 litres 

4 litres 

245 g 

2.5 \ 

88.4 

433 ; 

> (N 9 K , u ' c fuel ch. 
524 ca 

2) Irradiation 
channel 

Be 

H20 

(Fe) 

2 litres 

4 litres 

~ 1 kg 

2.5 

88.4 V (N ç ), 
( c irr. en. 

25.7 

117 cm* 

'See Appendix I, p. 219. 



There are about 35 fuel channels and 25 irradiation channels, thus : 

(N 9 ) * (35 K 524) + (25 x 117) - 2.12 x 10* cm2 
c tot 

and the average thermal flux amounts to : 

i (BR2, 100 MW) « 6 x 10l8/2 x 10* • 3 x 10 U n/cm2, s 
av 

This is very close to the actual experimental values (see Appendix I). 

2. Neutron fluxes available in -he BR2 neutron beams 

A major difficulty in handling neutron beams is the fact that no "neutron 

lenses" are available, because the index of refraction of condensed 

matter for slow neutrons differs from 1 by only a few 10 to 10 

at most [1]. Thus, to extract a neutron beam from a reactor, there 

is no other choice than very crude "geometrical" means (see fig. 1) : 

a hole is provided in the shielding surrounding the reactor core, 

and the neutron gaz leaking through will become a neutron "beam", as 

the neutron mean free path in air NT? is 21 m. 

The beam intensities can be evaluated, using the geometrical solid 

angle P. : 
2 

Q • (source area A)/4 TT D 

where D is the distance between source and measuring point. 
2 

Typically, with A • 100 cm and D » 6 o, one has : 

£1 - 2.10"5 

14 2 
so that for a source flux of 1.10 n/cm , s(a typical value for a 

BR2 radial beam hole end), one has : 

i , (beam) - 1 0 U x 2.10-3 • 2.L09 n/cm2, s 
en 

-2 ~ 
with a beam divergence of 1.7 x 10 rad • I9. 

The intensity quoted above is for the whole thermal neutron spectrum. 
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3. Neutron energy selection in a beam 

The neutrons present in a thermal reactor like 3R2 are initially 

fast neutrons (i.e. with an energy of ab. 1 MeV) produced by fission. 

They are slowed down by adequate "moderators" like Be and H.O, and 

when in thermal equilibrium with the medium, (i.e. when reaching an 
-2 

average energy of a few 10 eV), they diffuse with a Maxwellian 

velocity distribution before being captured and eventually producing 

further uranium fission. This "neutron history" is shown schematic

ally on fig. 2. The point of interest for the physicist is that, in 

the "neutron leak" which he is using for a beam, the energy spectrum 

reflects the whole neutron history in the reactor core. Thus, the 

first equipment found along such a beam is always one (or several) 

neutron energy selector(s) fitted to the aim of the measurement. 

There is a wide variety of methods for selecting a narrow energy 

range out of the broad neutron spectrum of a reactor beam. We mention 

them briefly below. 

3.1. Filters 

Just as in ordinary optics, neutron filters are normally the sim

plest energy selectors to be found and are, therefore, widely used. 

In the thermal energy range, a polycrystalline block of a material 

with low absorption and strong scattering cross sections (e.g. Be) 

acts as a "cutt-off" filter. Indeed, all incident neutrons are 

scattered out of the beam by Bragg reflection, except if their 

associated wavelength is larger than 2d , where d is the 
max max 

largest lattice spacing of the crystalline material used. Thus 

e.g., for filters made out of graphite, beryllium or beryllium 

oxide, the transmitted neutron besm contains only neutrons with 

\'t larger than 6.7, 4.0 and 4.5 A, respectively, or with energies 

smaller than 1.8, 5.1 and 4.04 aeV, resp.,i.e. within an energy 

and wavelength range especially well suited for a number of solid 

state studies. 



REACTEUR 

\ ] BÜNOAGE EN 
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i 
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For some other studies like nuclear spectroscopy by means of (n,y) 

reaction, one needs an intense thermal (i.e. Maxvellian) neutron 

beam cleaned from fast neutrons and reactor gamma's. This can be 

achieved by using e.g. a single crystal of Bi (or a piece made out 

of a few large single crystal domains). The attenuation of the 

gamma's by Compton scattering and of the fast neutrons by nuclear 

scattering is rather strong with bismuth. As for the thermal 

neutrons, a few narrow energy ranges are scattered out by Bragg 

reflection while all the rest is transmitted with a fairly weak 

attenuation due mainly to incoherent and thermal diffuse scattering. 

A filter combining some of the advantages of the polycrystalline 

and single-crystal filters is "pyrolitic graphite" [4]. Due to the 

special preparation techniques used, the crystallites of this 

material have their hexagonal c-axis aligned, but a random orienta

tion in the basal plane. If a beam of neutrons is traveling along 

the c-axis direction, the material is almost transparent for some 

low neutron energies, and is almost opaque for other larger energies. 

For example, a thickness of 6 cm of auitabl otiented pyrolitic 

graphite can have a transmission of 80 % and 5 7. for neutrons of 

respectively 0.0045 eV and 0.018 eV energy, i.e. with energies 

respectively well below and almost at the top of the neutron 

Maxwellian distribution. Such filters are extremely useful for 

eliminating "second order neutrons" (see below) in diffraction 

spectrometers working in the meV neutron energy range. 

Other types of neutron filters include "resonance filters" and 

mechanical velocity selectors. Details about it can be found in 

refer. [1], [2] and [3]. 
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FIG. 2. NEUTRON HISTORY (SCHEMATIC) IN A THERMAL REACTOR. 

A NEUTRON 3EAM IS A LEAK FROM THE REACTOR CORE,THUS 

THS ENERGY SPECTRUM IN THE 3EAM REFLECTS THE WHOLE 

NEUTRON HISTORY IN THE CORE. 
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PLIGHT PATH (A PEW METERS ) 

i 
X 
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SLOWER ONES (INSERT t ^ . T H E OVERALL ENERGY RESOLUTION OF THE 

SYSTEM I S : A S ^ / E . 2 A t A 
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3.2. Crystal Diffraction spectrometers 

A neutron beam follows Brigg's diffraction law : 

n\ - 2 d sin 9 (n « 1, 2, ...) 

just as any other radiation with appropriate wavelength \. 

It follows that a single crystal can be used for producing a 

monochromatic neutron beam out of a polychromatic incident beam 

issued from a reactor. The choice of the tiltangle Ç and of the 

lattice spacing d.... determines, by Bragg's relation, the diffrac

ted neutron wavelength X. 

The intensity of the diffracted beam depends on a number of physical 

parameters such as the absorption and coherent scattering cross-

section and mosaic spread of the single crystal used. 

The useful energy range is between a fewoeV's and a few eV's. 

In the meV-range, a difficulty arises from "second order diffrac

tion". The diffracted beam may contain, in addition to the (n«l) 

component, the (n«2) and possibly the (n«3) component of Bragg's 

relation, i.e. neutrons with 4 or possibly 9 times Che energy of 

the 1 order neutrons. 

Out to the Maxwellian velocity distribution of the thermal neutron 

beam, the flux of, say, 0,020 eV neutrons (almost at the peak of 

the Maxwellian distribution) is about 4 times higher than the flux 

of 0,020 : 4 - 5 neV neutrons, so chat, assuaing Che ideal n law 

for the reflectivity of the single crystal monochromator, the 

(n*l) diffracted beam of 5 neV neutrons has in addition an equally 

intense 0.02 eV (n«2) component. To get rid of this last, one 

uses either a diffracting crystal for which the (n»2) component 

is absent (e.g. germanium), or a filter such as pyrolitic graphite 

(see above) placed in front of Che diffracting crystal. 

A detailed description of a few actual experimental devices can 

be found in "J]. 
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3.3. Time-of-flight spectrometer 

The relation between the neutron "time-of-flight" r and its energy 

E is : 

T (us/m) » 72.5VS(eV) 

Thus, neutrons of 1 tneV or 1 keV energy have a r of 2293 u,s/m or 

2293 ns/m, respectively. These times are well within the measu

ring range of modern electronic circuits, and time-of-flight spec

trometers are used in a very wide neutron energy range. The prin

ciple of the method is shown in fig. 3. Actual devices can have 

increasing degrees of sophistication-, e.g. the 3.-2 spectrometer at 

BR2 (see p.I45)has, along the beamline, a Be (or quartz) filter 

followed by a crystal monochromator and by a slow-neutron chopper. 

Details about a few actual experimental set-ups can be found in [5]. 

3.4. Other neutron_energy selectors 

Let us mention here briefly some other means used around reactors 

either to achieve actual neutron energy selection or to modify 

locally the neutron energy distribution at the source end of the 

beamtube. 

a) "Neutron guide tube" : very low energy neutrons can be totally 

reflected by solid surfaces, thus a narrow and gently bent tube 

can carry these neutrons at considerable distances (typ. 30 to 

50 m.) with low losses, the higher energy neutrons and reactor 

gamma's getting out of the guidetube and being trapped close to 

the reactor [6], At the end of the cube, one gets a low-energy 

neutron beam alaowt perfectly cleaned from parasitic radiation. 

b) "Cold source" : if an adequate volume of an element with low 

absorption, low molecular weight, high scattering cross section 

and at low temperature (say, liquid hydrogen) is placed near 

ch« reaccor core, the thermal neutrons are submitted locally to 

a sort of "micro-climate", and within this volume, che peak of 
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the Maxweliian distribution is shifted to an energy kT corres

ponding to (T * 20° K) (or 1.7 neV) from the 25 aeV energy cor

responding to the overall temperature of ab. 300° K present in 

the reactor core. Thus, if a beamtube is using such a liquid 

H. volume at the source end, the flux in the oeV range (which 

is of considerable interest for a large number of experiments) 

is increased by a factor 10 or more with respect to the meV-flux 

available in a conventional beantube. 

The detailed description of such a device can be found in [7]. 

c) "Hot source" : For some experiments (e.g. the study of the 

optical branches of the phonon dispersion relations of crystal 

lattices) one may badly need neutrons with an incident energy 

in the 0.1 eV range. In a normal reactor beam, the neutron in

tensity at this energy is very low. It can be enhanced by 

using the same "micro-climate" method as quoted above, but in

creasing the source temperature instead of cooling it down. 

Such a hot source can be e.g. a piece of graphite heated to 

900* C. It can increase the neutron flux at 0.1 eV by a fac

tor of ab. 2.5 with respect to a conventional beam. 

4. Present lay-out of the BR2 beam experiments 

All beam holes have an inner diameter of 30 cm. A port through the 

wall of the containment building is provided in line with all the 

beam holes, and extended free space is available outside. Thus long 

beam lines (e.g. neutron guide tubes) could easily be built if needed. 

The lay-out of the beam holes and of the floor around is shown 

schematically on fig, i. The floor space occupied by the present 

load of experiments is also shown. These are : 

T2 - T5 (tangential through-hole) : Bent-Crystal Diffraction Spec

trometer fov nuclear spectroscopy studies by (n,y) reaction 
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RI : Ge(Li) Spectrometers for nuclear spectroscopy studies by 

(a,yv') reaction 

R2 : Time-of-flight Spectrometer for elastic and inelastic 

scattering studies (main specifications : see p. 145). 

R3 : Crystal Spectrometer for nuclear cross section measurements ; 

this equipment is at present used but very occasionally 

and could be dismantled if a better use of this beam hole 

vas proposed.(see p. 76) . 

R4 : Multiple-crystal Spectrometer for elastic and inelastic 

scattering studies (main specifications : see p. 123). 

R5 : Diffraction Spectrometers (main specifications : see p. 117). 

T7 : Slow-chopper TOF Spectrometer for cross-section measure

ments of nuclear "standards" (used by CBNM, Euratom, Geel). 

See p. 79. 

The following beam holes are not being used at present : 

Tl » T6 "! 
Tî - TS ƒ (tanSencial through-holes) 

T4 : (half of a tangential through-hole). 

The floor space available with these beam holes is restricted, as 

can be seen from fig. 4. In addition, as mentioned above, the 

R3-hole could be trade available if needed. 
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RESUME 

Technological and industrial applications of neutrons are reviewed except ap
plications in power generation, biology and medicine, and solid-state research. Tech
niques are grouped in three main categories: material production, material testing, 
and material analysis. Following a brief description of the different methods, an 
attempt is made to assess their applicability and to point out current developments. 

ABSTRACT 

The present review describes applications of neutrons in technology and indus
try, except in such fields as electrical power generation, solid-state work, medical 
diagnosis and therapy, and biophysics which will all be covered by separate papers. 

One of the most important usages of neutrons is the production of isotopes for 
many different purposes. The exposure of stable elements to reactor neutrons has now 
become a routine technique, with several thousand irradiations performed every year 
in reactors equipped with the appropriate installations. Multiple capture and iso-
topically enriched or radioactive target material must be used for the production of 
isotopes farther off the valley of stability. An example for the production of a sta
ble isotope is the doping of semiconductor material with phosphorus produced by cap
ture of neutrons in silicon. 

Another well-established method that requires the availability of neutrons is 
neutron radiography, a procedure for the nondestructive testing of materials. For 
light objects that present little attenuation to X-rays, for thick and heavy mate
rial with too strong absorption of electromagnetic radiation, and for samples with 
components of similar atomic number which show little contrast in X-ray or Y-ray 
radiographs, neutron radiography is often the only alternative. Whereas neutron 
radiographs made at reactors are now of excellent quality in terms of contrast and 
resolution, much effort is presently devoted to the development of mobile neutron 
sources that allow a reasonable compromise of exposure time and picture quality. 

An equally well-developed technique is the use of neutrons for analytical pur
poses. A powerful routine method for the quantitative determination of elements is 
activation analysis based upon capture of thermal neutrons from a reactor, with sub
sequent radioactive decay. The utilization of other reactions such as (n,p), (n,a) 
and (n,2n) and other sources is under development in several places. A variation of 
the method is spectrometry of the prompt y rays emitted upon neutron capture; this 
technique is recommended in cases where capture results in the production of isoto
pes that are either stable or have unpractically short or long half lives. Other 
analytical applications of neutrons include the assay of nuclear fuel for which a 
whole family of methods, both passive and active, has been developed, moisture meas
urements based on the detection of neutrons scattered from hydrogen in soil and oth
er materials, and such advanced techniques as the investigation of the size distri
bution of defect clusters in steel samples by small-angle neutron scattering. 
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1. Incr-iHuction 

The steady progress in experimental techniques for the production and detec
tion of neutrons, the ready availability of a large body of neutron nuclear data,the 
improvement of computational methods for the moderation and transport of neutrons 
and, last but not least, our growing understanding of the physics of neutron reac
tions have all contributed to the rapid development of practical applications of 
neutrons in such varied fields as power generation, solid-state investigations, 
medical diagnosis and therapy and biophysics, but also in a large number of tech
nological processes and industrial techniques. 

Whereas separate talks will be devoted at this Conference to each of the former 
topics, technological and industrial applications of neutrons are the subject of the 
present paper. Nearly all known types of nuclear reactions involving neutrons have 
been used for some kind of application. Devices for both the production and detection 
of neutrons (and other types of radiation as well) that were once developed in and 
whose use was for a long time confined to the nuclear physics laboratory, are now 
often routine equipment in industrial facilities. And there is, on the other hand, 
hardly any important industry that does not directly or indirectly rely on proces
ses in which neutrons play a fundamental role. 

It would be beyond the scope of this paper to describe in any detail all of 
these applications, or merely give a complete and balanced survey. There have been 
large international conferences on all of the more important applications, and count
less regional meetings and workshops on special topics, with tens of thousands of 
densely-packed pages of proceedings, so the task of compiling all this information 
would be a formidable one. Also there are industrial techniques of paramount impor
tance to the aforementioned other fields of neutron applications and which therefore 
deserve a description there; an example is the analysis of 3teel samples as applied, 
but by no means restricted, to reactor structure materials. Finally, there are in
stances where the interesting, challenging, or developing part of an industrial ap
plication is net in the neutron-technological section of the procedure; such a case 
is the production and use of radioactive chemicals for medical and biological purpo
ses. These techniques will therefore be hardly more than mentioned in this paper, 
although nobody would want to deny, e.g., our pharmaceutical works the status of an 
industry. All this will make the present paper appear as a kaleidoscopic, rather than 
comprehensive and complete, review of the subject. 

£*.£â«£S2ftkH.2ft.3i»*i2Q,âSeU£âSi2Sâ 

Neutron applications could be grouped according to the nuclear reactions used; 
such reactions are (n,f), (n,y), (n,p), (n,a), m,2n), (n,n), (n,n'Y) and combina
tions of these such as used in transmission or backscatter measurements. They could 
also be grouped according to the neutron source; the most widely used neutron sources 
are reactors, radioactive sources of the <a,n), (y,n) and spontaneous fission type, 
and even charged-particle accelerators like sealed-cff d-t neutron tubes, Cackroft-
Walton generators, Van-de-Graaffs and occasionally electron linacs. A third possibil
ity is grouping according to applications in the different industries. This, however, 
would cause duplicate or multiple description of techniques, and has therefore not 
been adopted. Instead, a fourth schene of division has been chosen in which appli
cations are grouped according to the purpose, with three main categories: isotope 
production, material testing, and material analysis. 
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As the reverse reactions of neutron production are not easily realized, the 
•oltinate fate of a neutron is always absorption and production of a new atomic 
nucleus. In the chapter on isotope production, only those techniques will be de
scribed in which the purpose of the process is the production of quantities of 
aacrosccpic mass or activity of isotopes with special or unique properties. Occa
sionally, the objective is not the production but the annihilation of an isotonic 
species; exasples are the burning of poisons and of nuclear waste in power reactors, 
subjects both too closely related to power generation to be dealt with here. 

On the other hand, if neutrons are used =s.s a probe for the measurement of 
different properties of the samples under test, the goal is to produce as many 
nuclear reactions as necessary for the measurement of the property wanted, but as 
little of the reaction product as possible, and in no case weighable quantities. 
We call material testing a_l those applications where qualitative information is 
obtained and usually evaluated in an analog way. These techniques are generally 
termed neutron radiography. 

This is opposed to analytical methods which consist in the quantitative 
measurement of the contents in some isotopes, elements or cocpounds, or their ratios, 
of the material under investigation. Such techniques are moisture gauging, activa
tion analysis with thermal and fast neutrons, prompt neutron-capture *f-ray analysis, 
and a number of different methods developed for the analysis of heavy (fissile or 
fertile) elements with which neutrons show quite varied types of behaviour. 

The last chapter will briefly touch upon a method that is still in the de
veloping state and for which a considerable number of fundamental physical questions 
remains open. 
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3.1 Radioactive Isotopes 

1* L- L Pf eduction 

Probably the most important use of neutrons next to the generation of thermo
electric power is the production of radioactive isotopes for a large variety of 
different purposes, usually by capture of thermal neutrons in a reactor. The normal 
procedure is to irradiate in a neutron flux * for a given time T some element, or 
compound, containing the target isotope which, upon capture of a neutron, transforms 
into the desired species of half life T\/i. If p and a are the abundance and capture 
cross section of the target isotope, the activity a at time t after removal from the 
reactor is given by * 

a » — m L p o * { l - e ) e , (1) 

where L is Avogadro's number, m is the irradiated mass of the element, A the mass 
number of the target isotope, and X » In 2 / Ti/2 the decay constant of the radio
active product. It follows from (1) that 90 % of the saturation activity is reached 
after an irradiation time T » 3.33 Tj/2, the limiting term in the saturation activi
ty being the product m p a •. As for a given isotope p and a are constant and m is 
limited by self^absorption and sometimes also by the quantity available, it imme
diately becomes obvious why reactors, with their unexcelled neutron flux, are to-
date the most popular neutron source for this purpose. 

Table I is a list of the more common radioactive isotopes with half lives long 
enough to be produced in a reactor, and of the reactions suited for mass production. 

The simplest (and usually cheapest) way of obtaining radioactive isotopes is 
to buy them. There are several commercial manufacturers that provide almost any of 
the longer-lived isotopes in nearly every chemical and physical form, complete with 
canning, shielding, etc. If this is not possible, use can be made of the irradiation 
services that most research reactors offer. For low-fluence activation there are a 
few canning materials that, depending upon the requirements, may not need to be 
removed after irradiation; for higher fluence or stringent background requirements, 
however, removal of the irradiation capsule is usually necessary. Sometimes a radio
chemical treatment is required. This is always the case for the production of iso
topes that are only obtained from nuclear fission. For this purpose fast and effi
cient separation processes have been developed. - What chemical compound and which 
purity grade is recommended, and whether or net isotopically enriched target material 
is necessary, depends upon the purpose for which the radioactive product is to be 
used. There are, however, a few isotopes that will always have to be made from 
separated target material. An extreme example is k7C& which, under optimum irradia
tion conditions, will account for only about 3 % of the total activity if a natural 
calcium target is used, and for which enriched U5Ca is therefore necessary. 

An interesting method of obtaining neutron-rich isotopes that are either too 
short-lived or too little abundant in the fission-product mixture i3 double neutron 
captura. If a target nuclide (index 0) captures neutrons to produce a nuclide 
(index 1) that undergoes either radioactive decay or neutron capture to form the 
desired species (index 2), then its activity after an irradiation tisse T 

M neglecting effects like seIf-shielding, burnout of the product, etc. 
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n0 q0 gI *2 *l r. A2 -A.T A
 Ai -A2T, ... 

A, A, ^2~^1 ^2~A1 

is proportional to the square of the neutron flux *. Here n0 » m0 pQ L / A is the 
number of atoms of the target material, X^ « in 2/Ti/2(i) are the radioactive decay 
constants and A^ » A^ + * a^ the "total" decay constants which account for the loss 
of material by both decay and capture. For large irradiation times T the ratio of the 
activities of the final and intermediate nuclides becomes 

a2 ax X2 

— (T* -) - 7- -r- «. (3) 
*1 Xl A 2 

For ia3Ta/IS2Ta this ratio is as large as .12, for * » 10llf neutrons cm"2 sec"1 which 
is a rather conservative neutron flux value. 159Au may also be produced in this way, 
although with the same flux the product is rather impure (a2/ai

 3 0.8 for T •+• • ), and 
another production mechanism based on the use of separated l53Pt is normally preferred. 

As can be seen from Table I, neutron reactions for the production of radioactive 
isotopes can be grouped in four main categories, viz. 

(i) Nuclear Fission: 
Fission products are neutron-rich isotopes that can often not be obtained by 
other reactions. The effort associated with the necessary radiochemical treat
ment and the large total activities that must be handled favour alternative ways 
of production. 

(ii) Neutron Capture: 
The (n,y) reaction accounts for most radioactive isotopes produced today for 
practical applications, both in terms of radioactive species and kilograms, 
or curies. It is usually very specific. Unless the primary capture product 
decays with short half lite into the (longer-lived) isotope of interest, the 

. radioactive species cannot be separated from the target material by chemical 
means. This is a shortcoming in all applications where carrier-free radioactive 
material is needed, and gives charged-particle reactions leading to the same 
product some advantage. Charged-particle reactions are also preferred if iso
topes are to be produced in the surface of a sample, as is sometimes the case 
in tribology. 

(iii) Other Neutron-Induced Reactions: 
A few of the lighter nuclides undergo (n,CP) reactions with thermal neutrons. 
These reactions are very specific and, just as capture with successive radio
active decay, le« to carrier-free material. They are also usually the most 
economic process. Such important Isotopes as tritium and '^C are produced via 
this reaction. 

(iv) Multiple Meutron Capture: 
Heavier isotopes (A i, 240) can only be obtained by multiple capture of neutrons. 
The most famous example is 2 3 2Cf which, taking 2j\' as the starting material, 
requires the capture of no fewer than 14 neutrons by one nucleus. 

In summary, sore radioactive isotopes for practical usage can be produced with 
neutrons than with any other particles, and there is no doubt that fission reactors 
will be the most important machines for radioactive isotopa production for a long 
tirr.a to ccr.e. 
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TABLE *Z 
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3.1.2 _Use_ of Radioactive .Isotcoes 

In order to illustrate the great variety of purposes that radioactive isotopes 
can serve, Table II gives some of the store important industrial applications of 
radioisotopes produced by neutron reactions, with an indication of the industries 
that use them most 3' 5"»' 10. 

Gauging is applied to almost everything, from bottled beer to concrete. Advan
tages of radioisotope gauging include better quality and uniformity of products, 
closer tolerances, savings of raw material, reduction of scrap, reduced shutdown 
time, cheaper control equipment and lower labour costs. 

Radioisotope radiography is applied to welds, castings and forglngs, material 
to be machined or repaired, and for thickness variation measurements. Its main 
advantages as compared to other methods of testing are its nondestructiveness,-the 
greater reliability and resulting quality of products, the reduced cost and time of 
inspection and the reduction of scrap. 

The ionizing effect of radiation from isotopes is used to eliminate static 
electricity on fibers, tapes, fabrics, paper and board, glass detonators and also 
on balances. It is also used to trigger or stabilize the discharge in electron tubes, 
to provide a very sensitive means of detecting gas chromatographic fractions and to 
ionize molecules in vacuum gauges. The advantages include, in addition to those 
already mentioned with the other applications, a reduction of fire hazard and a 
considerable increase in production speed. 

Studies with tracers have almost unlimited applications, and in addition to 
the advantages already mentioned, open possibilities that would otherwise not have 
been given. 

The irradiation cf bulk material serves mainly two purposes, the first being 
sterilization of many different items including medical and pharmaceutical material 
and equipment, sewage sludge and also different kind of foodstuffs. The second is 
induction or acceleration of chemical reactions, examples being polymerization, 
copolireerization, telomerization, the formation of cross-links., but also ionic 
processes of different kinds. 

In addition to the industries listed in Table II there are many other users 
for radioisotopes. Radioactive power sources ll serve a number of industries in
cluding those engaged in space and marine technology, and also medicine (for heart 
pacemakers). 

In agriculture, radioisotopes are used for soil, plant and animal nutrition 
studies, fertilizer placement, water volume and movement measurements, in animal 
pathology, entomology and weed control. 

Hydrology 9 makes use of radioisotopes for measurements of stream, velocity 
and direction of surface and of ground water, for tracing effluents from waste 
disposal, for sediment transport studies etc. 

Perhaps the widest and sast varied fields of radioisotope applications are 
biophysics, iicchanistry and medicine ^-ls > with a ver/ large number of techniques 
fcr testing the faction cf organs, detectingaalfur.eeion» and deseases, and some-

http://detectingaalfur.ee
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TABLE III 
WORLD SAVINGS ESTIMATE FOR RADIOISOTOPE APPLICATIONS 

TO DIFFERENT INDUSTRIAL PROCESSES* 

ESTIMATED ANNUAL SAVINGS 

PROCESS 

radioisotope gauging 

gamma radiography 

ionization methods 

use of radioactive tracers 

bulk irradiation 

agriculture 

hydrology 

biology 

medicine 

(MILLIONS OF US-$) 

LOW HIGH 

162 194 

38 58 

1 2 

95 146 

no figures given 

> not included in survey 

From Ref.10 
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3. K3jEço_noaios _of „Industrial Applications of Jtadioisqtpges 

The economic ispact of the use of neutron-produced radioisotopes in the differ
ent industries has been so important that in 1964 the International Atomic Energy 
Agency convened a meeting on industrial radioisotope economics in which an attempt 
was made to assess both the technical and economic savings 10. Although it turned 
out that such a plan was more difficult to realize than anticipated, the conference 
eventually case out with estimates for world annual savings due to radioisotope 
applications in gauging, gamma radiography, ionization methods and use of tracers. 
These figures (cf. Table III) total t 296 million according to the low, and t 400 
million according to the high estimate. An updated version of that survey has, to 
our knowledge, never been prepared, an indication that these techniques are now 
considered as a well-established technology. 

3.2 Stable Isotopes 

3_.2.1_Ijotcgically_Enriçhed.or Dep_leted_Eleaents 

Occasionally, neutrons are also used to produce stable isotopes. One example 
for such an application is the production of isotopically enriched or depleted 
elements. Despite the recent success of projects for the enrichment of stable iso
topes by so-called one-step (or few-step) processes, there are until now very few 
elements to which the technique has been applied on a laboratory scale, and none 
that are as yet economically competitive with existing enrichment techniques. As 
all but perhaps half a dozen elements are now enriched electromagnetically, and this 
process is not cheap, there are cases where considerable economic savings could be 
realized if other sources of enriched, or depleted, material were accessible. 

One such source has been tapped for the production of 99mTc, namely stable 
molybdenum extracted from fission products. This material is poor in 35Mo which 
accounts for about 90 % of the cross section of the natural element and free from 
92Mo and 9**Mo. Thus a considerable increase in specific activitity is obtained by 
use of "artificial" molybdenum from fission products. Specific activity is important 
for the medical application of 99nTc which is now produced 1 5 at a rate of about 
300 Ci/week in a reactor like the Karlsruhe FR-2. 

^•?J2_ £sotepes forjtoalv^tical Chemistrv 

Another application is the production of reference material for isotope dilu
tion analysis, an analytical method widely used in the nuclear fuel cycle. In iso
tope dilution analysis a known quantity of the unknown sample is mixed with a known 
quantity of reference material with isotopic composition as different from the sample 
material as possible, the so-called spike. The spike, sample, and mixture are then 
subjected to mass spectrometry. If the proper procedures are followed, the method 
is very precise and very sensitive; e.g., 5 x 10~*5 g of fission product *37Cs from 
leaking fuel elements per g of sodium can routinely be determined 1 3 in fast reactor 
coolant to an accuracy of ± 2 %. 

For stable elements, spike solutions are prepared from one isotope, usually 
the least abundant, enriched elactromagnetically to very high purity. This is not 
feasible for mono isotopic elements (such a3 cesium) and very impractical for sc.r.e cf 
the actir.ides. Therefore the method of choice is here to use selective nuclear reac
tions for production of the isotopes wanted. Spike solutions for uraniua (23-U), 
Plutonium (2t+2?u, al30 2 3 9Pu), aesericium (2t*'lA,ii, 2<t3Am), curium C2t*ifC:n) and 
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r.eptuniua (23%p, froo a decay of 2U3Aa) are produced this way. Although these iso
topes are not stable, their radioacitvity (except in the case of 2<*3Am frca which 
2.355-day 23?Np is "milked") is not essential, and all have half lives well over 
400 years so that decay corrections are easily possible and usually negligible. This 
is why the production of spike material has been described under the heading stable 
isotopes. In fact, the cesium spike for the above-mentioned example ia consisted of 
43 % ̂ 33Cs, 31 % l35Cs and 26 % l37Cs whose latter half life is known to be only 
30 years. 

3.2.3 Semiconductor^Doçinç 

A problem in the doping of semiconductor material is the inhomogeneity of the 
spatial distribution of the dona tor or acceptor atoms in the host material. For 
silicon doped with phosphorus by conventional methods local variations of the elec
tric resistivity are as large as ± 30 % of the mean. This severely limits the per
formance of semiconductor components made from this kind of material. 

If, however, silicon is irradiated with thermal neutrons, one of its isotopes 
becomes radioactive and decays into stable phosphorus according to the reaction 

30Si(n,Y) 3IS1 2 J" h> »P. 

The small capture cross section of silicon (o * 160 mb) allows the treatment of large 
samples, up to and above 60 mm in diameter, to be doped with an accuracy of ± 1 % of 
the target concentration, with unmeasurabie inhomogeneity. An example of the re
sulting distribution of the resistivity l9 is shown in Fig. 1. 
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Fig . 1 . 
Raaiat iv i ty d i s tr ibut ion in a l . l . l s i l i c o n wafer as measured 'oy the spreading 
res is tance probe, a: f l o a t zone s i l i c o n , n-typa. b: float: zcr.s s i i i m n , dcoed b; 
r.eutron i rradia t ion . Courtesy of w. ZirT.arsann.P.af. i 5 . 
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The technique is applied to the manufacture of a multitude of electronic com
ponents for which homogeneity of the resistivity is important, from multidiode 
vidicons to power thyristors, with very good results. E.g., data for a commercially 
available thyristor produced from neutron-doped silicon are as follows 20: 

positive and negative peak voltage 3.2 kV 
maximum effective current 1250 A 
maximum peak current (10 ms, 25 C) 13400 A 
operating temperature -40 ... '+ 120 C 

Thyristors for such impressive projects as the dams at Cobora Bassa, Mozambique, 
and Nelson River, Canada, are actually being fabricated by this technique. 

»««£>« «23«Ei«i22Ia2bX 

A completely different category of neutron applications is neutron radiography 
21 ~23. Here the aim is not to produce some material with special properties, but to 
determine the properties of given objects, usually by means of pictures, in a quali
tative or seal-quantitative way. This is opposed to the quantitative determination 
of the isotopic or elemental composition of the samples under test which we call 
material analysis and to which we will come later in this paper. 

Radiography as a method came into being soon after the availability of power
ful and reliable X-ray sources. It has been in routine application for more than 
half a century, and its merits need not be described here. Neutron radiography, 
starting some 40 years later, has now also developed into a widely-used technology 
because of a few properties that are not offered by X-radiography. 

One of these differences to X-radiography is the strong interaction of neutrons 
with hydrogen and hydrogeneous material which makes the method very well applicable 
to the investigation of plastics, oil, adhesives, water and other light substances 
which cannot be detected with X-rays. Another property of neutrons important for 
neutron radiography is their longer range in heavy material making the method suited 
for the investigation of hydrogeneous material enclosed in metal (iron or even lead) 
containers. Because neutron cross sections vary markedly from element to element, 
and are often very different for isotopes of the same element/ differences in iso-
topic composition and structures of material with similar atomic number are easily 
revealed. Also there are efficient methods for the detection of neutrons that are 
very insensitive to X or Y rays; using these methods, neutron radiographs of highly 
radioactive samples can be taken. 

4.1 Neutron Radiography Techniques 

The principle of neutron radiography consists in placing the object under study 
in a colligated (not necessarily parallel) neutron beam and recording the pattern of 
the transmitted neutrons £cf. Fig. 2) . 
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Pig. 2. 
Typical arrangement for radiography with reactor neutrons. 
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4. !_. 1 Neutroti Sour ces 

As the minimum detector exposure necessary for a good-contrast radiograph is 
of the order of lo6 neutrons/cm2, and collimator length-to-entrance diameter ratios 
smaller than 10 provide no useful resolution, a lower limit for the primary neutron 
flux is about 10* neutrons cm""2 sec"1, with three more orders of magnitude being 
helpful for high-resolution investigations 2tf. This means that reactors are until 
now the most important source, and most neutron radiographs have been taken with 
reactor neutrons. 

Neutron radiography is available as a service from nearly all research reactors 
115 "**7. Generally this is the most economic way of getting high-quality radiographs, 
one reason being that reactors are the cheapest neutron source on the cost-per-neutron 
scale, and reactor operators have usually been using their radiography equipment for 
a long time. Neutron spectra, flux conditions, possible sample dimensions etc. vary 
-somewhat from one reactor to another. 

The one big drawback of reactors as a neutron source for radiography is the 
fact that they are stationary. Therefore the use of different kinds of accelerators 
has also been investigated, although most of these applications have until now 
suffered from poor intensity. The Cockroft-Walton accelerator has probably received 
the most attention because of the low energy necessary and relatively high yield of 
the 3H(d,n) **He reaction. A severe drawback, however, is the short lifetime of the 
tritium targets. - A larger neutron yield is offered by the reaction 9Be(d,n) 10B 
which, however, requires a deuteron energy above 1 MeV. Machines providing deuterons 
of this energy are neither cheap nor mobile, but may be an alternative to a reactor 
if a medium-to-good performance, in-house facility for high throughput is wanted. -
Of course, neutrons from electron linacs can also be, and are being, used for neutron 
radiography; they offer the advantage of also being suited for high-energy X-radio-' 
graphy. 

The use of radioactive sources is even more problematic. Sources of the (a,n) 
type have hardly sufficient intensity; for (y>n) sources the high y background is 
an additional drawback. Only 2 5 2Cf has been used for neutron radiography to a signi
ficant extent. Its main application is in portable devices. 

4. K2_ Collimators 

The flux and unsharpness at the detector being given, in first approximation, 
by the relations 

* » (d/4 I)2 • and 
o 

u - d x s / U - s ) 

where *0, d, 1 and s are the flux at the source area of the collimator, inlet aper
ture diameter, length of collimator, and object-to-detector distance, respectively, 
we see that there is a trade-off of intensity, i.e. contrast, object size, and 
measuring tine, vs resolution, i/d ratios in practical installations are most ccm-
mcnly between 50 and 500. 
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According to the types of detector used, we distinguish four different methods 
or exposure " • : 

In direct exposure, the incident thersal neutrons are captured by foils con
taining e lèsent s like Li, 3, Cd, Sa or, for best sensitivity, Gd which upon capture 
of a neutron eait short-range ionizing radiation. This radiation exposes a fine-
grain, single-coated X-ray fila in a light-tight cassette that also accomodates the 
converter foil. 

An alternative, the so-called indirect method, uses converter foils such as 
Rh, Ag, In, Sa. Au or, most often, Dy. These elements contain isotopes that are 
activated by the neutrons. It is only after activation that they are placed in 
contact with the film. This eliminates fogging of the fila by X rays and Y rays 
present in the neutron beam, or by radiation from radioactive samples. 

The third method does not use film but relies on the tracks caused by a par
ticles (from 6Li or 10B) in sheets of suitable dielectric material, usually plastics, 
in which the tracks are made visible by consecutive etching. This so-called track-
etch method does not depend upon half lives (as the indirect method), is linear in 
response over a wide dynamic range, has good spatial resolution, and is insensitive 
to photons (i.e., light, X, and Y rays). However, no satisfactory procedure is as 
yet known for the conversion of spatial track density into visual contrast. Research 
work on this problem is in progress in a few places. 

The fourth category of detection methods provides for on-line viewing of 
dynamic events. Sadiation from the converter foil is either transformed into visible 
light processed by conventional means (image intensifier, TV camera or fast framing 
optical camera), or passed through two multi-wire propertional chambers arranged 
under 90 ° to each other the signals frca which are electronically processed and 
visualized on a cathode-raj oscilloscope. 

^K^Nontherma^ Neutron^ Energies 

Although the vast majority of neutron radiographs has been taken with thermal 
neutrons, other neutron energies have also been used. Generally, the incentive for 
doing so is the increase in useful depth caused by the decrease of cross sections 
with neutron energy. 

Frequently, the neutrons are simply filtered by cadmium and detected by a 
converter such as indium with a large activation resonance at 1.46 eV. For fast 
neutron radiography, in addition to detection techniques similar to those used at 
thermal energies, transfer-detection materials activated by (n,o), (n,p), (n,2n) 
and (n,n') reactions are also used. Alternate detection methods are viewing of a 
scintillating phosphor excited by knock-on protons, direct production of track-
etch images by fast neutrons, and again crossing of two multiwire proportional 
counters. 
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4.2 Neutron Radiography in Various Industries 

4_. 2_. l_Nuclear_ Industry 

Neutron radiography is most: widely used in the nuclear industry 26 " 29 for two 
reasons: first, cross sections of nuclear material (fuel, moderator, trim and con
trol rod material, burnable poisons, shielding) are such that it is easily amenable 
to thermal neutron radiography; and second, nuclear reactors were traditionally more 
readily available to the nuclear than to any other industry. 

One such application is quality assurance of fresh fuel elements such as fuel 
rods. Quantities that are routinely checked are the enrichment or uranium-to-pluto
nium ratio and the physical conditions of assembled fuel pins. The technique allows 
the detection of laminations, structural flaws, fissile density variations, hydro-
geneous inclusions, and voids in the pellet column. 

Of equal importance is the investigation of irradiated or spent fuel pins. 
These measurements include dimensional changes of the pins, pellet damage, and damage 
to the cladding. Leaky pins are easily identified by the presence of small amounts 
of water, and even near-leaks due to hydrogen embrittlement of the cladding can be 
located. 

4.2.2 Explosives and Ordnance 

Nondestructive testing of explosives and ordnance components 30' 31 is 
characterized by the need to check the proper location of components and to detect 
voids of hydrogen-rich material in high-density (usually brass or steel) containers, 
sometimes of considerable thickness. 

The application of neutron radiography in this industry has prompted substan
tial benefits. Prior to the use of neutron radiography, acceptance of the products 
was based on both tight production controls and statistical sampling of appreciable 
percentages of each lot, the samples being tested functionally, i.e. destructively. 
As time went on, however, these statistical tests were considered increasingly less 
adequate to the stringent requirements placed upon certain components of explosive 
devices to be used in critical applications. In this situation, introduction of 
neutron radiography and its combination with other nondestructive testing methods, 
and the application of these tests to the total production have in some cases com
pletely eliminated the occurrence of assemblies defective because of missing or 
misplaced components. 

4^2i3_Aerospace 

Another industry whose products depend critically upon the quality of compo
nents and subassemblies is the aeronautics and space industry 32 ~ 3S. It is there
fore not amaz-ing that in this industry quality control plays a more important role 
than elsevhere, and the blessings of neutron radiography have not gone undiscovered. 

Applications range from tests of adhesive bonds in r.etal honeycomb and phenolic 
fibergias3-to-r,etal structures to the inspection of virtually ail kinds of spacecraft 
components prior to assembly. 

In this industry Van-de-Graaff generators are 3oaeti3es used as sources 3U, 
and the nobility of a system with a 2'2Cf neutron source has proved particularly 
useful in A nuziber of in-situ applications 35. Examples are the detection of wing 
tan}; corrosion in DC-9 aircraft, corrosion in a C-130 aircraft wing, stress corrosion 
in A-? nose landing gear, and disbor.ded portions in helicopter main rotor blades. 
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Another interesting example is the detection of residual cores in cast turbine 
engine blades and vanes for high-temperature applications 33. If left in place, 
these core residues partially block internal cooling channels essential for proper 
operation of the devices. Because of the complexity of the passages the detection of 
core residues by visual methods or standard X-ray techniques is difficult. The prob
lem could be solved with neutron radiography at a reactor; by adding a saall amount 
of gadolinium oxide to the ceramic core, a considerable increase in contrast was 
obtained. 

4.2.4 Biology and_Medicine 

Neutron radiography is only now beginning to be recognized as a valuable tool 
in the life sciences 3 . An example for this kind of applications is the investiga
tion of metal implants in the jaws to effect a semiburied type of attachment for 
the retention of dental prostheses. Neutron radiography allows to detect soft-tissue 
hydrogeneous material formed between the metal ind bone that can lead to the failure 
of the implant; X-radiography does not show the existence of this tissue. 

Perhaps the most interesting medical application of neutron radiography is in 
bone surgery. Whereas the surgeon removing soft tissue malignancies has available 
to him an almost instant diagnostic procedure for the determination of the type of 
lesion involved, viz. the technique of the frozen section, which allows him (at 
least in principle) to completely remove extensions of the lesion into surrounding 
tissues, no such technique is available for osseous material. Therefore, the surgeon 
removing neoplasm from a bone tends to remove what he considers to be grossly ade
quate margins. He then must await a diagnosis based upon a slow decalcification 
process the result of which is not available to him before two or three weeks. Often 
enough the pathologist's answer is that of "positive margins", i.e., extension of 
the tumor to the edge of the removed portion, meaning that another operation on the 
patient is necessary. 

X-ray techniques have until now failed to reveal the extent of tumors into the 
surrounding bone. Neutron radiography, on the other hand, can not only show the 
invasion of the tumor into the surrounding marrow vascular spaces, but also allows 
to discriminate between tumor masses in the bone and destruction of bene without 
tumor invasion per se. 

Until now preoperative neutron radiography has not been performed in human 
medicine, the main obstacles being the large radiation doses necessary and the low 
penetrability of tissue to thermal neutrons. This latter problem has been proposed 
to circumvent with antiscattering grids between the sample and detector and also by 
the use of fast neutrons (f8, epithermal neutrons or Bragg diffracted monoenergetic 
neutrons from a graphite crystal 36 which would at the same time greatly alleviate 
the problem of exposure to fast neutrons and y rays from the reactor. Before the 
technique is fully developed, a near-future aim is the acceptance of neutron radio
graphy as a diagnostic tool in research and surgical pathology able, with rapid 
delivery of surgical specimens to the nearest reactor, to give diagnostic informa
tion within minutes instead of weeks. 

4.2.5 Miscellaneous Applications 

Neutron radiography has occasionally also been applied in other fields3'. An 
example is the examination of soil and rock where neutron radiography is particu
larly veil suited for the study of structure associated with moisture density 
fluctuations . Another example is the nondestructive examination of ancient 
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objects of art " Ï such a study of a Chinese ceremonial urn aade of bronze and sotae 
2000 years old revealed its internal structure (clay core in the legs), the techno
logy of its fabrication, and even such details as a broken clay core in one of the 
legs pegged together with wood or bamboo pegs. 

4.3 Present Developments 

Neutron radiography, as already mentioned, is offered by most research reactor 
stations and a number of other commercial services. Some of these are devoting part 
of their efforts to the completion and optimization of installations for the utili
zation of non-thermal neutrons for applications on thicker objects. Another goal is 
the reduction of total dose by removal of gammas and fast neutrons from the beam, by 
use of taylored beam spectrum-detector combinations, by improved imaging and con
version techniques, etc. **9'50. 

With neutron radiography growing to maturity, the question of standardization 
is also getting more and more attention. Standardization appears to have been 
achieved for image quality indicators, and present work in the field is now focussed 
on such items as terminology, recommended practices, film classification, etc. "***. 

5.1 Moisture Gauging 

5. 1̂ 1 _Moisture_ Gauging techniques 

An application that is on the borderline between qualitative and quantitative 
examination such as neutron radiography and quantitative analysis techniques is 
moisture gauging '*l. Moisture gauging is based on the markedly different scattering 
and slowing-down behaviour of hydrogen as compared to all other elements. Therefore, 
what is usually called moisture gauging is more correctly a determination of the 
partial density of hydrogen in the sample or material under test. 

Moisture gauging is sometimes performed with thermal neutrons, with measurement 
of either the transmitted or scattered neutrons (Fig. 3 A + 3). Clearly, the inten
sity of transmitted neutrons decreases, whereas the scattered signal increases with 
increasing hydrogen content. 

More specific and, therefore, more common is the use of fast neutrons. For 
small samples the arrangement is basically the same (Fig. 3 C + D), but as thermal 
neutron detectors are used that have as little sensitivity to fast neutrons as 
possible, the signal increases with increasing moisture in both 90° and 180 o 
position. 

Very often moisture must be determined in field measurements on very large 
samples. Here use is aade of the different spatial distribution of the neutron flux 
in the vicinity of a source surrounded by material with different hydrogen density. 
Fig. 4 shows 'now, for different amounts of moi3ture, the thermal neutron flux de
creases with distance from the source S1. As can be seen from Fig. 4, the flux at 
short distances increases with increasing moisture, while it decreases at large 
distances. Whether the measurement close to the source or at a larger distance is 
preferable, depends upon aar.y parameters. At short distances, the higher flux of 
fast neutrons and y rays causes problems with the detector, and the sensitivity to 
moisture content variations i3 not quite as good as at large distances. Here, on 
the other hand, the absolute thermal flux is down core than an order of magnitude 
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expressed as porosity of rock in water- f i l led borehole (from Ref . 5 1 ) . 



requiring longer measuring times or larger sources, and the dependence on the 
presence of absorbing material is more pronounced. Ambiguities resulting from 
neutron absorbers can be partially removed if two detectors are used simultaneously, 
one at a short and one at a larger distance from the source ("double neutron log"). 

Detectors with reasonably small sensitivity to fast neutrons and y rays are 
BF3 and 3He counters and also 'Li-glass and 6LiI(Eu) scintillation detectors. 
Neutron sources are mostly radioactive sources of the (a,n) type or, where higher 
source strengths are required,2^2Cf. Sealed-off neutron tubes have also been used , 
their main advantage being the possibility to be turned on and off and to deliver 
large neutron intensities that can also be pulsed. This, together with the use of 
tise-gated detectors, allows the measurement of neutron die-away time which provides 
another piece of information about the presence of neutron absorbers. 

5_.K2 Examp^s^fJlo^ture_Gaj5ino^App_licejtions 

Soil 

Devices for the measurement of water in soil and rock have been the first 
applications of neutron moisture gauging. The principle is usually based on the 
measurement of the thermal neutron flux at some distance frem a fast neutron source 
U 1. The appeal of the method is in the great ruggedness of the equipment and simpli
city of design, but parameters such as bulk density of the sample material and va
riations in thermal neutron absorption cross sections are not easily corrected for 
in the interpretation of the measurements. 

Coal and Iron, Building materials 

Moisture measurements have also a broad range of applications in the coal, 
iron and steel industries. Not only is the knowledge of the moisture content im
portant for the choice of parameters of an industrial process, often the water con
tent of a raw material or product has direct economical implications. 

Moisture in soft coal, e.g., is the criterion whether a freshly-mined batch 
of coal is to be burnt in a power plant or pressed to briquettes; this decision has 
to be made on-line a fast-moving conveyer belt. Because the height of material on 
the belt varies rapidly, these measurements have to be complemented by an additional 
device that determines the material thickness, usually by transmission measurement 
of y rays of suitable energy. Similar problems are faced for coke, metal ores, sand 
(in foundries), clay, ceramics, etc. 

Food 

Moisture content being an important parameter in quality specifications of 
food such as milk powder, flour, dried vegetables, etc., moisture gauging with 
neutrons has become a routine technique used by both suppliers and users of large 
fcod quantities. 

The experimental design is usually as simple 33 possible and 3imilar to the 
setup sketched in Fig. 2 0. For bulk material the procedure is to fill a predeter
mined quantity into a 3tandard container and read the moisture from a calibration 
curve obtained with samples of the same type of food, with different water content. 
This kind of measurement is applied to potato granules, spray-dried egg powder, 
wheat flour, milk powder, beef powder, and orange-juice granules for which the 
method works very well. For canned food, however, the influence of fill height and 
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densitv was found to be so large that no reliable aoisture determination was pos-
sible; an additional measurement of Y transmission did not solve the problem *. 

Paper 

A particularly interesting application is the determination of consistency, 
i.e., the weight percentage of fibrous material in the pulpwood-water slurry, in 
the paper industry. Cellulose fibers contain themselves a large percentage of 
hydrogen, and the applicability of neutron moisture gauging to the problem is far 
from obvious. The result of a theoretical study of the question was that neutron 
gauging cannot detect changes of the contents of fibrous material if the cellulose 
is at its theoretical density, i.e. about 1.5 g cm"3. This, however, is normally 
not the case in wood and pulpwood for which 0.7 to 1.0 g aa~3 are typical. 

The first experiment was performed in short-distance geometry (3 cm source-
to-detector distance) and showed not only the expected decrease with increase of 
consistency (or decrease of moisture), but gave also, with an Am-Be source of 
107 neutrons/second and BF3 counter, the excellent accuracy of ± 3 % relative in 
the range of consistencies investigated; measurement time was 1 second **3. 

Boreholes 

Neutron gauges in boreholes, especially for water and oil applications, have 
been widely used for many years, and perhaps prompted the most sophisticated methods 
of utilization of the different nuclear phenomena 5 1' 5 3. The increased degree of 
sophistication for borehole logging became necessary for three reasons: First, there 
are many parameters that can vary: borehole diameter, borehole cladding (from zero 
to centimeters of steel), density, porosity and composition of the surrounding rock, 
etc. The borehole can be dry or wet, with fresh water or salt water of varying 
salinity. Second, little information on these conditions is usually at hand, or can 
easily be obtained, and calibration measurement.; are virtually impossible. And third, 
the hydrogen content of water and oil is very similar. Therefore, simple neutron 
aoisture gauging is not adequate here, and in addition to neutron thermalization, 
absorption and die-away time measurements, additional effects such as activation, 
inelastic scattering, and prompt capture y-ray emission have also been used. These 
will be described in more detail in the following paragraphs. 

5.2 Activation Analysis 

5.2.1 Activation Analysis Techniques 

The most important analytical application of neutrons is activation analysis. 
Unlike moisture gauging, activation analysis is a method for the simultaneous quan
titative determination of a large number of elements. Its main general advantages 
over other analytical methods are its sensitivity (cf. Fig. 5), nondestructiver.ess, 
and independence of reagent constituents which make it particularly well suited for 
trace analysis. 

The principle of activation analysis 13 to irradiate the unknown sample in a 
flux of nuclear particles (rscst often neutrons} and subsequently analyse the energy 
spectrum of the emitted 7 rays 5 7 " 5 2 . 
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Although conceptually siaple, the method is characterized by a large number 
of variables chat can be varied, and must be varied for optimum sensitivity, ac
curacy, and precision. The basic equation for the resulting activity is given by 
eq. (1), although for practical applications additional effects must be taken into 
account. These include seIf-absorption of primary particles (neutrons), competing 
nuclear reactions in the target, genealogy of the product, decay scheme of the 
resulting nuclide, self-absorption of Y rays, etc. Also the presence of other mate
rials must be considered when choosing the most favourable conditions. 

As a general rule, as is the case in all analytical methods, the optimu» pro
cedure for the solution of a particular problem can be approached so much the better 
the sore details are known about the problem. Accordingly, because so many totally 
different problems can be solved by activation analytical techniques, a whole family 
of procedures, each best suited for the solution of certain types of problems, have 
developed that will, however, not be described in detail in this paper. Parameters 
to be chosen, or optimized, include 

(i) the nuclear reaction to be used, 

(ii) the energy of the activating particles, 

(iii) preirradiation treatment of the sacrale, if necessary, 

(iv) irradiation time, 

(v) cooling (waiting) time after irradiation, 

(vi) the necessary postirradiation treatment, 

(vii) conditions of neasurenent of the induced radiation. 

The choice of these paranieters depends upon the nature, composition and avail
able quantity of the sample and the kind, accuracy and speed of the required in
formation, with boundary conditions dictated by the available installations and 
equipment. 

Neutron sources 

Both the nuclear reactions to be used for activation and the energy of the 
activating particles are determined by the available particle sources. Only neutron-
induced reactions will be considered here. Although charged-particle- and photon-
induced activation are gaining importance for analytical purposes, and many problems 
can be solved best by the use of fast or epitheraal neutrons, the workhorse of acti
vation analysis have until now been thersal neutrons. The main reasons for this are 

the specificity of the (n,y) reaction (as compared to endotheraic charged-
particle reactions that usually produce a number of nuclides from one target 
isotope), 

the Large thermal neutron cross sections, and 

the ready avaii.ibllity of themal neutron sources with high intensity in 
larga volumes. 

Similarly as for th-3 neutron applications described in the previous chapters, 
rsacrors ars also the source most widely used far activation analysis, and for the 
sar.e reascr.s. VTr.srs nedius to high intensities of fa3t neutrons are wanted, acce
lerators are normally used; if ruggedness and simplicity or lew cost are more im
portant, radioactive sources are sometimes adequate. Both accelerators and radio
active sources ars «lio used with moderators for the production of thermal neutrons. 
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Sample Treatment 

Although neutron activation analysis is in principle nondestructive, there are 
cases where some chemical treatment of the samples is necessary. If so, this treat
ment should as a rule take place after irradiation, in order not to spoil on* of the 
most important advantages of activation analysis over all wet-chemical methods, viz., 
the absolute exclusion of contamination of the sample by reagent impurities. 

Preirradiation treatment may, however, be necessary under unfavourable condi
tions such as poor homogeneity of samples too large to be activated as a whole, or 
presence of a matrix that becomes itself so highly radioactive that it completely 
masks the radiation from the sample and makes postirradiation chemical treatment 
impossible. In these cases careful investigation of the validity of the procedure, 
preferably by applying it to a blank or otherwise well-determined control sample, is 
mandatory. 

Postirradiation chemical treatment, although not necessary in principle, is 
very often required because of the highly complex appearence of the spectra which is 
most difficult to overcome if very many elements, or very small amounts, or both, 
are to be determined. Clearly, there is a tradeoff of chemical separation work vs 
complexity of the Y-ray spectra, and it has become customary to divide the procedures 
followed into radiochemical activation analysis, with relatively elaborate chemical 
treatment of the irradiated samples, but simple and easy-to-analyze Y-ray spectra of 
the products, and instrumental activation analysis without radiochemical separation, 
but using highly refined techniques for the spectroscopy of the emitted radiation 
and the acquisition, reduction and evaluation of the measured data. 

Techniques for the separation of the radioactive species have now reached a 
high degree of sophistication. The main radiochemical separation processes for this 
purpose are precipitation, solvent extraction, ion exchange, and substoichiometric 
separation. These techniques have been well adapted to the needs of the analyst and 
become remarkably fast, accurate and reproducible and in a great many cases automated. 

Detectors 

In these cases, due to the relative simplicity of the spectra, Nal(Tl) spectro
meters are sometimes adequate, but even these are often equipped with peak stabiliza
tion units and multichannel acquisition possibilities. More common, however, and 
generally used in instrumental activation analysis, are semiconductor spectrometers 
of the Ge(Li) or ultrapure germanium type. Electronics include circuits for rapid 
baseline restoration and pileup discrimination in order to reject distorted pulses, 
highly refined timing devices for the correct determination of the fraction of ac
cepted pulses, computer-controlled data acquisition and storage equipment for hand
ling the large quantities of data produced, particularly in installations with auto
matic sasiple changing, and all the elaborate software as developed for the analysis 
of Y-ray spectra in nuclear physics. 

Epithermal ar.d Fast Neutrons vs Thermal Neutrons 

If the activity ratio cf two eler.ent3 is very unfavourable, it is sometimes 
advantageous to use epitherr.al or fast neutrons instead of thermal neutrons. Despite 
the smaller absolute cros3 section, the ratios of cross sections or resonance inte
grals r.ay allow a better precision in the measurement of the weaker of the Y rays 
f re?, the two components. The technique for resonance activation is to irradiate the 
samples in capsules of material with large thermal neutron absorption such as cadmium, 



boron, gadolinium,samarium or ccabinations of these. Capture of fast reactor neutrons 
has seldom been used for activation analysis. 

Fast neutrons, on the other hand, offer the possibility to induce other reac
tions than capture, mainly (n,p), (n,a), (n,2n) and occasionally (n,n'). As, with 
very few exceptions, these reactions are endcthermic, with thresholds in the several-
MeV range, reactors are not suited for this purpose, but accelerator-produced fast 
neutrons are frequently used in fast neutron activation analysis. 

Nuclear Data for Activation Analysis 

The present technique for the evaluation of the measured peak intensities is 
the use of calibration curves obtained from synthetic samples. With the equipment and 
experimental techniques becoming more and more stable, precise, accurate and reliable, 
and multielement activation analyses getting more numerous, analysts increasingly 
tend to reduce the number of irradiations and the tedious conventional calibration 
procedure by using only the flux, time, and peak area informations from their meas
uring equipment and compute the analytical results from the nuclear data Csuch as 
cross sections and decay properties) as available in the literature. 

Although a number of data surveys have been specially prepared for both thermal 
and fast neutron activation analysis S 3 - 6 5 , these compilations are not considered 
adequate for practical work. The analysts' discontent in 1973 focused upon the lack 
of a comprehensive handbook-type compilation prepared especially for activation ana
lytical applications, too infrequent updating of existing data collections, and poor 
accuracy of decay data, especially for the shorter-lived nuclides ^e. This view is 
not likely to have changed much in the meantime. 

5.2.2 Applications of Neutron Activation Analysis 

Because of its outstanding performance and capabilities as mentioned above, 
neutron activation analysis is used in a large number of industrial and other techni
cal and scientific applications encompassing such fields as medicine, geochemistry, 
environmental studies, and also forensic and even archeological applications. A few 
examples shall depict these possibilities. 

Metallurgy 

Metallurgy is an industry in which the potential of neutron activation analysis 
has been widely recognized. In the iron and stsel industry the method is routinely 
used for the metal analysis of raw material (ore) S3, product (âteel), chemical rea
gents for wet chemical analysis, and a number of other applications. Of particular 
importance is the determination of oxygen in steel via the reaction 160(n,p) 16N with 
fast neutrons, usually from a Crockroft-Walton generator; this method is nondestruc
tive, more precise, faster and cheaper than the conventional procedure and today in 
application in may places 54. - An example for the u3e of neutron activation analysis 
in the aluminum industry is the control of concentrations of admixtures in a dilute 
aluminum-bassd alloy produced in a plasma furnace 57. 

Psc.ro 2 sum 

in the petroled industry, neutron activation is used for analysis of crude, 
intsrr.odiate3 and a large number cf product materials. 2ecau3a the matrix in these 
r.atariiis is net activated by irradiation with thermal neutrons, trace alements can 
be ietsrriir.ed -./ith very good sensitivity. 

http://Psc.ro


The purposes cf neutron activation analysis of petroleum products are manyfold 
5 2. Crude is analyzed for prospecting purposes, for determination of its origin 5S, 
for quality control, but also in tracing oil pollution of surface and of drinking 
waters. Sulfur and especially vanadium are unwanted components because of their corro
sive action. Vanadium is furthermore, as is arsenic, a severe poison for platformir.g 
catalysts. As arsenic is added to the oil as a corrosion inhibitor during well logging, 
its presence must be particularly carefully checked. Silicon is as indicator for the 
presence of volatilization aids for high-boiling fractions and is measured using both 
thermal and 14 MeV neutrons; 14 MeV neutrons are also used to determine the oxygen 
content of bitumen, insulator oil, etc. Gasoline is checked for manganese and bromine 
with thermal neutrons, and for lead with 14 MeV neutrons using the reaction 
208?b(n,2n) 207»Pb. 

Engineering Goods 

In engineering, material transfer plays an important part as a measure of the 
performance of a machine or system, not only in studies of wear and corrosion, but 
also in such processes as printing, vacuum deposition by evaporation and ion sput
tering, galvanization, etc. An example for the measurement of the thickness of the 
deposit of ink on paper is the analysis of activated cerium and lanthanum 5 a. Wear of 
bearings, pistons etc. is most easily determined by activation analysis of the lubri
cating oil 5 9 ; 5 2. This method, however, is not very specific as the abraded particles 
can come from any of the parts moving in the lubricant. Therefore, an alternative 
method is to activate the part of interest and measure the oil without previous acti
vation. Charged-particle activation has, however, proved more powerful for this pur
pose, essentially because of the larger specific activity in the surface and lower 
total activity obtained in this way. - Other applications for engineering purposes 
include the determination of sodium and potassium in solid rocket propellants 58, 
the measurement of elements such as phosphorus, sulfur and zinc as an indication of 
additives present in automobile and engine oil, the search for silicon in pump oil 
for performance diagnostics of the associated diffusion pump 62, etc. 

Electronics 

Electronic components are frequently made of material the properties of which 
are determined by very small amounts of impurities. An example is the concentration 
of bromine which, in concentrations down to 0.025 ppm, is used as a donator in 
selenium 6 3. Of equal importance is the analysis of doping materials in surfaces such 
as contacts, phosphors, etc. 58. Neutron activation analysis has also been success
fully applied to the study of dynamic processes like diffusion, e.g. of gold in 
silicon 3 S. 

Construction 

In structural engineering, the cement content and uniforaity of cement distri
bution in the mixture with sand and gravel are of prime importance for the strength 
and quality of concrete. With 14 MeV neutrons, the calcium from the cement and silicon 
from the aggregate form S.72 minute - ^ C a (Ey • 3084 and 4072 :<eV) and 2.243 minute -
2SA1 (Sy « 1779 JceV) that are ideally suited for the determination of the Ca/Si ratio. 
The reactions ars 3o specific that a Nal(Tl) detector can be used. The technique has 
proved an excellent tool for the detection and location of sub-specification lean 
concrete in structures 3uch as reads and bridges 53. 
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Nuclear Industry 

Activation analysis is used by the nuclear industries for the same general pur
poses as in other industries (trace element determination, e.g. in steel), but also 
for a few special applications. One of these is the determination of 12'I in repro
cessing effluents. Although radioactive itself, l 2 9I is too long-lived to be directly 
measurable with sufficient precision; but its thermal neutron capture cross section 
(27 b) and the half life (12.36 h) and decay properties of the product are well suited 
for neutron activation analysis. The limit of detection with this method has been 
given as 9 * 10~9g i29I per liter of effluent, or_0.07 % of the maximum permissible 
concentration, and can, according to the authors 5 , easily be lowered to 1 ng/1. 

Paper and Textiles 

In the pap&r and cellulose industry, neutron activation analysis is routinely 
used for the analysis of paper, cellulose and paper pulp for elements like sulphur, 
phosphorus, chlorine, manganese and mercury. A special application is the analysis 
of filter paper for analytical chemistry; elements routinely checked are silver, 
cadmium, indium, rhenium, gold and a few rare earths 5 2. 

An example for the use of activation analysis in the textile industry is the 
determination of the mixing ratio of natural and synthetic fibers in spun yarn by 
activation of 0.2 % lanthanum added as a tracer to the synthetic component. The method 
appears to work to full satisfaction. The description of the procedure includes, as is 
seldoD the case, an evaluation of the cost of different measurement methods. With 
$ 4.80 per chemical, and less than $ 1.60 per activation analysis, the savings in cost 
are claimed to amount to a factor of 3. In addition, a factor of more than 2 can pos
sibly be saved in turn-around time . 

Geology and Oceanography, Prospection, Exploration and Mining 

In geology and oceanography, mineral prospection and exploration, and mining, 
neutron activation is being recognized as a valuable means of determination of a large 
number of elements 53. 

An example for the indirect use of activation analysis is the discrimination 
between oil and salt water in boreholes by measurement of the activated chlorine 53. 

In addition to the use of thermal neutrons, fast neutrons are being increasingly 
used for the determination of elements like oxygen, nitrogen, silicon and fluorine 
that are difficult to measure by wet chemical techniques. Fast neutron methods can be 
refined considerably if variable neutron energies are used, an example being the deter
mination of fluorine via the reaction 19F(n,o) 16N and oxygen via the reaction 
150(n,?) 1SN which lead to the same product. As the threshold energies are markedly 
different (6 MeV for fluorine, 9.6 MeV for oxygen), a change of neutron energy allows 
the separate determination of the two elements. The development of such a facility 
for exactly thi3 purpose will be described in two papers on this Conference 7Î' 7 2. 

Another interesting application is the proposed fast-neutron in-situ analysis 
cf manganese nodules on the ocean bottom. The hostility of the environment, both 
chemical 'interferences frca seawater and sediment of changing composition) and 
rr.echar.ic.al (pressures in excess of SCO a ta) has prompted a systea that i3 based upon 
the gecchemical correlations of the contents of nickel and^copcer with the manganese-
tc-iror. ratio in the nodules. Using the S5?e(n,p)*eKn and, 55Mn(n,a)32V reactions, 
t';:e resolution of a >.rali'7i) scintillation detector is adequate to indirectly detsr-
r.in-;, via thj direct measurement of thi3 isotope ratio, the absolute (percent) con-
zsr.zs ir. the el2r.ar.t3 wanted 7'' 75« 

http://rr.echar.ic.al
http://el2r.ar.t3
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In Oceanography, neutron activation analysis is also widely used. E.g., in 
connection with the above-mentioned mining of manganèse nodules, many questions of 
scientific interest are being tackled. One of then is the confirmation and extent 
of the well-known correlation of composition patterns with absolute content. Another 
is the search for correlations of element contents with topographic situation on the 
sea bottom (valley, slope, or ridge), with sediment facies, currents, rate of sedi
mentation, chemical composition of the surrounding water, etc., or correlations of 
the growth rate with any of these parameters. Still unresolved and intensely studied 
is the question of the genesis of the nodules, although a number of hypotheses for 
their formation have been developed 7>*. 

food 

The analysis of food is also often done by neutron activation analysis. Examples 
are the determination of elements like chlorine (in butterfat) and bromine, arsenic 
and mercury (in fruit, vegetables and cereals) for the detection of pesticides such 
as DDT, CH33r and others, the measurement of residual nickel in hydrogenated fats, 
the assay of poisenous pollution products (mainly mercury) in meat, fish and other 
seafood, etc. 6 2. 

Environmental and Life Sciences 

Neutron activation analysis is also extensively used for environmental studies. 
Airborne particulates 53' 7 7 _ 8 ° , drinking water 5 3' 90, effluents from various types 
of factories 79' 90, sediments and the uptake of elements by different organisms 
are studied by activation analysis. 

In toxicology, pharmaceuticals are tested for trace amounts of certain elements 
6 2' 3 1. Some of these, in addition to being potentially harmful, can catalize de
composition reactions and thus decrease the efficiency of the drugs 6 2. Trace element 
concentrations of opium can be used to determine its origin 6 2. Activation analysis 
is also used for the determination of mercury toxicity in dentistry 80, the effect of 
various metals in inhaled fumes upon animals 8 0, etc. 

In medicine, activation analysis is used to study the metabolism of many ele
ments 6 2' 30 as well as their biochemical and physiological behaviour 6 2' 8 2' 8 3. 
Certain trace elements, if appearing in abnormal concentrations in various tissues, 
are indicative of diseases. The most famous examples are copper in finger nail clip
pings as an indication for eyetic fibrosis and in bioptic tissue in Wilson's desease, 
and reduced serum zinc in liver cirrhosis caused by excessive use of alcohol 8 0. 

Archeology 

For archeological applications, the most appealing features of activation ana
lysis are its nondestructiveness and its unexcelled sensitivity. Not only ancient 
coins and pottery S3, but also a large number of other artifacts, and ever. Egyptian 
ausaias, have been studied. A particularly interesting field is the determination of 
trace elements ir. pigments from ancient paintings. These analyses have shown remark
ably ur.iiorr. concentration patterns within one period, but change with the centuries, 
thus providing a -sans for the dating of unknown pieces and identification of falsi-
ficatas 3'. - Archeccrisiinology nay be the terra for the investigation of hair of 
r-'aooiecn I ar.d of samples from the tomb of King îric XIV of Sweden who probably died 
fren ooi son 'j2. 
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Forensic Applications 

Mondestructiveness and sensitivity are equally important in forensic applications 
where the analysis must often be done on ainute amounts of caterial. Soil, human hair, 
lubricating oil and grease, adhesive tape, glass, paint (especially from automobiles) 
etc. have been succesfully analyzed 5 5 , 5 8 , S 2 , 3k. On a damaged skull that had been 
buried for over 20 years a large content of antimony in the osseous tissue around a 
hole that decreased at larger distances from the hole was obviously due to the passage 
of a lead bullet 58. Iron and cadmium on the skin of a maintenance worker who had been 
found dead near electric equipment, but did not show visible burns, served as evidence 
that the victim had indeed died from electrocution, rather than from the heart con
dition from which he had suffered 5 3. Perhaps even more important is the analysis of 
barium and antimony from gunshot residues on human skin. Whereas positive findings 
are indicative of suicide unless the victim had himself fired a gun shortly before 
his death, negative findings are strong evidence for homicide or murder 5S' 5 8. 

5.3 Prompt Analytical Techniques 

^.3^1 Jleutron Capture Gamma^Ray^Spectrometry 

Although neutron activation analysis is a very sensitive method, there are a 
number of elements that cannot be determined by neutron activation with the precision 
needed. The reason for this may be any of the following: 

(i) too small capture cross section and isotopic abundance, 

(ii) half life of the product too short for the samples to be conveniently 
removed from the irradiation facility, 

(iii) half life of the product too long, or infinite (i.e., stable product nucleus), 

(iv) decay scheme of the product not suited for Y-ray measurements (no Y rays, 
gammas highly converted, or too low-energy). 

In seme of the cases (ii) through (iv) prompt capture Y-ray spectrometry may be appli
cable. 

Two different geometrical arrangements are being utilized for prompt Y-ray 
spectrometry on reactors: in-pile, and out-of-pile geometry (cf. Fig. 6). In the 
former, riie sample is placed inside the reactor core and the Y rays are viewed through 
a port in the reactor shield. For minimizing Y-ray background from the pile, through-
holes that are often located in a tangential position of the reactor are frequently 
used. In the out-of-pile geometry, a neutron beam is extracted from the reactor and 
hits the target outside the reactor face. Whereas the in-pile arrangement provides 
somewhat better intensity, the out-of-pile geometry is characterized by easier handling 
and smaller activation of the samples as well as larger flexibility which allows the 
detection of coincident Y lir.es for better background discrimination and elimination 
of lines with similar energy from different materials. 

http://lir.es
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Details like y shielding omitted. 

The technique of using prompt capture y rays has a number of interesting features. 
Neutron capture is an exothermic process; the neutron binding energy of about 6 MeV 
which is carried away by Y radiation being usually distributed over few photons, proopt 
Y rays are on the average of higher energy than photons from radioactive decay. This 
minimizes y self absorption in the samples. - As the method is based on a prompt pro
cess, there are practically no parameters that can be adjusted or optimized. The only 
figures of interest are the neutron flux (which should be maximum) and geometry fac
tors (which should also be maximum). Selectively absorbing low-energy Y rays with 
filters in front of the detector is already a refinement. - The conceptional simpli
city of the method makes it also independent of half lives and associated errors of 
the nuclear data, but level scheme information such as branching ratios of individual 
transitions plays the same role as in activation analysis. 

The nain shortcoming of the method is the large distance, or snail solid angle, 
between the sample and detector (for in-pile geometry) or between sample and high-flux 
region of the reactor (for out-of-pile geometry), resulting in relatively large amounts 
of sample material (milligram to gram quantities) necessary. Although this does not by 
itself result in a decrease in sensitivity (expressed, e.g., in ppm of the element in 
seme sort of matrix), in practice the general Y background from scattered neutrons 
that are eventually captured in some structural material do limit' the Lowest concen
tration measurable by this method. Clearly, post-irradiatior. chemical treatment is 
not applicable. 3ecause of these limitations, the method has not been developed to 
its full potential, although the relevant nuclear data are nicely compiled in a com
prehensive table *5 " 5 9 and a theoretical estimate of the applicability of the methoi 
f? the mirèrent elements is also available in the literature 3^ " 3*. 
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Relatively few practical applications of prompt neutron capture Y-ray spectro-
cetry have been reported. These include the determination of hydrogen in metals 9 2 

and organic coripounds 5 2, chlorine in wheat 33, sulfur in coal 6 2, and elements like 
3, C, N, P, CI, K, Ca and some lanthanides in organic and biological material 6 2. 
In metal ores Al, Ti, Fe, Co, Cu and Pb have been successfully determined 9 3. In 
borehole applications tungsten has been measured in scheelit deposits 9 5, and also 
chlorine as an indication for (salt) water 5 3. For deap-sea exploration, an (n,y) 
analysis system has been proposed for direct measurement of the metal contents 
(Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu) of manganese nodules 9**» 9 S as an alternative to the indirect 
activation analytical system described above. 

5.3.2 _Inelastic Scattering 

Occasionally, borehole logs equipped with 14 MeV neutron generators have also 
been reported to record y-rays from inelastic neutron scattering. Only radiation 
from nuclides that are both abundant and difficult to determine by using other 
nuclear reactions have so far been measured (cf. Table IV). Carbon and oxygen, 
together with the prompt 

TABLE IV 
GAMMA RAYS FROM INELASTIC SCATTERING OF 14 MeV NEOTRONS 

USED IN BOREHOLE LOGGING11 

DETECTED ELEMENT 

carbon (oil, carbonate) 
oxygen (water) 
magnesium 
silicon 
sulfur 
calcium 

ISOTOPE 

12C 
160 
2*Mg 
29Si 
32s 
*°Ca 

y-RAY ENERGY 
keV 

4439 
6916 
1369 
1780 
2230 
3730 

•from Ref. 5 1. 

2223 keV Y line from neutron capture in hydrogen, provide a good means of distin
guishing oil or gas from water. The analysis of magnesium and calcium is of interest 
in the development of certain oil reservoirs in carbonate rocks where secondary 
dolcmitization is responsible for porosity and permeability 5 i. 

5.4 Neutron Techniques for the Assay of Nuclear Material 

A special category of analyses are heavy elements or isotopes that, upon absorp
tion of a neutron, either break up in two or more fragments {fissile material) or are 
converted to fissile species (fertile material).This material* undergoes chetuical and 
physical treatment in the nuclear fuel cycle during mining and processing, isctopic 
enrichment, fuel element production, and reprocessing. Both its isotopic composition 
and chersical state change constantly, whether in use or not. On the other hand, the 
précisa '<ncv/iedge of the quantities and compositions of nuclear material is of great 
importance net only for economic reasons, but also for technical purposes such as 
process control, quality assurance, health physics, elimination of criticality 
hazards, and nuclear materials safeguards. 

'issile and fsrtile material arc often referred to as special nuclear material. 



Fortunately, this material offers a number of possibilities for its detection 
and quantitative assay that are seldom found in lighter elements. In addition to 
emitting », 3 and Y radiation from radioactive decay, nuclear material shows neutron 
reactions that are often suited for its detection. Because neutrons, as do y rays, 
easily penetrate thick layers of material, these reactions offer the possibility of 
nondestructive assay, very important in many points of the nuclear fuel cycle. 
Neutron methods for nuclear material assay have therefore been brought to a high 
state of development. 

Two categories of methods are being used. In active methods neutrons are 
used as projectiles to induce nuclear reactions in the material under assay, and 
reaction products (which can again be neutrons) are detected. Passive methods are 
based on the detection of spontaneously emitted particles. Only those methods will 
be considered here in which the detected or inducing particles are neutrons. 

5. 4̂ 1 Pa£sive_Assay of J^ucJ.earjtoterial 

Cross tfeutron Counting' 

Nuclear material emits neutrons via two processes, viz. (i) spontaneous fis
sion, and (ii) (a,n) reactions on light elements. The major isotopes of uranium and 
plutonium and also 232Th all emit neutrons in spontaneous fission, but except for 
the even plutonium isotopes the branching for this mode of decay is so small that 
the majority of neutrons emitted from such samples is due to another process. These 
materials are all abundant sources of a particles, and the energy of the alphas is 
large enough to induce (a,n) reactions in light elements such as cxygen (as, e.g., 
in oxide fuel) and fluorine (of which trace amounts are always present in nuclear 
fuel from chemical processing). However, the number of neutrons emitted per unit 
mass of nuclear material depends critically upon a number of parameters that are 
hard to determine or to control. Among these are the contents in the light element 
and ist distribution in the sample and the average energy of the a particles which 
is strongly influenced by the slowing-down conditions, in addition to the elemental 
and isotopic composition of the material to be assayed. Gross neutron counting is 
therefore restricted to those cases where the material is of known isotopic and 
chemical composition, and should even then be considered as a verification or com
parison check only, not as a method for the quantitative determination ' 7. 

Neutron Coincidence Counting 

In contrast to neutrons from the (cs,n) reaction, spontaneous fission neutrons 
show a multiplicity distribution that is peaked around the value 2 for nuclear 
material, i.e., most neutrons from this process are emitted in pairs. This allows 
the discrimination of (a,n) and spontaneous fission neutrons by neutron coincidence 
measurements and thus the determination of the total plutonium in samples with known 
isotopic composition. 

For practical purposes only the even (fertile) isotopes 233Pu, 2l+!JPu, and 
2u2?u emit -spontaneous r.eutrcns of sufficient intensity for quantitative determination 
(1C3 to 2.5 * 103 neutrons per gram zni. per second), but even this is barely adequate 
unless high-efficiency detectors are used. Because efficient neutron detection is 
easiest at thermal energies, the normal measuring setup consists in a circular array 
of thermal neutron detectors surrounded by moderating material (paraffine or polyethy
lene) to fora a hollow cylinder; the sample is placed in the central hole. As, 
however, the 3lowing-down time jitter amounts to several hundred microseconds, long 



coincidence times are required, with large rates of random coincidences partly due 
to ii,n) neutrons. This problem has been solved in different ways by various re
search groups 3 3~ 1 3 1. Although the method is in wide use today, a cotaparison of the 
different systems has only recently been started with the aim to determine the 
conditions under which each of the different svstems is best suited for Quantitative 
work 1 0 2. 

Enrichment Meter 

An interesting application is also the counting of gross neutrons from uranium 
hexafluoride in enrichment plants for the determination of 2 3 5U enrichment. Despite 
its saall isotopic abundance, 23t*U accounts for more than 50 % of the gross neutrons 
in UFg with uranium of natural isotopic composition (via the *8F(a,n)reaction) because 
of its short half life. In isotopic enrichment plants the 2 3 UU/ 2 3 5U ratio can be 
calculated throughout the cascade if the feeds and withdrawals are well known; con
versely, the ratios observed in feed and withdrawal materials may be used to check 
if the cascade has been operated as stated, e.g., in a safeguards operation report. 
The technique is an example for the use of neutrons in MIST (minor isotopes safe-
guards techniques) l03. 

5.4.2_Active Assay Methods:__Delaved_Methods 

Delayed y-Rau Spectrometry 

Nuclear material can be determined by conventional activation analytical 
methods as described in section 5.2 of this paper, the only difference to the ana
lysis of lighter elements being the competition of neutron-induced fission with the 
capture process. In fact, except for 232Th and 2 3 SU, fission is the dominating of 
the two processes, both with respect to cross sections and the abundance of isotopic 
species produced. This abundance of species complicates the application of the method 
for two reasons: first, the energy spectrum of the resulting y rays is very complex, 
even if measured in suitably chosen time intervals, and second, the method is only 
moderately specific because all fission products are produced from all fissionable 
isotopes. 

Nevertheless, the method has been used to discriminate between 2 3 5U and fis
sionable plutonium (233Pu and 2IflPu) by measuring at least one fission product with 
markedly different yield for fission of uranium and plutonium. The analog of both 
radiochemical and instrumental activation analysis has been successfully applied: 
the former, with separation of the noble gas fission products 88Xr and *38Xe, down 
to fissile quantities in the 1 - 10 yg range 101*, the latter, with measurement of 
the Y radiation from ltf2La, 89Rb and a few other fission products, to the non
destructive assay of uranium and plutonium in fuel pins 1*5. Total gross gamma 
counting following neutron activation of fuel pin3 is also used l 0 5. 

Delayed Xeuzron Counting 

Fi33icn products also emit neutrons. Therefore an alternative to the spectro
scopy of delayed y rays is counting of delayed neutrons, normally after irradiation 
with thermal neutrons from an accelerator or a radioactive source. The half life of 
the longest-lived delayed neutron precursor beir.g only about 1 minute, no radio
chemical separation is possible. '.'>os does the method allow to discriminate between 
uranium and plutonium -unless special additional features are included in the measi:rir.y 
-iv'ice (e.g., irradiation with neutrons of different energy spectrun) . 3ut the method 
:â vary specific to the presence of fissionable material as such, ha3 an unusually 



large dynamic range (1 eg to 1 kg), and the necessary equipment is quite staple. 
The method is therefore in routine use in aany places for the assay of fissile 
material such as fuel eieaents of different kind, oxide powder, scrap, waste, etc. 

5.4.3 Active Assay Methods: _Promp_t Methods 

Due to the large cross sections of fissile material, the applicability of 
thermal neutrons for assay purposes is limited. Even for small samples the errors 
due to neutron self absorption become untolerably large if good precision is re
quired as is usually the case in quality control, accounting, and safeguards appli
cations. Therefore either the above-mentioned methods are used with nonthermal 
neutrons, or other methods are utilized for precision measurements of items like 
fuel pellets, pins and assembled fuel bundles. 

Different as they are, these methods have in common the use of higher-energy 
neutrons as inducing particles and some ingenious way of separating the secondary 
(fission) neutrons from the primary particles. Only three of these methods will be 
described, and the principle of operation be outlined, although each of them has 
gone through a long development and prompted a series of instruments that finally 
have gotten very complex and sometimes incorporate elements from a different method 
so classification of existing devices is sometimes difficult. A common feature, 
though, is the use of radioactive sources as these instruments were designed for 
ir.-plant, sometimes in-line, operation where other sources of penetrating radiation 
such as accelerators are too complicated to operate. 

ISAS* 

One of these methods known as ISAS is based on the spatially different distri
bution of primary and secondary neutrons. Neutrons from a 2 5 2Cf source are colli-
mated onto the sample. Four fast neutron detectors heavily shielded with respect to 
primary neutrons detect fast neutrons from the sample; the coincidence rate is a 
measure of the amount of fissionable material present. By suitable choice of mode
rating material in the neutron beam, filtering of the radiation from the sample be
fore it reaches the detectors, and intricate use of 2-out-of-4 and 3-out-of-4 coinci
dences the system can be given different sensitivity for fissile and fertile material, 
and self-absorption as well as matrix effects in the sample can be minimized H 7 " ^ 9 . 

Random Driver 

In another method called random driver the difference in multiplicity of primary 
and secondary neutrons is utilized for discrimination. Whereas (o,n) neutrons are 
emitted one by one, secondary neutrons from fission in the sample come mostly in 
pairs. Again coincident detection of fast neutrons is the criterion for registration 
of a fission event and the presence of fissionable material in the sample. 

The original design 1 2' has undergone a number of modifications; the most 
recent version of the system consit3 essentially of four Am-Li neutron sources, 
stacked two by two on either side of the rotating sample, and two detectors at right 
angles with respect to the 3ources. The sources are surrounded 'oy tungsten jackats 
and nickel reflectors for absorption of the source Y ray3 and flattening of the 
spatial distribution of the neutron flux. The detectors are again plastic scintilla
tion counters, but shielded by lead from prompt fission v rays and y background from 

* Isstopic Source Assay System 



t-ne sanple. The lead shielding is claimed to additionally improve the neutron-
neutron vs ganna-gamma coincidence ratio if events in the center of the coincidence 
tiae distribution are rejected, and to dampen out matrix effects m r 121^ 

Sb-3e Method 

A third approach utilizes neutrons from an antimony-beryllium (y,n) source 
and is therefore referred to as the Sb-Be method. Here the different energies of 
the primary (= 25 kev) and secondary neutrons (fission spectrum) are used for dis
crimination . 

Only one l 2 2 of a nisaber of different arrangements that have been used 1*3,12*» 
will be described here. The source of the order of 30 to 3O0 Ci 12l*Sb (or, occasional
ly, 88Y) is surrounded by a beryllium cylinder. Neutrons from the beryllium hit the 
sample, and fast fission neutrons are recorded in ''He or proton recoil detectors. 
A lead shield between the source and sample keeps source y rays off the sample and 
the detectors. 

Although the performance of the system for the assay for fissile uranium or 
plutonium, even in whole (assembled) fuel elements for LWR reactors, leaves little 
to be desired, the handling of multicurie sources of penetrating y radiation, the 
short half life of 12l*Sb (60.3 d) and the need of a reactor for reactivation of the 
antimony have prevented the method from becoming as widely-used as the two systems 
described previously. 

5.4.4 Reactivity 

As the amount of fissionable material to be assayed increases, all of the 
methods based on some neutron reactions as described above tend to get less accurate 
(even if self-absorption in the sample can be avoided or compensated for) due to 
neutron multiplication. Therefore the possibility to utilize this effect for fis
sionable material assay had soon been investigated. 

The principle consists in introducing the sample under test into a critical 
or subcritical assembly and measuring the change in reactivity. The method is quite 
sensitive and accurate if neutron self absorption is sufficiently small, as is 
usually the case for LWR fuel rods, but not always for FBR fuel with large pluto
nium content. 2 3 5U and 239Pu can easily be distinguished by an additional measure
ment with the sample surrounded by a gadolinium shield which absorbs the thermal 
neutrons, but does not interfere with 0.3 eV neutrons that account for a large frac
tion of fissions in 239Pu. Again self absorption in the plutonium limits the appli
cability of the method to fuel with about 1 % plutonium. 

If delayed neutrons are additionally measured, the 2 3 9Pu/ 2 3 5U ratio can be 
determined from the ratio of change of reactivity to delayed neutron rate. This 
ratio is independent of neutron self absorption. 

Absorber material can also be determined from its negative effect upon reacti
vity. Evan fuel-absorber mixtures are amenable to this assay method as the change 
of reactivity per unit ma33 of material is different for absorber and fuel in as-
sszbiies with different raflactor thickness. 

The method is in practical application in a number of places. Examples are the 
ajsay of residual 23-U (or, conversely, burnup) in pebble bed TH7R fuel elements 1 1 2, 
ar.d routine r.easuraser.t» of burnout of poison in boron and cadmium loadad LWR fuel 
oins ;i0. 
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5.4.S Current_DevelopEents 

For the assay of nuclear material a wide variety of instruments and methods is 
now available. Microgram quantities and whole fuel elements, uranium and plutonium, 
fissile and fertile, fresh and spent, concentrated and dilute material can all be 
measured, often nondestructively, to accuracies in the percent region or better, by 
using neutrons as a probe, as a signature, or both. This development has been 
achieved and implemented in remarkably short time. 

It is not amazing that in this process methods have also been investigated and 
developed that are as yet not used on a large scale. Examples are the transmission 
measurement: of energy-resolved resonance neutrons from a fast chopper l 1 3, prompt 
capture Y-ray spectroscopy l27, measurement of differences in the time distribution 
of delayed neutrons 1 2 3 neutron slowing-down time spectroscopy in heavy moderators 
1 0 8, and even spectroscopy of X rays from anionic uranium and plutonium isotopes l29. 

These examples show that the physics of nuclear material assay has been exhaus
tively investigated, and few fundamentally new methods can be expected for some time 
to come. Present efforts are directed mainly in three directions; 

(i) to improve the performance of existing devices, i.e., -to increase their speed, 
precision, accuracy, spatial flatness of response, freedom from maxtrix inter
ferences, etc.; 

(ii) to simplify operation of existing devices, i.e., to automate the measurement 
and sample transport, computerize data acquisition and evaluation, and mini
mize operator efforts for calibration and testing ****; and 

(iii) to integrate the devices in a fully automated system for instant accountancy 
not only for process control, but such additional purposes as critical!ty 
safety and nuclear materials safeguards which are particular to the nuclear 
industry **s. 

6. Develooing^aethods^-^çonçlusion 

In his comprehensive seminar on inductively-coupled plasma excitation of atoms 
for analytical purposes, R. Barnes 1 3 0 identified the following seven ages of in
dustrial methods: 

(i) conception; 

(ii) experimental verification, 

(iii) principles, mechanisms, 

(iv) instrument development, 

(v) applications, 

(vi) standardization, 

(vii) senescence. 

Clearly, the degree of overlap of these different stages is more important for 
complicated ot complex than for 3iapler industrial processes. Neutron applications 
do generally not belong to the simplest methods, and considerable overlap can be 
r.oticed. But there is no doubt that, on the average, the methods described are 
best characterized by the older cf those seven ages, with the age distribution 
peajced scme-.vhere between applications and standardization. 
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There are, however, also methods that are still in the developing stage. 
Although these are as yet necessarily not applied on a technological or industrial 
scale and thus not subject of th* present paper, I would like to mention one as an 
exacple for the fact that, although neutron applications have grown to maturity in 
rather short tine, the average age of this "population" is only slowly increasing. 

The example is small angle neutron scattering. For forward scattered neutrons, 
in analogy to the scattering of light, the distribution of the œcmentua transfer 
vectors ? is a direct measure of the size distribution of the scattering particles, 
with small particles giving a broad, large particles giving a narrow motnentua trans
fer distribution, K is related to the scattering angle 9 via the relation 

2k sin | * k9 for 9 « 1, 

where k * mv is the neutron momentum, so that the angular distribution directly 
reflects the distribution of the K. 
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The technique has been applied with excellent success, although on a labora
tory scale, to the nondestructive determination of the size distribution of defect 
clusters in steel samples -of reactor pressure vessels l 3 1. Fig. 7a shews a drastic 
increase, upon irradiatie 1 with about 2 x 10* * neutrons/ca2, in snail defect clusters 
(corresponding to large values of <) in material froa a weld containing minute 
amounts of copper. In contrast, the bulk material proves to be resistant to radia
tion exposure (Fig. 7b). Upon heating the veld, an annealing process is initiated 
the begin of which (Fig. 7c) is characterized by a decrease of the number of small 
and increase of the number of larger defect clusters. The mechanical (destructive) 
tests of the same material gave an excellent correlation of radiation-induced 
ecbrittiement with concentration of small defect clusters. In order to further in
vestigate the microstruefcure of the metal lattice, work is actually in progress to 
complement these investigations by neutron diffraction measurements in the vicinity 
of Bragg reflexes before and after irradiation; this is expected to give deeper 
insight into the effect of microscopic parameters on the irradiation behaviour of 
structural material not only for fission reactors, but also for other applications 
where great material strength is to be maintained for long periods of time in intense 
radiation fields. 

The potential of small angle scattering is only beginning to be investigated 
for practical purposes. Possible applications l 3 2 include the determination of 
fluctuations of density, stoichiometry, isotope distribution and magnetic structures 
in such materials as metals and alloys, glass, ceramics, polymers and biopolymers, . 
type II semiconductors, etc. The development of this technique will require the 
collaboration of different disciplines and hardly become prolific unless fundamental 
research continues to contribute ideas and knowledge to the applied sciences from 
its sea of basic understanding. 
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OISCUSSION 

!tève de Mévergniea (Mol) 

What neutron fluxes are needed for neutron radiography ? 

Veitkamp 

As a rule of thumb good radiographes and high througput are easily obtained 

with 109 neutrons cm~2s~* at the specimen. An exposure of 105 neutrons/cm2 

still produces decent contrast on the fila of the optimum convertor foil is 

used. Accelerators and radioactive neutron sources provide even lower fluxes 

than 10°cm~2s-1, but the use of '•hese devices for neutron radiography requires 

substantially layer exposure times. 

Fettveia (Mol) 

Does che widespread use of nuclear isotopes by hundreds of small industries 

not constitute a potencional safety hazard.If so , does this not l imit the 

pract ical applications of radioisotopes by industry ? 

We'.ZKsrtp 

I don't chink che safety risk associated wich the use of radioactive sources of 

both gamma rays and neutrons by a multitude of small industries outweighs che 

savings and advantages. On a shore-cime scale che sources are safely contained 

because of scringenc regulations for cheir encapsulation that eliminate risks 

such as fire, pressure, and corrosion. On the long-term,che great majority of 

radioisotopes will have decayed. I agree chac one of che appeals of ucilizacion 

of accelerators is che fact chac cheir descruccion, e.g. in an act of sabotage, 

123 

129 

130 

131 

132 
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does usually not release sizeable quantities of radioactivity. For reactors che 

safety aspect tends indeed to favour the use of one large plant instead of many 

smaller ones because it is easier to safeguard. 

Vhite (Grenoble) 

Could you give more details of why che neutron radiography of malignanc bone 

gives a better definition of the malignant zone Chan X-ray radiography 1 Is it 

for exasple due Co differences in water concent between diseased and normal regions ? 

Could the neutron method be used to pilot che development of beccer scains for 

Che X-ray mechod ? 

Xeiikanp 

It may very well be that che difference in hydrogen density between malignant and 

normal osseous tissue is not che only reason of che dramatic improvement of signi

ficance of information for neutron as compared to X radiographs. The photographs 

I have shown have been taken by a research team that is known co have developed 

neutron radiography Co a point where the ultimate in performance is obtained. 

It seems indeed possible that using these results considerable improvement of the 

X-ray technique, e.g. in the choice of energy (or energies), fi\m treatment etc. 

is possible. Also che combinacion of the two methods will certainly yield more 

decisive informacion than either of them alone. 

de Burbure de Wesembeek (Mol) 

1) You showed curves of small angle scattering on welds irradiated in a reactor. 

How small can che samples be for such an analysis ? 

2) Can trace elements be analysed in steel by neutron activation ? 

The small angle scattering tests I showed were done on a neutron guide Cube 

ac the reactor FRG-1. For the actual size of the samples I suggest a comment 

by the expert who happens co be with us here. 

?. Wi ! Ie (Oeeathasht) 

The actual samples were about the size of a thumb nail, or 1 cm3. 

The size is not critical, and che device used can accommodate a large variety 

of sample sizes and shapes. 

Neutron activation analysis of steel samples is possible and has been reported. 

The two major problem areas are 

1) the fact that conventional multi-element NAA is a slow procedure not already 

applicable to cases where decisions are required on-line (in contrast to che 

fast-neutron method routinely used for on-line oxygen determination in steel),and 

2) che 3Cron? activation of the iron matrix which eventually limits the sensitivity, 



Y<zn Asszks 'Mol! 

Is chère any progress in Che applicacion of che (n,y) reaccion ? 

Progress in che routine use of che (n.y) mechod for analycical applicacions has 

been remarkably slow. One of che reasons may be che face chac beam hole reaccors 

are usually shared by users of cvo categories one of which tends co splash neu

trons around everywhere, chus producing a large y-ray background which evencually 

l imits che s e n s i t i v i t y of che mechod. Although i t may not be possible Co bring 

che quancities of sample material required down co che values necessary for NAA, I 

do chink che mechod i s inherently s e n s i t i v e , precise and much faseer (than MAA), 

and although che d i f f i c u l t i e s are not t r i v i a l , I strongly reconnend chac more ef

fort be devoced co i cs developmenc. 
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NEUTRON SPECTROMETERS 

F.Focrtmans. SCK/CEN. Mel 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Experimental war* in the field cf lew-energy neutrcn physics can re subdivi

ded into two classes : 

1. Study of the decay process cf trie ccmpound-r.ucleu3 3tate as rcr example tre 

stucy of the capture gamma rays and cf the neutron induced fission process. 

These topics will se discussed, in ether contributions tc this Meeting. 

2. 5tudy of the reaction mecnani3m. mainly ay measuring the reaction crcss-sec-

tiens and resonance parameters. These neutron cress sections and resonance 

oarametars ars also important data required fcr many technological applications, 

especially for reactor development programmes. 

In general, the second class c-• experiments impose other requirements on the 

neutron spectrometer than the first class. In most cases, a better neutron energy 

resolution and a broader neutron energy range are required for the study cf the 

reaction mechanism than fcr the study of various aspects of the decay process. 

2. NEUTRON SPECTROMETERS 

Neutron spectrometry c&n be performed in various ways, as is summarized on 

fig.1. 

Monochromatic neutron seams can be produced : 

a) in the energy range öelew 2C eV by diffraction on a single crystal, the 

neutrens wave-length A given by : 

n\ * 2 d sin 3 

wrere d » spacing z* the l a t t i ce planes of t-.e =ry3tal 

5 • diffraction angle 

ri * order of diffraction > 

o! ey :~e - l i t e r tacnnioue : a mere cr less monochromatic -eutron ceam can be 

crtducsc :y transmission of a polychromatic neutron oaarr through a matsrial 

ff'.zr ^as a pronounced minimum in the to ta l crcs3 section at a oertain energy. 
= i l : s r3 *-icn -avs ceen jsed -*cr th is Purpose are 5o '.2 <aV), re '.25 *av; and 

5 i [Ml *.s'J) ; 
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Ci above a few tans of *eV. monochromatic neutrons can be probucec by charged 

particle reactions on light nuclei. 

Neutron energy can be measured also by the observation of the energy c~ charged 

particle reaction products. This nethad applies only for energies above a few 

kaV and the reactions mostly used are : 

neutron-proton scattering, 

3He(n,p] 3* 

6LiCn,a]3H 

Neutron time-of-flight spectrometry i s performed in the complete energy range 

from very lew energy Cless than 1 meV) up ta several tens of i*eV. The principle 

of the matned i s that the time interval between the emission of a burst of 

neutrons and the arr ival or detection of individual neutrons at a certain 

distance i s measured. Sy connecting the output of the detactor to a multi-channel 

annalyrsr, one measures the distr ibution of the neutron velocity d i rec t ly . 

The pulsed neutron source can be produced by a chopcer on a -«hits neutron beam 

of a reactor» by a pulsed reactor or by a neutron producing reaction in a target 

on a pulsed accelerator. 

At the SR2 reactor we have, for neutron cros3 section measurements, the following 

f a c i l i t i e s at our disposal : 

- a slow chopcer for the energy range from 10 meV up to 0.5 aV 

- a s ingle-crystal spectrometer for the energy range between 2C meV and 2C eV 

- a 25 !ieV neutron beam from a re f i l t e r . 

Neutron spectrometry based on the 5,_iCn,a]3H and the (n.pj reactions i s cerf armed 

frequently in the reactor physics department. 

Time-of-flight f a c i l i t i e s in tne eV, keV and ^eV region exist at C.S.N.r., 

Euratom, Geel at the l inear electron accelerator and the pulsed Van de Qraa^. 

Since ^eny years there sxi3ts a very close collaboration between S.C.K./C.E.N. 

and C.3.N.*!., Euratom in the field of neutron spectroscccy ; several neutron 

spectrometers covering the complete energy range -rem a -ew ~>ev uo to several Mav. 

'/ie will limit our tiscussion to the - a c u i t i e s at the 3R2 rsactcr . "he slow 

oheccer arc r e f i l tered team will be ciscussac in other paoers of thi3 3sminar. 

A sr i s f ^escrir t inr z~ the 3ingla-crystal spectrometer and z* the wcr< which n»s 

oeen psrfor-'ec on -rat ' a c u i t y will ca given in the next sections. 
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3. BR2 SINGLE-CRYSTAL SPECTROMETER 

We will not go into detail in the mechanical construction and ths automatiza

tion of the instrument out only give the most important features of the instrument: 

possible mcnocnromators : Pbi111], CuCl11ï, 31C111). Get'!'!'!]. Bei'OI], eeCl2U. 

SeC222) 

energy range : 0.02 eV - 20 aV 

angular divergency of reactor beam : IB • 5' 52" or 3*25" 
\ c 

neutron energy resolution : ÛE/E • 2Û8/8 

^ 2.5 \ at 0.02 eV 

- 5 \ at 10 sV 

monochromatic neutron flux : see fig. 2 

The instrument is fully automatized and is equipped with two automatic sample 

changers respectively for transmission measurements and elastic scattering 

experiments. 

4. WORK PERFORMED WITH THE CRYSTAL SPECTROMETER 

a) The resonance spins for low energy resonances have been measured for several 

isotopM1'*' as 11+7Sm. i^Sm. 157Gd. l630y, 169Tm. l77Hf, ^ T a . l85Re,^llr. 

I9 3TP. 

These parameters were especially important for the interpretat ion of the capture 

gamma ray st.udies with thermal neutrons. 

The method consists in measuring the ra t io of scat tering to to t a l cross section. 

From th i s ra t io one deduces Tn/r and the s t a t i s t i c a l weight factor 

g * (2 J • 1] /2 C2 I • 1), with I « spin of target nucleus and J » I ^ 1/2 » spin 

of the resonance s ta te . 

0Î The reaction l it9Sm(nfo) ll*6Nd has been studied3- in the thermal energy rangs. 

The spin of the pound level and of the 0.096 eV resonance in l'*Hm could t e 

decuced from the a-spectra measurements at various energies between 0.CC4 sV 

arc O. ". sV. 

z\ "ne e las t ic scattering cross-section of 2 3 3u has teen "neasurse"*' between 

2.C2 av ana * sV. This scattering cros3-3sction i s of importance for cross creeps 

between to ta l ;ross-section, fis3isn crcs3-ssction and aloha measurements for 
1 2 5 j at thermal energies. 

dJ T.ne to ta l :ro33-3ection teicw 1 aV and the rsscnarcs parameters of the f i r s t 

resonance for 2 2 69a have seen Treasured5'. These data were requested for the calculation 

of 227Ac production in thermal reactors oy ths reaction 226Ra '.n,-f) 227=?a - 227r,c 



3) Ar ex tens ive stucy of the neutron reac t i ons on l s l E u have oeen performed w i t h 

the m a i neutrons and non achromatic neutrons between 0.C2 e'w' and 1 eV. From t h i s 

study we -ave deduces : 

- the t o t a l cross sect ion of Eu and the Cn.yl c ross -sec t ion at C.C253 2M' 

- the rsscnanoe parameters of the ocunc l e v e l o f l 5 1 Eu 

- the c ross -sec t i on f o r the reac t ion I51EuCn,YJ 1 S 2 mEuiS.2h) i n a thermal neutron 

spectrum and a t G.G253 aV anc the cor responc i rg Westcott g - f a c t o r 

- the i somer ic r a t i o s f o r the f i r s t th ree resonances in 1 5 i E u . 

These data were requested f o r spec t r a l - i ndex measurements i n thermal r e a c t o r s . 

The r e s u l t s have also shewn t h a t , a l though the spins o f the 0.32 eV anc the 

G.*6 eV resonances srs equa l , the isomer ic r a t i o s sra very d i f f e r e n t , r e s p e c t i v e l y 

0.38 2. 0*035 and 0.27 *_ 0.012. This cannot be expla ined dy e x i s t i n g t h e o r e t i c a l 

c a l c u l a t i o n s . 

5 . COMPARISON OF NEUTRON SPECTROMETERS IN THE THERMAL AND eV RANGE 

In t h i s sec t ion we g ive a comparison detween three f a c i l i t i e s t h a t we have 

a t our d i sposa l f o r measurements below 10 eV : the slew chopper and c r y s t a l 

spectrometer a t SR2 and the l i n e a r e l e c t r o n t i m e - o f - f l i g h t f a c i l i t y at C9NP! w i t h a 

normal neutron ta rge t which i s not op t ima l i zed f o r low-energy work. 

a. Resolution (in time-of-flight units) 

slow chopper 10 usec/m 

crystal spectrometer 0.5 usec/m 

linac t.a.f. C3 meter flight path length] : C.15 usec/m at' 1 s7 

0. Neutron intensity 

The measured neutron intensity per unit neutron energy is shown on fig,2. for the 

three facilities. In this comparison one has to taKe into account the following 

facts : 

- tn« slow checpsr 13 installed at a tangential deem tude arâ the crystal 

spectrometer at a racial oean tuca were the incoming flux from the reactor is 

roug-ly a factor five larger. 

- - censioeracis gain in neutron flux from tne linac in the mev and aV range can os 

octainec oy using a mora suitacle neutron producing target 

o. Bestial -eature3 

=cr a template comparison one has not only to taKe into accourt resolution and 

intensity cut al3c some other prcoerties ; 

") A crystal 3csctrometar nas the following advantages : 

- t*s tiring properties of the detectors are net of importance 
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- data-acquisition is mors simple especially in case one has to measure several 

oarametars simultaneously 

- it offers the only possibility to measure differential activation cross-sections 

23 A disadvantage of a crystal spectrometer is the contribution from higher crcer 

diffraction in the monochromator. This can be kept as low as 1% at the maximum of 

the ^axwellian neutron spectrum of the reactcr and with a suitable moncchrc-

mator such as Si(111), 'out it can be a severe prcblem for many experiments. 

3) A chopper is a very suitable instrument for cress-section measurements en 

small samples especially for transmission experiments on rare or radioactive 

materials. 

4) Time-cf-flight spectrometry in general has the advantage of measuring the whole 

energy range at one, which reduces the probability for systematic errors in 

the experiment. 
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STANDARD FISSION CROSS-SECTION MEASUREMENTS AT THE BR-2 

E.Wattecamps, CSNP1 Euratom, Geel 

The tangential deam T 7 of the 2R-Z reactor i3 equipped with a slow cheeper 

facility which is designed for the measurement of neutron cross-sections in the 

energy range from 2 to 150 meV. The onepper facility is operated since 1367 oy 

the Central 3ureau for Nuclear Measurements in cooperation with the Studiecentrum 

voor <amenergie. So far, the chopper facility was used in the framework of the 

programme on tne measurement of neutron data for nuclear fission reactor oesign. 

Typical experiments are well documented by the work o* A.CER'JYTTER et al.1*2*3^ 

on : "The accurate fission cross-section of 233U ano 239Pu from G.CC2 to 0.15 aV 

and the reference value at 2.200 m/s". Measurements of this type are the basis for 

normalisation of numerous measurements performed in relative units in this and 

higher energy ranges and furthermore contribute to a more consistent insight and 

error reduction in many related thermal reactor data such as *issicn ratio's, 

neutron yield per absorption, etc. 

Fission cross-section measurements cf 2 3 3u and 2l+1*Pu are in progress now along 

the lines described by A.OERUYTTER in ref.1^. The feature to highlight is the 

small final error of 0.5% which is half the size of the best accuracy obtained 

so far by other laboratories. This achievement was obtained for 235,J and 2i3Pu 

oy combining three essential features : 

- the C3N!h" has the infrastructure and the expertise to make and to specify same'esj 

- the chopper facility at the 5R-2 provices a strong and well rnnwn thermal 

neutron flux * 

- Dr.A.Oeruyttsr et al. have developped a measuring procedure which doe3 reduc-2 

the systematic errors. 

Z~ principle the axoeriment is very simple. A sample cf fissionable material with 

a -vsll-̂ rcw arcunt >i. of nuclei is Put in the time of -light saam at 2m -enind 

tns shepser. si33ion fragments are detected with an efficiency if by surface-car

rier cetactors cut3ide tne neutron osam. a time-of-flight distribution ~.-'.t/; is 

reccroed until a preset count of a -lux monitor in the beam is reached. Sucse-

puently and similarly a bcron-lG sample with knewn total amount '^g of borjn-1C 

i3 out in tne Seam in exactly the same pc3iticn as tne fi3sicnacla sample, 

aio-a-oarticles ;f tne *0SCn,a)7Li reaction are 39tactad with an efficiency si-. 

3y t̂ e ietectcrs -ertisngd acovs ans agai~. a :;-ie-5*-f lignt ii3tri-rution *.-. ;t; 
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:rcm the ratio reaction rates the absolute fission cross-sectian 

P ft 3 Cts) • ofCt.J • Nf • ef 

Ria L" ±
3 2 L " t

] ' ° i o ^ V * r*10* £ l° 

is deduced by introducing the well-Known a(n,a) cross-section of 10S. 

The total error on <z at 2200 m/s. according to ref 

This is the root of the sum of squares of errors en 

he total error on a at 2200 m/s. according to ref.lj. amounts to 0.45%. 

£ , ^ . e - ü . „ 0 and 
f f 

- Collimator 

- Chopper 

- Flight path 

- Neutron flux 

Cetsctcrs 

velocity calibration which amount to 0.15%, 0.33%. 0.14%, C.13%, and 0.12%. 

respectively. 

Seme characteristics describing the experimental set-up are : 

- Neutron bean : tangential, horizontal, diameter at detector 4 cm 

seller slit in front of chopper 

minimum burst-widths of 25 us 

2m (maximum 5m) 

- at chopper (entrance side) 6 . 107 n/cm2. s 

- at detector 400 n/cm2 . s . meV with chopcer 

rotating at 40 rev./s 

5 surface barrier semi-conductors of 600 mm2 surface each, 

pulse height resolution for a's is 30 KeV, detectors positioned 

on a circle of 4.5 cm radius outside the collimatad neutron 

beam. 

disks of 3.8 cm diameter ; 4 samples of 1QB as reference and 

4 fissionable samples, sample holder can fit 4 samples and 

positioning of each of the samples relative to detector is 

accurate to within 0.01 mm, error on total amount of boron-10 

samples is 0.25% whereas error on total amount of uranium en 

samples is 0.15% 

- Cata acquisition system : 

Nuclear Data 1024 tfulti-channel analyser tone or two-dimen

sional) time coder At , » 0.25 us 
min 

- Cd ratio in chopped beam : 
'4 to 1 at best i Ccr.ccoer very transparent for fa3t neutrons;. 

- Samples 
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DISCUSSION 

Fet-Rjeza (Mcl) 

Go ycu -neasure the 3-standard simultaneously ? If no t , haw can you ce sure tha t 

you had nc flux va r i a t i ons from one run to the o ther ? 

Wattec&nps 

No, the f i s s ionab le sample and the boron sample are i r r a d i a t e d a l t e r n a t i v e l y . 

Cn command of a prese t count of a monitor in the beam a f i s s ionab le sample i s 

removed anc a boron sample i s put in the beam. A s ing le i r r a d i a t i o n l a s t s about 

cne hcur cut an e n t i r e measuring cycle l a s t s ancut 20 days. Single runs are 

added up only i f they agree to within the t o l s r a b l e s t a t i s t i c a l accuracy. 





STUDY OF NEUTRON CAPTURE y-RAYS WITH G e ( L i ) - DETECTORS 

P.Fettweis . S .C.K. /CE.N. . Mol 

1 . INTRODUCTION 

A A*1 
When a neutron i s captured by a nucleus _ X , a compound nucleus ? x^ 

i s formed. I t s exc i t a t ion energy E_ i s given by E. » £ • E_ , where E r ep re sen t s 
C u n 3 n 

the neutron energy and E the binding energy of a neutron in the compound nucleus . 
5 

In the case of thermal neutron capture CE * 0.025 eV) we see that E_ • E_. One of 
n C 3 

the mcst important neutron react ion channels c o n s i s t s of the emission of one or 

several y-rays to the ground s t a t s . An exact measurement of these y-rays a f t e r 

thermal neutron capture y ie lds thus the binding srergy E . 
The spin of the compound nucleus I - i s given by 

:C " 3 * : + XT 

where I T * the spin of the t a rge t nucleus, s the spin of the neutron and I the 

t r ans fe ree angular momentum. At thermal neutron energies s-weve capture w i l l be 

predominant [I » a] so tha t the 3pin of the compound nucleus i s given by : 

The width " 4 of a resonance for the emission of a y- ray yi changes d r a s t i c a l l y 

from one resonance to an o ther , as i t i s submitted to a Porter-Thomas d i s t r i b u t i o n 

implying that the r a t i o X - T / < r , > , i 3 submitted to a :<2- d i s t r i b u t i o n 

with 'i degree of freedom L>*>3>t However i f a mean i s taKen over v resonances, 

the r a t i o X i s suomitted to a X2 d i s t r i o u t i c n wLth v degrees of -rsedcm, naving a 

sharp maximum around X » " for great values of v. 

2n t r e c t r e r hand tne mean level spacing accve the binding energy i3 of the order 

of several ten3 <ev to '- 1 vsV *̂or very l i gn t n u o l e i arc oar ;e as small as - . 5 sv 

-eavy nuc le i , « r i l e s s e e i n g of 1G »v' oar oe regarceo as normal -"or mcst n u c l e i . 

I t -ollows thus t - a t the s c r t3 r - "pona3 0 i3 t r i ou t i on of " . zar be ooro ls te ly 
v . 

«as'-ed cut i - t - e energy of tne incoming neutrons i3 3oread over a ca r t a in region 

2 <sJ), 30 tha t the t r a n s i t i o n o r e n a c i l i t i e 3 of tne primary y-ray3 are 
r t.-e 3cin and oar i ty onarges as sxcressec oy t -e '*ei33*oc--v'a3Z'<c-w3*i-

* *. -



Efficiency 

• Rel. Photo peak efficiency 

o Rel. D-E peak efficiency 



2 . APPARATUS EXISTING OR UNDER CONSTRUCTION AT BR2-REACT0R ( R l ) 

2 . 1 . B i - f i l t e r e d thermal neutron beam 

As pointed out socve C paper by Cr.t f . ' isve de ^évergniss) a E i -monocrysta l 

can oe used to oc ta in a thermal neutron oean out of a reac to r . Sucn a f i l t e r has 

Seen i n s t a l l e d at 2R2. I t s length has s t i l l to ce cs t imizsd in f u n c t i u n o f f a s t 

neutron and y- ray bacKgrouna. The expected neutron f l u x i s o f the order o f 

1C6-107 n / -m" 2 . sec . " 1 . 

2 .2 . The i ron f i l t e r e d neutron beam 

I t i s Known thac the resonance minimum of re at 25 ay can be used to obta in 

a 25 fceV neutron beam w i t h a width of about 2 fceV C r e f . 5 j l . Such a beam i s 

i d e a l l y su i ted f o r the average resonance capture discussed in sec t ion 1 . and w i l l 

in t roduce no s i g n i f i c a n t broadening of the spec t ra l l i nes o t ta ined w i t h Ge(Li) 

de tec to rs . Furthermore a t these neutron energies P-wave capture can be expected. 

A f i l t e r cons is t i ng of 25 cm Fa» 30 cm A l and 5 cm 5 has been i n s t a l l e d recen t l y 

i n the beam hole R1 of the 3R2-reactor and i s being tes ted now. 

2.3. Detection system and data reduction 

GeCLi) - detectors are p a r t i c u l a r l y su i t ed f o r the de tec t ion o f h igh energy 

y - rays as observed i n neutron capture . Indeed , a t about 5 tfeV they s t i l l have 

a r esc l u t i on of 4 to 3 KeV, corresponding t o a 1%» r e l a t i v e r e s o l u t i o n . 

Furthermore, they have a high e f f i c i e n c y f o r high energy gamma rays» at i sas t i f 

the bcuole-sscape pea'* e f f i c i e n c y i s taken, as shown in f i g . 1 , g i v i n g the r e l a t i v e 

ohcto-peaK and double-ascape-peak e f f i c i e n c i e s f o r a p a r t i c u l a r de tec to r . 

I t i 3 seen tha t hign-energy y - rays ars seen w i th the same e f f i c i e n c y as a y- ray 

a-f 2.3 i"e7. The 3oectrum analys is i s done w i th the help of the SAPFC-program5 '"'' 

adapted to the ISP-system of C£N/5CX by H.Uepuydt ar,?> P .Jansen 9 ; . A program, using 

- r e îAfPTJ-result card3 as imcut -da ta , se lec ts the phctc paaK3. ccuble-escape arc 

3i.^gl3-23cape ceaKs in -unc t ion c- tea\ energies arc i n - a n s i t i a 3 . F ig .2 [a arc t) 

g i /93 as - y c i c a l sxamcls the Zr(.r.,y) soaccrum cctair.ed w i th tne 3 i - - i l c s r e d 

- -srmal "su t rcn ream. T're high compter background in zre lew-energy rsg isn cculd 

cs rec-csc cy an anti-comocens 3 n i 2 l o i - g . ,-cwever, as we ars i n t a r i n g nere the 

cemain c-* i n t e r e s t 3- the d i f f r a c t i o n spectrometer ce3criced in the -o l iowi r .g 

oacsr, nc such investment haa deer, made. ' • 
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Tig. 2 Low-energy ( left) and high-energy (right) part of a Y-spectrum 

obtained by the capture of thermal neutrons in natural Cr. 
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Tor each peak the Y-ray energy i s given , while PH, 3E or DE 

identif ies the peak as a photopeak, a s ingle- or a double-escape 

seak. 
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2.4. Garnma-gamma angular correlation 

In close collaboration with the "Université Libre de Bruxelles" 

{Prof.J.Cevocght and J.C.û'ehaes). a gamma-ganma angular correlation table 

equipped with two GaCi-i] detectors is actually under construction and will be 

installed on the thermal neutron beam both for the determination of spins of 

excited nuclear levels and. if the spins are known, for the study of the hyper-

fine interaction between excited nuclear states and tneir host lattice. 

3. MEASUREMENTS 

Using an earlier thermal neutran beam obtained by neutron diffraction, the 

excited levels of "*aTi and **5Ti have been investigated9' and compared to those 

obtained by the Cd.p) reaction. The level schemes obtained Csee figs.3 and 4 

- 9] 
or ret. ) show strong, high energy as well as low energy Ci< 3 deV) primary 

transitions, typical for light nuclei. As the capture of a 25 KeV neutron results 

in an energy increase of 25 KeV for those Y*rays which are issued from the 

capturing state, a complementary information on the level schemes, viz. the 

distinction between primary and secondary yrays, can be obtained with the help 

of the iron-filtered neutron ùeatn. 
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DISCUSSION 

Winter (Geel) 

In which way you have measured the efficiency curve of your Get Li)-Detector ? 

Fettuez.6 

The slide showed a relative efficiency curve based mainly on the known neutron 

capture spectrum of the reaction ll*N(n,Y) 15N. 

Veitkamp (Geeethaekt) 

Have you experience with the use of nitrogen-containing compounds that are 

reported to evaporate or decompose into volatile products upon heating ? This has 

been proposed as a single and efficient mean of separating the nitrogen (from the 

efficiency calibration step) from oxidic target material. This may be important 

if highly enriched or otherwise expensive target material had been used. 

Fettweis 

No, we always used relative efficiency calibrations obtained in separate runs. 

Your suggestion could however be Important in quantitative analysis, where one 

of the major difficulties is the absolute efficiency calibration for variable tar

get sizes and variable beam conditions. 
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NEUTRON CAPTURE SPECTROSCOPY WITH A BENT CRYSTAL DIFFRACTOMETER 

L.Jacccs. CI.I..K..W.» Katholieke Universiteit Leuven] 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In trie next minutes I want to describe a bent crystal diffractometer far 

measuring y-rays af ter thermal neutron captura, at the 5R2. 

Let me f i r s t peint cut that t h i s diffractcmeter was constructed in collaboration 

between the SCX/ŒN and the K.U.Leuven 

Generally speaking, such type of spectrometers finds s t i l l many applications in 

nuclear 3oectrcscopy of e i ther y-rays or X-rays. Thi3 is primarily due to the 

be t te r energy-resolution and precision wnich can be achieved for y-snergies below 

1 rteV, as compered to the semiconductor-detectors. But to ce f a i r , one must also 

add that GeCLi3-detectors can measure a complete y-spectrum simultaneously while 

a diffractometer hes to scan the complete angular range corresponding to the dif

ferent energies in many discrete steps, making the data-handling mora e la tora t ive . 

2. GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

The type of spectrometer, which is presented here, i s Known as a CuMcnc 

transmission spectrometer. The principle is shown on figure 1. One has a line-

source 5 on the focal c i rc le from which the y-rays diverge towards the c rys ta l s . 

This crystal i s bent cylindrical iy over a radi js 2R which essent ial ly enaoles the 

whole crystal to diffract the y-team into a shielded detector . The y-aeam is thereby 

fccu3ssd in the dispersion plane, which i s here the plane of the drawing, into a 

vir tual source V. Additionally one has a S o l l s r - s l i t collimator to 3eparats the 

zero-beam from the diffracted oeam, as the angles which are involved for the 

harder y-rays are yuite small, say below a few degrees. Using the Sragg-law, one 

oar deduce the snergy of the y-ray by measuring tne Sragg-angle precisely. 

*cw oces t r i s t ransla te new into practice ? 

This is 3-cwr, in figure 2. 

*e ^ss a through-enamel ) therefore the source can be brought into tns t i c o- a 

light; 30uroe-nolder tuce. This tuce is then -roved towards the reactor cors, oven 

*t-en the reactor i s on, the source can 09 rotated *rcm out3ids or translated along 

or oeroendioular to tna tuce-axis, in order to bring the source in the seat- geome

t r i c a l conditions on the focal c i r c l e . 

?urt"er, ore -.sees :•* course heavy 3hialding ana also a orecclli-iation of :-e 

ceam to rec-ce t.~« y-bacKgrcund. 
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.g. * 3 r i n s i 3 i s or a Zutfond transmission - i f r raetcmst 
sr 
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UITWENOIGE AFSCHERMING 

SCHERMINGSSTOP 

BRONHOITOERPLUG 

EINDKOILIMATOR 

MEETLOKAAL MET 
SPEKTROMETER 

BCD SPEKTROMETER T2-T5 BR2 - SAMENZICHT 

Fig. 2 Schamatic diagram of tha complata spactromater tat-up at a through-

channal of BR2 
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Fig. 3 Bent Crystal Diffraction Spectrometer (Joint SCK/CEN K.UL Programme) 

assemDled in front of the 8R2-T2 beam channel. The neutron capture 

ganma team is diffracted by a bent Si single crystal (1) and detected 

by a shielded Nal-scintillator (2) which rotates around the Si crystal 

axis. Tne equipment is mounted on heavy granite [3) and cast ircn [4] 

surface elates for stability, and the temperature in the enclosing room 

is controlled by an air injection system (5) 
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Detai l of the system used to control the angular pos i t i on of the bant 

crystal table : (1) curved Jaws ho ld ing the c rys ta l» (2) He-Ne laser 

interferometer HP-5500-A ; (3) c o n t r o l m i r ro rs ; [ 4 ; a i r cushion bear ing 

(5) step motors and micro-meter head ; (6) c o n t r o l arm. The angular 

accuracy achieved with this set-up i s about 0.02 s .of arc. The o p t i c a l 

part was b u i l t by 0 .1 .P . Gent. The whole con t ro l system i s d i g i t i z e d so 

as to allow f u l l y automatic, computer -cont ro l led opera t ion . 
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As indicated on fig.2 the distance between the scurce and crystal is 10.55 m «nich 

is equal to tne radius of curvature of the cry-'ai. 

Lat us now concentrate on the spectrometer housing, which must ce thermostaciiirac 

tc better than 3.*°Z. 

rig.3 shews a general viauw inside this housing, where two taslas are installée : 

en a granits tads the cif-?raccing crystal together with an cctical _nit to 

measure the ôragg angles is mountac. Me snail come to these again in a moment. 

Cn the steel table one -inds the Soiier-slit collimator and the heavy shielding for 

the 3"x3" Nal-detectcr. The whole set is coupled optically to the movements of 

the diffracting crystal by means of a laserüeam reflected with a flat mirror under 

the crystal onto two photocells. 

Fig.4 iooKs somewhat closer to the "heart" of the spectrometer which first of all 

consists of a silicon crystal, with Known high structural perfection, for which 

the C22CÏ planes are used as diffracting gratings. The crystal itself i3 cent Cy 

clamping it aetween cylindrical 3teei clocks. 

To transform now this diffracting instrument into a real spectrometer to measure 

the Bragg angles, a ttichelson laser tnterfercmeter is used with a read-off preci

sion of .02 seconds of arc. The rotation is translated into a variation of the 

optical beam path by means of two parallel mirrors. 

Tfie rotation unit itself consists of an air-bearing, driven by one of the twe 

stepping motors, pushing onto a long lever. 

Let us just mention that the complete spectrometer 13 controlled by a small 

computer which snap les fully automatic operation. 

3. RESULTS 

we finally shew a few results rrerely to illustrate this spectrometer, which 

came recently in full operation at the reactor. 

"he silicon crystal we use instead of the TOTS ocmen a-quartz, 3uccliss diffrac

ting osaks with a Full width at "a!- Maximum of 2.3 seconds of arc. 

"nis corresponds te an energy resolution of : 

"3 illustrate this somewhat fig.5 snows a triplet in the iacay of an iridium 

source, -es3ur?c during a reactor period. The background is there-ore to ze 
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regarced as tne normal background also present during a measurement of promp: 

y - rays. I t has to oe smchasized that th is is measured in the f i r s t order. ?or 

higher orders the energy resolution improves correspondingly, but the intensity 

is dropping o f f . The re f lec t ing pcwer of this s i l icon crysta l can stand comcarislcn 

to a-cuartz 2 î : tests indicate e .g . an improvement of the peak - re f lec t iv i ty at 

411 ke'J to 10.4* for th is s i l icon (220] re f lec t ion re la t ive to the 5 .7* for an 

a-quertz (112G] with nearly the same thickness (see f i g . ô î . 

Such an a-quartz of th is thickness i s thereby subject to a strong decrease in 

r e f l e c t i v i t y , fol lowing an E"2 law, from approximately 300 keV on towards higher 

energies. With th is s i l icon crysta l up to 512 keV few evidence for such a drast ic 

decrease in r e f l e c t i v i t y could be found. 

To i l l u s t r a t e f i n a l l y the l i n e a r i t y of the opt ica l system, to measure the Bragg 

angles precisely, the peakpositions for a single energy are determined for a 

r ight and l e f t re f lex up to the fourth order. The summed positions of a r ight and 

corresponding l e f t ra f lex should follow a pure sine-law. This is of course wel l 

suited for measuring d i f fe rent Bragg angles. Therefore higher orders of the seme 

energy must be found at regular in te rva ls , as i s indeed the case, as one can see 

in table 1 . 

TABLE 1 : Peakoosicions of a y-line of 316.5 IceV, measured in different diffraction 
orders. 

Right 

;1C3596 C4! 
20474Î .;4J 
2C473Ï ;2) 
4C38C1 Î2) 

Left 

- 1C1575 Ï4) 
- 2G573Î (41 
- 311C21 (3J 
- 417271 [2] 

E 

2C52S3 CS! 
41C537 (53 
515315 (*] 
321.lil (3) 

n 

1 
n 

Z/n 

1C2632 (21 
1:2634" (2i 
1C2S3? (1J 
1G2S24 ("} 
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FISSION EXPERIMENTS 

C.Wegemans , SCX-ŒN. P?cl and Nuclear Physics Laboratory. Gent. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

In a previous talk" Or. Watt «camp s dealt already with two applied fission 

measurements requested by reactor designers. The oresent report treats more funda

mental and practical aspects of the fission process. As will be demonstrated 

by means of several examples of measurements already done or in execution here, 

in principle all fission measurements en nuclei with a high thermal cross-section 

Ce.g.235U with 3° « 537.S b] are feasacla at a typical 3R2 neutron beam with a 

flux of about 107 neutrons/sec.cm2 and a cadmium ratio of about 30. 

Fission measurements on nuclei such as **lPa and 237Np e.g. with a cross 

section of about 23 mb are hardly possible. 

2. EXAMPLES 

2 . 1 . Ternary fission studies 

A f issioning compound nucleus mostly breaks up into two heavy fragments : 

th is is the so-called binary f ission CS). Roughly once every S00 f ission events, 

they are accompanied by an energetic l i g h t p a r t i c l e , mostly an a - p a r t i c l e 

(Long Range A±pna-particle or LRA) emitted under about 90° with respect to the 

f iss ion axis : th is is the so-called ternary f i s s i o n . 

The emmission probabi l i ty and the energy d is t r ibut ion of the IRA-part ic les 

produced during the thermal neutron induced f iss ion of 2 3 3 U , 2 3 5 U and 2 3 9Pu were 

.measured 2 ) . Figures 1 and 2 show the heavy f iss ion fragment pulse-height spectrum 

and C M corresponding LRA energy d ist r ibut ion for 2 3 5U(n »f3. Combining both 

results yields the following 3/LSA values : 

435*20 for 2 3 3U(n , f ) ; 3^5*20 for 2 3 5 L(n . , f ) » 475*20 for 2 2*Pufn . f ] , 
— th - tn — th 

Thsse LpA-yislds correspond with cross sections of roughly 0.5 b, which can s t i l l 

easily se measured but which approach the l imi ts of our actual p o s s i b i l i t i e s at 

3R2. 

MF*G 
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2.2. Energy and mass distributions 

The fission fragment Kinetic energy and mass distribution of the fissioning 

compound nucleus 2l*°Pu were studied cy Deruytter and Wegener-Penning 3^at two 

different excitation energies : E * o. which is the grounc-stats fission, i.e. 
* exc 

the spontaneous fission of 2:+0Pu, and E » S,4 r.s\! which is obtained ay the 
exc 

thermal neutrcn induced f i s s i o n af 2 3 3 P u . 

The main conclusion of these measurements was t na t -ram the 5.4 P!eV d i f f e 

rence i n e x c i t a t i o n ene-gy between both systems, only 1.1 tteV was t ransformed 

i n t o K ine t i c energy of the f ragments. This r e s u l t con t r i bu ted to a b e t t e r under

s tanding of the dynamics of the f i s s i o n process **'. 

2 .3 . F iss ion isomers 

By measuring the spontaneous f i s s i o n y i e l d o f the isomer 2i*2Am produced i n 

the react ion 
2 < t l Am(n t h , Y ) Mtofm Cspont. f i s s . 3 

an upper l i m i t of 0.13 mb wes determined f o r the isomer format ion cross sec t ion 5) 

2.4. Thermal calibrations 

These are very good examples of the usefulness of thermal neutron beams for 

physicists working in related fields. 

The photofission group of the Nuclear Physics Laboratory (Gent) studies the 

y-induced fission characteristics of several nuclei with two different methods : 

Ci] measurement of the fission fragment Kinetic energies E 1 # E 2 with coïncident 

surface barrier detectors, yielding the energy and rrsss distribution 

Cii) the catcherfoil technique, yielding the post-neutron mass-distribution. 

Since these characteristics are well-known for 235UCn w,f) they verified their 

measuring and analysis methods with this reaction3' ', 

Another interesting example were the tests cf a new Kind of detector to be 

used with righer ansrgy neutrons at the CSNP* Linac 3'. It i3 obvious that s detsc-

tor based on a.g, the reaction 23îU(n,f] can ce tested much easier and much faster 

with thermal neutrons witn their high fission cross section C537.5 D] than with keV 

neutrons with a cross section of only a few bam. 
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2.5. Quality control 1 of fission foils 

Far several types cf fission measurements the quality of the fissile layer 

used (homogeneity, thickness etc.] is very important. The energy resolution 

(especially the peaK-to-valley ratio] of the fission fragment pulse-height 

spectrum being very sensitive to these layer characteristics, allows a rapid and 

critical quality contrail. This is demonstrated by comparing figures 1 and 3, 

which both show fission fragment pulsa-height spectra taken with the 3ame surface 

barrier detector and with the same measuring chain. The 235U layers used were 

about equally thick, but the first one CFig.1] was prepared via electrospraying 

and the second one (Fig.3) via evaporation under vacuum. It is clear that the 

quality cf the evaporated layer is better. 

2.6. Scattering of fission fragments 

In collaboration with G.Coddens the scattering of fission fragments is being 

studied now. The aim of the present experiments is to determine the percentage of 

scattarsd fragments in function of Z and A of the scattering metarial and also in 

function of the scattering angle. Fig,4 shows the lay-out of the experiment, in 

which eight small surface barrier detectors are used. Consecutively, the pulse-

height spectra of the direct and of the scattered fission fragments are recorded 

in 8x122 PHA channels and analysed afterwards. The preliminary results of measu

rements using a gold scatterer are very encouraging. 

3. CONCLUSION 

The present examples clearly demonstrate that with the actual BR2 neutron 

beams interesting fission physics and practical calibrations can still be done. 
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NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY AT THE S.C.K./C.E.N. 

H. TOURWE, S.C.K./C.E.N., MOL 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Since the first experiments in the late thirties, neutron radiography 

has become in recent years a very important method of nondestructive testing 

in industry and research. The earliest practical application of neutron 

radiography has probably been the inspection cf highly radioactive material : 

originaEy irradiated reactor fuels. Applications then progressed to other 

nuclear and industrial inspection problems. 

Neutron radiography and the conventional X-ray or gamma techniques are 

complementary. Some of the most important application fields of neutron 

radiography are : 

- the detection of light elements (H, Li, B,...) with, a very high 

scattering or absorption cross section for thermal neutrons. Typical 

examples are : the control of explosives, the control of shielding 

materials containing B, the detection of plastics, the detection of 

moisture,... ; 

• the nondestructive control of fuel before and after irradiation ; 

- controls where a distinction has to be made between isotopes of the 
235 238 10 11 

same element ( U and U, B and B,...) and between components 

of a similar atomic number (Fe and Zn) ; 

- the control of materials with a high density ; 

- the study of corrosion in closed structures ; 

- the control of the homogeneity of foreign materials in alloys,... 

In most of these fields the conventional techniques do not give satisfactory 

results. 

Although neutron radiography is a rather expensive nondestructive control 

technique, the costs saved from the decrease of early °f unplanned failures 

largely compensate these expenses. 
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PARAFFIN 50mm 

FIG. 1: NEUTRON RAOIOGRAPHY WITH AN Ac-Be SOURCE 
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2. NEUTRON RADIOGRAPHY AT THE S.C.K./C.E.N. 

During che lasc five years much effort has been made at che S.C.K./C.E.N. 

co develop neutron radiographic techniques, especially for che nondestructive 

concrol in che nuclear industry. Ac che moment che S.C.K./C.E.N. has ac 

che disposal of che euscomer three fully operational installations : 

- an inscallacion vich an Ac-Be source ; 

- an inscallation ac che BRI reaccor ; 

- an inscallacion ac Che BR2 reaccor. 

There is no overlap in us* becween chese equipments as every one of them 

has its ova specific features:ic is che nacure of che problem chat decermines 

which equipment will be used. 

A schematic drawing of the Ac-Be equipmenc is given in Fig. I. The 

fasc neutrons emitted by the Ac-Be source are chermalized in che wacer. 
7 -2 -i 

The chermal neucron flux of the source is ^ 7.10 cm .s . The wacer 

acts also as a neutron and gamma radiation shield. The collimated neutron 

beam penetrates chrough che object and strikes the ZnS(Ag) convertor plate 

containing Li. The (n,o) reaction on Li causes a scintillation effect 

that is responsible for the blackening of the film. Bismuth and lead 

reduce che influence of the gamma radiation on the film. For che same 

reason is che Ac-Be source not positioned in the beam axes. The most 

imporcanc parameter of each neutron radiography inscallacion is che L/d 

ratio, i.e. che ratio of the collimator convertor distance L co che 
2 

collimacor aperture diameter d. The exposure time is proportional to (L/d) , 

while the geometrical unsharpness is proportional to (d/L). So the L/d 

ratio, chosen for the design of neutron radiography equipment, has co be a 

compromise becween exposure time and geometrical unsharpness. In this 

particular example the L/d ratio was fixed to 12. This results in an 

exposure cime of several hours. This exposure cime can be reduced by using 

neutron sources wich much higher intensities. The most important feature 

of this kind of equipment is thac chc necessary investments are low and 

chat ic can be installed in every industrial plant. 
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A general lay-out of the neutron radiography equipment at the BRI 

reactor is given in Fig. 2; more details are shown in Fig. 3. The 

neutron beam channel starts in the graphite moderator and is continued 
11 -2 -' 

m the shielding. The thermal neutron flux of the source is i 10 cm. s 

at 1 MW of reactor power. The collimator is made of B,C and has a circular 

aperture of 30 mm. This sheet is placed between two lead slabs in order 

to reduce the influence of the gamma components in the beam on the detector 

system. As detector system a 25 ym thick gadolinium octal screen is used 

together with radiographic film. The constituent in the capture radiation, 

that is responsible for the blackening of the film,are the conversion 

electrons. The characteristic L/d parameter has in this case a value of 75. 

Exposure time varies between 10 to 25 minutes at a reactor power of 1 MW 

depending a the nature of the objects to be photographed. The neutron-

radiography equipment at the BRI reactor is mainly used for routine quality 

control of plutoniuar-oxide fuel elements manufactured at the BELGONUCLEAIRE-

Dessel plant. Grains of fissile material of 100 to 200 um diameter can 

easily be detected. These grains cause severe damage during irradiation 

because of the power peaking. Since the routine exploitation of this 

equipment in June 1975 to September 1976 about 180 fuel pins have been 

concroled. During the same period there were a few contacts with the 

Belgian industry as for example the metallurgie industry to control the 

boron homogeneity in stainless steel used for shielding purposes. 

The equipment at the BR2 reactor was installed in 1970 and is opera

tional since about 5 years. Its position, immersed under 12 m of water, 

in the reactor pool with respect to the reactor core is shown in Fig. 4. 

Because of the water shield this apparatus is very well suited to handle 

radioactive materials. However for che control of inactive materials 

the wacer shield between che equipmenc and the operator complicates very 

much che operating procedures. A more decailed lay-out of che BR2 apparatus 

is given in Fig. 5. The thermal neutron source flux depends on the reactor 
13 "? -1 

core configuration but the average value is ^ 10 cm ".s . The 

collimator is made of an aluminium alloy covered wich boral and filled 

with helium gas. The L/d ratio can be varied becwecn 165 and 520 using 

a diaphragm . The principle of che deeeccion system differs from this 
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used in the tvo previously mentioned equipments where the convertor and 

the film were exposed ac the sane time. The high gamma radiation level 

in the reactor pool and the high gamma active components of the controled 

objects blacken the film. So it is not possible to irradiate the convertor 

and the film at the sane time. During the exposure time c£ about 10 minutes 

only a 0,1 mm thick dysprosium convertor with a half life of 140 min. is 

activated. After exposure the convertor is placed in contact with the 

radiographic film in the darkroom during 3 to 5 times the halflive of Dy. 

The BR2 neutron radiography installation has proved to be a very important 

tool for post-irradiation examination of irradiated fuel assemblies and of 

experimental BR2 loops. This technique allows to control the evolution 

of dimensional variations as densification and swelling of fuel or the 

formation of gaps in the fuel. At the same time valuable information is 

obtained from these pictures for the dismantling procedures in the hot cells 

of BR2 and LMA (Laboratory of Medium-high Activity). 

One can conclude chat the nuclear industry makes a maximum possible 

use of the neutron radiographic techniques. The aim of the S.C.K./C.E.N, 

to attract different categories of users from industry turned out to be 

a more difficult task. It can be said that in industry their exists a 

lack of knowledge of the possibilities, offered by neutron radiography and 

by the nuclear techniques in general. So in the future more effort should 

be made to inform these people. 
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DISCUSSION 

Priesrrteyer (Geesthaohi) 

Could you comment on future developments of neutron raüiogracny ? 

I p a r t i c u l a r l y th in* of making more use of neutron c ross - sec t ion di f ferences 

in trie mater ia l under i n v e s t i g a t i o n and appropr ia te c e t e c t o r s . which may vary 

considerably with neutron energy. 

Tourné 

In seme app l i ca t ions involving m a t e r i a l s with a very high absorption or s c a t t e 

r ing c ross - sec t ion for thermal neu t rons , i t may be an advantage to use 

epithermal (and even f a s t ] neu t rons . At the S.CH./C.E.N. we study at the moment 

the poss ib le use of epi thermal neutrons for the ' ion-des t ruct ive cont ro l of f a s t 

r eac tor fuel and fc r the determinat ion of the Gd-content of fuel containing Gd as 

a burnable poison. However the conver tors cu r r en t ly used for t h i s technique do 

not give s a t i s f a c t o r y r e s u l t s . So. some bas i c research i s needed to develop 

appropr ia te de tec to r s before one can think to use epi thermal [ fas t ] neutron 

radiography on an i n d u s t r i a l s c a l e . 

Weitkanp (Geesthacht) 

Is i t poss ib le to es t imate the f ac to r by which the present cost cf neutron-

radiographic se rv ices could be reduced i f e x i s t i n g equipment on e x i s t i n g r e a c t o r s 

were used more e f f i c i e n t l y , perhaps c lose to 100% of t o t a l some ? 

Tourné 

I t i s poss ib le to reduce the present cos t of neut ron-radiographic services for 

rout ine control of large q u a n t i t i e s when the ex i s t i ng equioment could be used 

to 100% of the t o t a l t ime. The exact f ac to r by which the cost can be reduced 

depends on the nature of the problem, t h e q u a n t i t i e s , the required prel iminary 

work. . . In my opinion the maximum poss ib le reduct ion i s 40% t o 50%. The t o t a l cost 

(neutron-radiographic se rv ice *nd t r anspo r t of the ob jec t s to the -eaetor) w i l l 

remain higher than the p r i ce of the conventional non-des t ruc t ive - c o n t r o l problems 

neutro r radiography i s the only poss ib le so lu t ion . And, as I already mentioned 

in my t a l k , the cos ts saved from the decrease of ear ly or unplanned f a i l u r e s 

largely compensate the expenses. 
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NEUTRON DIFFRACTION INSTRUMENTS AT THE ER2-REACT0R AND THEIR USE 

IN THE STUDY OF CRYSTAL AND MAGNETIC STRUCTURES 

E. LEGRANO 

Materials Science Department, S.C.K./C.E.N.. E-24C0 MOL [Belgium] 

INTRODUCTION 

The study of structural properties of condensed matter is frequently 

performed by means of methods based on X-ray, electron or neutron scattering. 

Tn many particular cases the latter technique offers definite advantages 

which are mainly based on the following characteristics of neutron-matter 

interaction. 

- The large penetration depth for neutrons in matter (with the 

exception of a few elements], which allow the study of large samples and 

the use of wavelengths from 0,5 to 5 A, and even to 10 A. 

- The absence of an atomic form factor. 

- The irregular dependence of the scattering length for the different 

elements as a function of their atomic number. 

- The large cross section for magnetic scattering. 

- The energy of thermal neutrons which allows the direct measurement 

of the energy exchange between the neutrons and the scatterer. 

In this contribution three of cne four neutron diffraction instruments 

for solid state research, installed at the BR2 reactor, are first described 

in detail. 

In a second section a short description is given of two cases of structure 

studies, which have recently been performed in our institute: an illustration . 

of the possibilities of using neutron diffraction in the determination of 

crystal and magnetic structures. 

I. DESCRIPTIF OF ThE INSTRUMENTS FOR NEUTRON SCATTER IMG INSTALLED AT T^E 

SR2 REACTOR 

.̂ Instruments for elastic neutron scattering fdiffraction) 

At the beam port RS of the 3R2 reactor two diffractcmeters are 

installed, one far single crystal and one for powder investigations. 

In figure 1 a drawing of the installation is shewn. The numbers cr\ 
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Fig. 1. Experimental set-up for powder and single crystal nejtron diffraction 

measurements installed at beam port R5 of 3R2. The numbers refer to 

the text. 
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the figure refer to details of the instruments as discussed belcw. 

To stop the direct radiation from the reactor beam a large shielding (1) 

is built which houses the monochromator crystals. The shielding is composed. 

locking from the inside to the outside, of 3 on thick plates consisting of a 

mixture of 3,C with resin . 10 en of steel and a fast neutron shielding 

consisting of a 75 \ parafine 25 \ borax mixture with thicknesses varying 

between 50 and 55 cm. In the direct beam a beam catcher of lead and steel 

stops the gamma radiation from the reactor. 

1.1.1. Description of the instrument 

From the polychromatic neutron beam, emerging from the reactor, a mono

chromatic beam is selected by Bragg dif-raction en a large single crystal (3). 

The diffracting planes of this "monocnrcmator" crystal maKe an angle of about 

45° with respect to the incident beam. 

The monochromatic beam falls on a single crystal sample which is mounted 

on a "four circle" diffractometer iS). The base of the diffractometer is an 

X-ray instrument from the "Picker" corporation. The "chi" and "phi" rotation 

mechanisms delivered by the firm "Stoe" have been adapted to the base in our 

institute. The outer diameter of the chi-circle is 336 mm. 

Stepping motors are used to perform the different motions. The diffrac-

tometer is controlled on-line by a POPS-E computer. This computer calculates 

the rotation direction and the number of steps to be done by the motors for 

each Chkl) plane, [the unit cell dimensions and an "orientation matrix" 

defining the orientation of the single crystal with respect to the spectro- . 

meter, being fed in the computer). The number of steps is written in external 

memories and all motors are moving together. On the drive worm gear axes 

incremental digitizers are mounted. After each rotation, the number of 

impulsions counted from the digitizers is compared with the number of impulsions 

given to the stepping motors. If there is a discrepancy between both, the 

computer gives a message and corrects for tne error which occurred. Up to now 

the operation of this systsm is quite satisfactory. 

The neutrons scattered by the sample are detected by a 5F., counter 

•J) ("Reuter Stckss" type SSIM-7), with ceramic end window, bcron enriched to 
10 

36 h S, filling pressure 120 cm rig, diameter 1 inch ana a sensitive lengtn 

of 3 - 1/3 inch. The limits of the measurable scattering angles are - 135". 

The shielding around the detector consists, from inside to outside, of a 2 mm 

tnick cadmijm sneet, 1 cm 34C pewder and 7 cm parafine. 

In the -nonoenromatic oeam a monitor (5) is mounted to take account of 
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the fluctuations in the incident neutron intensity. The monitor is a flat 
2 

"LMC" fission counter with a sensitivity of 1 count per 10 neutrons 

Sefcre the monochramatcr (3) a collimator £2) with a cross section of 

4 x * cm ana a length of 1 m is installed resulting in a vertical as well 

as a horizontal divergence of about 2.3°. The collimator between the mono-

chrcmator and the sample £4] is also 1 m long and has a square cress section 

of 1.3 x 1.8 cm reducing the horizontal and vertical divergence to 1°. CThe 

beam cross section may be increased up to 2.8 x 2.8 cm}. Cagliotti |l| has 

shown that the divergences of both collimators should be reversed to get the 

best resolution in the diffraction spectra. However, since it is easier to 

change the characteristics of the second collimator £4), this solution 

has been adopted. 

1.1.2. Meutron characteristics 

As a menochromator the £331) planes of a copper single crystal are 
o 

presently used, selecting a wavelength of 1.172 A as measured with a nicKel 

powoer sample. The 3econd order contamination» due to the reflection by the 

£352) planes is «bout 1 \ of the first order. £This quantity is obtained by 

measuring the intensities diffracted by the £111) planes of a copper 3ingle 

crystal used as sample, for the first and second order wavelengths). Using 

the £224) planes of a copper mencchrcmator, a wavelength of 1.C43 is selected 

with a second order contamination of about 0.3 \ . The reasons why the second 

order contamination is negligibly small are that the reflectivity of cry3tal3 

i3 proportional with'\ \l\ and that the associated wavelength falls in the 

tail of the Maxwell distribution of the neutron spectrum. 

The following characteristics are all measured with the Cu £331) monc-

chromator. The neutron flux, measured by gold activation just behind the 
5 2 

monitor is about 1.4 x 10 /£cm sec). 

To have an idea of the contamination cf apithenrai and fast neutrons 

in the monochromatic team, tne epicacmium ratio, i.e. tne ratio of the 

intensities measured with and without a 2 mm tnicK cadmium 3heet placed in 

the beam before the detector, has been measured. 

Thi3 ratio is, as measured with the 3F, counter: 1.3 x 1C 

£Mo corrections nave seen T\ea* for the sensitivity of the detector as a 

function of the neutron energy, nor for possibls saturation effects). 

A background measurement has oeen performed with open beam but without 

a 3amcis on the spectrometer and with the SF_ detector at a scattering angle 

of 3u°. In this way 12CC counta/hour are rscordsd. 
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2i2r_Pç-wder_di-f-f ractorrjetsr 

1.2.t. Description af the instrument 

Above the first mcnachrcmatar. a second seam is extracted frem the 

reactor which falls en a second moncchrcmator C3J. The diffracting planes maKe 

an angle of 33° with respect tc the incident beam. 

The spectrometer itself is designed and constructed in our institute. 

The measurements are performed in "step scanning". The magnitude of the 

steps may be varied, the smallest step being 1 minute of arc. The maximum 

error found on the steps, measured with an optical system which itself is 

precise to - 1 second of arc, is up to • 15 seconds of arc. These errors are 

due to the inertia of the heavily shielded detector. 

The detector (14] is a 8F detector "Reuter-Stokes" type RSN-lOe S, with 
3 3/4 

ceramic end window, 2 inches in diameter, sensitive length of 12 inch, fil-
10 

ling pressure 7S cm Hg, boron enriched to 95 \ B. The surrounding shielding 

is composed of a 2 mm cadmium sheet, 5 cm Q.C powder and 12.5 cm parafine. 

The range of scattering angles, which can be covered is from 0 to 100°. 

The sample table (12) is mechanically coupled to the motion of the 

detector in a 1/2 ratio. The table can support a weight of about 1 Ton. 

This allows us to put directly a magnet, cryostats or ovens on it. 

It may be worthwhile to mention here that, due to the large penetration depth 

of the neutrons in matter, the construction of windows for cryostats and 

ovens is much less critical than when other radiations (e.g. x-rays] are used. 

The collimator (2) may be changed from outside: collimators with a 

horizontal divergence of 30 and of 7 minutes are available. The vertical 

divergence is for both collimators about 2.9°. The cross section of the beam 

at this place is 5 cm high and 3 cm wide. The second collimator (103 has 

no Seller . '.ts, and therefore it has a large horizontal and vertical divergence. 

However this collimator is of less importance for the resolution characteristics 

I l|. The cros3 section of the beam has been reduced here to 3 x 3 cm , since 

tne cresâ section of the available pyroiitic graphite filter CS), used to 
2 

eliminate the second order contamination, is only 3,5 x 3,5 cm . 

The Horizontal coilimation cf the third collimator (133 can be changed between 

20 and 50 minutes of arc by changing the number of steal plates defining the 

wiatn of the slits. 

The monitor (.11 ] is a flat fission counter with a sensitivity of 1 count 

oer \Z" incident neutrons from "Amperex" type 3 300 03. 
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1-2.2. Neutrcn characteristics 

At thi3 time the (111] planes of copper are used as a mcncchrcmator. 

The measured wavelength is 2.554 A. In this case the second order contamination 

is very important. It is filtered out by using a filter of pyrolitic graphite. 

The transmission characteristics cf 3uch a filter are given in the contribution 

Dy Cr. .1. Nève de ttévergnies in this report. (The first order wavelength 

corresponds with a neutron energy of 13.5 mev. the second order with about 

50 ^eV]. With this filter, the higher order contamination becomes negligibly 

small (about 0.6 \ ] . 
-4 

The epicadmium ratio is 3 x 10 measured with the BF_ detector. The 

better epicadmium ratio measured for the powder aiffTactometer with respect 

to the single crystal diffractcmeter is due to the presence of the graphite 

filter in the incident beam. 

At a scattering angle of 30° for the detector a background of about 

45C counts per hour is measured with beam open but without a sample . 

1.2.3. Recent developments in the analysis of powder diffraction patterns 

Caglictti et al. | 1| have shown that the 3patial transmission 

characteristics of neutron collimators can best be described by a Gaussian 

distribution. Since the mosaic spread of the moncchrcmatcr, and cf the crystal 

domains in the grains of the powder sample, have also Gaussian distributions, 

the line shape of the peaKs in the diffracted spectra, which is a convolution 

of all these Gaussian distributions, will also be nearly Gaussian. This 

fact has led Rietveld |3| to the idea to use, instead of the integrated. 

intensities which as a rule were used in the function to be minimized in the 

refinement programs of the crystal parameters, a Gaussian shape for the 

calculated intensities and to compare point by point; the measured and 

calculated intensities in the neighbourhood of each Bragg reflection. 

The big advantage of this "profile analysis" method consists in the fact 

that the intensity contribution of overlapping peaks in the diffraction 

scectra ars -nuch mors accurately used in the minimizing function tnan can be 

cone when integrated intensities a?B usee. Therefore, the part of the 

diffraction pattern at larger scattering angles, which was nearly useless 

in the analysis based on integrated intensities, has regained its full impor

tance ana the efforts tc improve trie resolution of the powder dif f Tactometers 

at larger scattering angles have again been increased. Hewat J4J made 

•calculations about the optimum resolution conditions. To compensate for the 

loss in intensity, due to the increasec resolution, a multi-counter bank can 

ce installée en the spectrometer J5|. Seconding on the number or détecter» 
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patten 
installed and en the dimensions cf the sample, a complete powder diffraction 

can be obtained in a time cf 24 or 48 hours, even at a reactor with moderate 

flux. 

To conclude cne may say that, both far crystal structure determinations 

ans for magnetic structure research the profile analysis method has improved 

t;ie neutron powder measurements so much that in many cases the studies may be 

performed on powders where the much more difficult and more time consuming 

single crystal measurements were necessary before. A good example is the 

recent Kewat's study of ferroelectric phase transitions in potassium niobate 

|6|. 

However, it is good to remember that the profile analysis method is a 

method for REFINEMENT of the crystal parameters and that it remains necessary 

to gather as much information as possible with other techniques. 

2i3;_5emarKs_çcnçerning_future_develo9ments 

1.3.1. Besides the several menochromâtors that are presently available 

[copper, lead, aluminium, zinc and pyrolitic graphite) germanium single 

crystals will be procurred as monochromatcrs. Germanium crystallises with 

the diamond structure and therefore it has many crystal planes for which the 

second order planes have a structure factor equal to zero. However, since such 

single crystals are generally very perfect, the crystals have to be squashed 

mechanically to increase the mosaic spread. Such a technique is not yet availa 

ble in our institute. 

1.3.2. The part of the shielding (1], where the collimators C4) and (9] are 

situated, is composed of compressed wood Cpermally). Sy cutting holes in it, 

with other directions, it is possible to change the diffraction angles 

of the monochromators. Such changes may, if necessary, be performed in one or 

two days. 

1.3.3. The installation of a detector bank is taken into consideration. 

Sesides the large gain in time for the measurements, the range of the 

attainable diffraction angles will be increased from 1CC9 to 145". 

2. Instruments far inelastic neutron scattering 

Tni3 spectrometer is installed at oeam tuoe R4. The main differences 

of this spectrometar with respect to the diffraction instruments consists 

firstly in the possibility to vary the diffraction angle of cne monochromator 

between 3ome limits, and as a result to change the selected wavelength (and 

energy] of the neutrons in a continuous way; secondly in the fact that the 

neutron energies, scattered by the sample, are analysed by Bragg scattering 

tn a singis crystal .: called analyser crystal]. 



forecoilimator fine collimator shielding beam port mon och roma ting system monochromator shielding spectrometer 
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l l g . 2. Ilusilgn of the t r i p l e - a x i s spectrometer I n s t a l l e d at beam por t R4 of 
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2.1.1. Description of the instrument 

Figure 2 shows a drawing of the instrument. The shielding (2), to stop 

the direct beam, has a similar composition as described for the diffracto-

meters. The dimensions of the different parts are slightly larger since the 

neutron flux at R4 is between 2 to 5 times larger than at beam tube R5. 

In 'this instrument two monochromators (3) are used instead of one. The 

advantages of using two monochromators may be summarized as follows. 

- The contamination of epithermal and fast neutrons (which is quite 

important at a reactor of the BR2 type) in the monochromatic beam becomes 

negligibly small. 

- The divergency of the twice diffracted beam is smeller than with one 

monochromator and it is not necessary to use Soller slit, collimators in the 

polychromatic incident beam. Therefore the energy and angular resolution are 

better than in case one monochromator is used. 

- The second order contamination becomes smaller, since the reflectivity 
3 

at each monochromator Is proportional to \ . 

- The mechanical construction could be realized in the workshop of our 
institute. 

- Since in case one monochromator is used the analysing system ANO the 

sample table have to rotate around the monochromator, the double monochro

mator system was more favourable in view of the space available near the beam 

port R4 In the reactor hall. 

The big disadvantage, however, of using two monochromators consists in 

the loss of neutron intensity. 

For mechanical reasons the Bragg angles of the monochromators are 

limited to the range between 25° and 65° (in practice 26° and 64° are used 

as limits). With two monochromators the change in Bragg angle is obtained 

with a combination of rotational and translatlonal motion of the monochromators. 

As monochromators and analysers, the following crystals are available 

at this time: 

(0002) planes of pyrolitlc graphite 

Cu(220) 

Cu(111) 

CU(S11) 

Zn(00Q2) 

A flat fission counter is used as monitor (7). It is an "LN0" type 3053, with 
3 

a sensitivity of 1 count per 10 neutrons per second. The sample is mounted 

on the sample table (8). 
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Fig. 3a. Photograph of the powder and single crystal diffractometers. 

The powder diffractometer is on the foreground. During the measure

ments a "plastic-B.C" plate is put between both spectrometers to 

screen both instruments from each other. 
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: »? 

b. Photograph of the triple axis instrument. The shieldings of one 

analyser system and above the driving mechanism of the monochromators 

are removed. 
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Two analysing systems (9] may be used. They have a r-̂ asuring range of - 135 

(without taking into accourut the interference between both]. The analyser 
3 

crystal is situated at (10]. The detector (11] is a He counter, filling 

pressure 4 atm, 2 inch diameter. Around the detector a shielding of 2 mm 

cadmium and a volume filled with B C powder are used. To reduce the background 

the crystal and detector are screened with a moveable shielding of 10 cm 

filled with, a mixture of 75 % parafine and 25 '-. borax. 
2 

The cross section of all collimators is 5 x 5 cm . The collimator in 

the incident beam C5] is 1 m long but has no Soller slits. The second 

collimator (12] is evacuated; stainless steel plates can be introduced over 

a length of 1 m to change the divergency of the beam. Also collimators (13] 

and (14] have the possibility of variable divergency by inserting more or 

less stainless steel plates in it. 

2.1.2. Some neutron characteristics 

The neutron characteristics given below are measured with two Cu(220) 

monochromators at a scattering angle of about 45° giving a measured wavelength 
o 

of 1.81 A. Half of the maximum number of steel plates was present in each 

collimator. The measurements were done with the analyser and the detector 

at position zero, no analyser crystal being present. 
-5 

The epicadmium ratio is about 1 x 10 . 
The background measured with the analyser system at an angle of 30° 

is about 300 counts per hour. 

Fotographs of the diffTactometers and the triple-axis spectrometer are 

shown in figs. 3a and 3b. 

2i2i_Time;of;flight_instrument 

This spectrometer for inelastic neutron experiments, is described in 

the contribution in this report by W. Wegener and S. Hautecler. 

3. Remarks concerning the electronics and the use of the P0P8-E computer 

The computer was originally equiped with 8 K of core memory, a fast 

reader-punch and two teletypes for the 3ingle crystal diffractometer and the 

triple axes spectrometer respectively. The control programs are written in 

assembler language. For each instrument 4 K of core memory is used. The 

interference time, i.e. the time that the computer is inaccessible for one 

instrument because it is occupied with the other one, is only a fraction of 

a second: the time necessary to calculate new positions. For both instruments 

several measuring routines are available on paper tape. A new routine for one 

instrument can be read in with the fast reader while the other instrument 

remains controlled. 
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The disadvantage of the use of programs written in assembler, instead 

of using higher programming languages as Basic or Fortran, is largely reduced 

by the fact that at our institute a central POPS computer, equiped with the 

"QS8" programming system and a line printer is available for the several users 

of PDP 5 computers (12 at this timeJ. New routines, or changes on existing 

routines may be worked out and tested on this computer. 

The advantage of using teletypes as controls for both instruments is 

that input can be given and output can oe obtained on papertape for both 

instruments separately. 

S.^^Fyture^çhenges 

The core memory 0f t n e computer nas recently been extended to 16 K. 
it 

It is the aim to use also for controlling the powder diffractometer. 

It is intended to add to the output devices a simple plotter system and a 

faster access to the big central computer than is possible with punched 

paper tape, either by direct connection to the computer, or by the addition 

of an ISM compatible magnetic tape. 

313i _|leçtroniç_eguiBment 

(lost of the electronic equipment has been built in our institute at 

the neutron physics department. The electronics for the single crystal 

diff Tactometer and triple axes spectrometer are built on the basis of the 

"Nlfl" system» the electronics of the powder diffractometer is based on the 

"Camac" system. 

4. Auxiliary equipment 

All the auxiliary devices described next can be used at any of the 

four neutron scattering instruments. 

Three cryostats for liquid helium are available. Their main characte

ristics are summarized below. 

4.1.1. Laybcld cryostat 

- This crycstat is equipped with a device for the condensation of liquids and 

gases. 

- Capacity of the helium vessel; about 12 1. 

- Consumption pf liquid helium: Cdepending on temperature and sample holder 

Ce.g. additional temperature sensors)], about 0.3 1 per hour. 

- Temperature variatie between 2.3 K and 3GC K. 

- Temperature stability ^depending or temperature) scout 0.01 '<. 
2 

- Sample dimension: up to 1C cm possible. 



Fig. 4a. Crystal and magnetic structure at 4.2 K of Mn~B.. 

b. Temperature dependence of the magnetic peaks of Hn3B4 between scat 

tering angles of 3 - 6'. 

O 

CD 
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4.1.2. Cryostat "Oxford Instruments" 

- The sample holder and its temperature regulation is interchangeable. 

These parts are built in our institute. 

- Volume of liquid helium vessel: about 8 1. 

- Consumption of liquid helium [measured without sample nor temperature sen~ 

sors], 0.08 1 per hour. 

- An insert will be procured to mount single crystals in the cryostat. This 

will allow their orientation at low temperatures from the outside cf the 

cryostat. 

4.1.3. Supairco cryostat 

The cryostat is normally used without a variable temperature device. 

In this case the consumption of liquid helium is extremely small: 0.5 1 

per 24 hours. The contents of the liquid helium vessel is 5 1. 

Using liquid nitrogen, temperatures down to 45 K. may be obtained by 

reducing the vapour pressure above the (solid] nitrogen. A device has been 

built which allows the temperature of the sample to be changed within limits 

temperature ranges. 

4;21_Çr^gstats_fgr_liguld_nltrçgen 

Besides the cryostats for liquid helium, several cryostats for liquid 

nitrogen are available. They are all designed and built in our institute. 

A "Collins" helium liquefactor is available. However, when large 

quantities of liquid helium are used, the liquid helium is purchased abroad. 

4.4._0vens 

Two ovens for measurements up to about 40O°C and 700°C respectively 

are available. 

4iSi_SBfçial_ggnigiT3et§r_h§açJs 

•Two big goniometer heads are available on whi;h the cryostats and oven 

may be mcuntsd. This allows to tilt the cryostat or oven over angles of - 15* 

so tnat seme measurements on single crystals may be performed with these ce-

vices. 

4.Stagnât! 

Two magnets are at our disposal. A small one with pole diameter of 

3 cm ana a fixed interpole distance of 3 cm. Continuous fields up to 3C0C 

Gauss may be obtained. 

A larger magnet with pole diameter of 10 cm and variable gap between 

the poles is also available. 

The maximum continuous fields are: 
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1.5 on gap . 16 IC Gauss 

3 cm gap - 10 K. Gauss 

5 cm gap - 7 K. Gauss 

This magnet can be rotated around a horizontal axis. Special tails can 

be fitted to most cryostats for low temperature measurements in magnetic 

fields. In that case, however, the larger pole gaps have to be used. 

When the field direction of the magnet is used parallel to the scattering 

vector, the largest scattering angle (Bragg angle of the sample) which may be 

used with a gap of 5 cm and a beam width of 3 cm is 25 degrees. 

II. EXAMPLES OF STRUCTURE DETERMINATIONS 

1. Study of the magnetic structura of An-B. 

The phase diagram of the manganese boron system is very complicated 

and stable mixtures of Mn.B, Mn_B, PlnB, Pln-B., flnB_ and MnB. are Known |7|. 

The magnetic properties of the different phases have been extensively studied, 

since some show a ferromagnetic or antiferromegnetic.or even a more complex 

behaviour. Two phases rin.B. |3[ and rinB_ |3| have been studied with neutrons 

in our institute since contradictory interpretations, deduced from macroscopic 

properties, mostly susceptibility measurements, were published. The inter

pretation of magnetic structure investigations on Mn-S. is hampered by the 

fact that the manganese atoms are distributed in the unit cell on two diffe

rent crystallographic sites. The structure is shown in figure 4a. At one site 

the Mn atoms are surrounded by S atoms, at the other site two layers of Pin 

atoms are in contact with each other. 

From the neutron diffraction measurements the correct magnetic distri

butions of the magnetic moments over both types of manganese atoms and the 

magnetic structure could be deduced. Figure 4b shows the behaviour of the 

(010) magnetic superstructure line as a function of temperature. This line 

is splittad into two lines in the temperature region between 130 K. and 207 K. 

7hi3 cculd be explained by assuming a 3piral structure. With the picture 

obtained for the magnetic structure, the susceptibility measurements on 

single crystals |10| could be fully understood. 

From this example it is clear that neutron diffraction may yield 

important information about magnetic structures which can hardly be obtained 

by other techniques. However, these other techniques remain very useful. 

For example susceptibility measurements as a function of temperature are 

much faster and easily yield information about the field dependence of the 
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magnetic structure as well. floreover, sines also in neutron diffraction 

models for the magnetic structure are used to explain the measured intensities, 

these models are sometimes net unique. Therefore information obtained frem 

other magnetic measurements is not only useful but sometimes indispensable to 

decide which model is the correct one. 

2. Study of the crystal structure of spinels 

Many compounds crystallise in the spinel structure. The general formula 

for these compounds is AjB_|X . The X atoms are anions and may be oxygen, 

sulphur or selenium. They have a tetrahedral or octahedral arrangement. 

A and B atoms represent cations, the A atoms being at the center of the 

tetrahedral holes, the B atoms at the center of the octahedral ones. There 

i3 a large variety of different combinations of cations which form spinels 

and if different cations are present, ordering effects may appear as well at 

the A as at the B sites. Because of the important technological applications 

of these compounds, owing to their magnetic properties, systematic studies 

have been undertaken since a few years to connect their actual structure, 

including cation distribution on A and B sites and ordering effects, with the 

way of preparation. 

Such studies are performed in the laboratories of V.A.i*!. Brabers from the 

T.M. in Eindhoven and of Professor G. Rcbbrecht from the R.U. Gent. In colla

boration with these laboratories we studied the structure of the spinels 

CuMg„ , Mn„ - 0., and Cu„ c Pin. e 0- for different preparation conditions. °0.5 1.3 4 1.5 1.5 4 f r-
These structures are very favourable to be studied with neutrons since Mn has 

a scattering length with opposite sign with respect to the scattering lengths 

of the other cations so that very accurate results could be obtained |11[. 

The parameters were further optimized by using the method with integrated 

intensities. Since a program for profile analysis became available at our 

institute, we tested the program on one of these measurements. Figure 5 shews 

the results. The points represent the measured values, the continuous curve 

the calculated ones. The parameters obtained fram the profile analysis ars 

very close to tnese obtained in the earlier analysis. 
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DISCUSSION 

White (Grenoble) 

Could ycu tell me what is the fast/slow background at ycur 3 axis machine ? 

Legrard 

Due to the double monochromator, used in the instrument, the fast neutron back

ground in the incident beam is very low. Also the general background without 

sample is low. Some numbers which illustrate this are given in the text. 

Uartena (C.e.ïï.lL, Geel) 

1) What is the monitor you use in your spectrometer, 

2) what is tne spatial and the energetic dispersion of your beam after the 

monochrcmator ? 

leçv&ià 

I] "he monitors used are fission counters with a sensitivity of 1 court psr 1C' 

or 1 count oer 1C- per cm2 of incident neutrons. 

2) Sot h charact3ri3tics depend on the cciiimaticn used, the scattering angle 

of tre mcncchromstor, it3 mosaic 3prsad and lntsrpianar spacing. For the 

cowder diffrsctometsr the cclli/naticr of tre incident beam as currently usee 

i3 : ̂  3C ninutss of arc horizontally and a few degrees vertically. >iith 

tfa CJ£111) planes and a scattering angle of 37,3 dsgr9ss, AA is about 

C.G3 A »rc \ is 2.531 Â\ 
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Theory of Inelastic Neutron Scattering in Solids 

K.H.Michel 

Univers!tat des Saarlandes. Saarbrücken, W-Germany 

end 

Universitaire Instelling, Antwerpen, Belgium 

Thermal Neutrons are the most suitable tool for the investigation of 

elementary excitations in condensed matter. The principles of enelastic neutron 

scattering theory and some applications are shortly reviewed. 

Many properties of solids and liquids can be described in terms of elementary 

excitai.ions such as lattice vibrations or phoncns, spin waves called also magnons, 

rotational oscillations or librons in molecular crystals etc.. In order to under

stand the properties of condensed matter as for instance the thermal, elastic or 

magnetic behavior, it is most useful to study the corresponding elementary exci

tations. 

The most powerful techniques for such studies Involve the scattering of 

radiation from condensed matter. Thereby one measures the changes In energy no» 

end momentum nQ suffered by the radiation as it passes through the solid or liquid 

and interacts with the eigenmodes or elementary excitations of the matter : 

E - E f " n«(Q) Me) 

nk. - nK. « hO • hT. M D J 

Here E.. nK end Ef, nk. constitute the initial and final energy and momentum of 

the neutron respectively, T_ is a vector of the reciprocal lattice that accounts 

for umKlapp processes in the case of periodic structure. The corresponding gain 

or loss in energy together with the momentum conservation law yields the disper

sion law of the elementary excitations 

e 
. . • * 

**~ 
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Generally the scattered radiation shews no experimentally significant shifts 

ii.s. reasonably larg9r than the expérimentai resolution) in both the energy and 

mementun cf che scattered radiation (for instance infrared radiation has the right 

energy cut tne wavelength is toe greatin comparison with lattice spacings and 

therefore one measures only in the C%o range). I" the-case of neutrons, however, 

we are very fortunate because the anergy-wavenumcer relationship £ * n2k2/2 m 

is such that wavelengths of atomic dimensions or typical lattice spacings C1-4 %] 

correspond to thermal energies C2.5xlO"2eV» 6x1012 Hz, X « 1.7 A, T » 2CC K.). 

It is this property that makes neutrons inelastic scattering a unique tool in the 

study of solids. 

Pioneering wcr* in ths theory of neutron inelastic scattering has been per

formed in refs.1Jand2'3'. For more recent information about experiment and thecry, 

the reaaer is refered to rsfs.1*'5^. 

According to Van Hove2^, the differential cross section for neutrons scattered 

oy a system of interacting particles is given by 

dur •A sc**"] C2] 

Far a given morentum transfer nQ and energy transfer nw, the quantity A depends only 

en the mass of the neutron and on the scat tering cross section of the neutron with 

individual par t ic les of the system. On the other hand, the dynamic scattering 

function i s given by 

SCQ.a) » /d t e - i t t t < : a ^ ' % ^ z e±Ul [t]> ™ 

where the brackets denote tne thermal average and where R runs over all scattering 

centers. The function SCQ,u>), also called scattering law, contains all the interes

ting information on the many body system, including the dynamics. Remembering that 

_ -iQ.RCo) is the Fourier transform of the particle density 
I e j 

s :3] • fir S"^'
rZ5-r-=!J » Z e"^ , Rj * ;4i 

J J J 

*e see f a t S represents ire dynamic density-density correlation function : 

3C3.U»; * /dt s""W"< p (G.t)o- (3,3) >. îz) 

lr ;:-er words, the scattering law measures the evolution in space ana ti.Tie2, 

o- tne scattering system. This is valid for solids, liouida and gases. 

'ne new creoK more exolicitely how this evolution appears in the dynamic 

3C3tt3ri!*g CT3S3 38Cti3n. 
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Assuming f irs t that the density has art oscillatory behavior with frequency 

(6] 

tit (Q) and damping r (0) : 

<p(0 . t îp*(0 .o )>-< |p(Q.o) |2>e ( ± i V r ) t 

we find after Fourier transforming : 

d zo(u) « S(0»w) » une.) 
drtic» ( M 2 - U 2 ( Q ) ) 2 • r 2 ( 0 ) u 2 

o 

(7) 

This i s sketched In the following figure : 

4> d2oC") 
dScu 

• * » w 

» 0 

We see that the maxima occur at the eigenfrequencies ±u (0) of the density corre

lation function. In other words, the neutron absorbs or emits energy corresponding 

to the frequency of the elementary excitation. The width r of the resonances 

accounts for the damping of these excitations. The spectrum shown above is typical 

for oscillatory motion (phonons or sound waves] in solids and liquids. 

Let us consider two extreme cases : 

The peaks become sharper and higher and approach 1] small damping (r<<w ) 
o 

5-functions : 
ifidw 



2) dominant damping (T>>ta . u -*o) : this correspond to relaxetionel motion 
o o 

-rt <pCQ.t)p*(Q,o)>»<|p(Q.oî|2> e" . ca) 

S (O.MI - -77=7 
- d2a(u>) 

Examples of such motion are diffusion in l iquids, rotational relaxation in 

molecular so l ids 6 ' . 

For nuclei of the scattering system with a spin dependent scattering length 

or for nuclei belonging to different Isotopes of the same element, i t i s generally 

possible to spl i t the cross section into a sum of two parts2 ; 

.2 con .9 inc 
dzc ^ d*o 

cSlcw dfldu 
(10) 

where the f irs t term on the right side refers to the so called coherent scattering 

particles while the second term constitutes the Incoherent part that describes 

single particle motion. Incoherent scattering i s used for instance if one wants 

tc investigate single molecular reorientations in solids or liquids7^. 

Let us now comment shortly on magnetic systems. As the neutron has a magnetic 

moment, i t is an excellent tool for the study of magnetic substances3'. One measures 

essentially the magnetic density correlation function 
2 

ZgsL-Ht ;1-t<n(5,tjri • CQ.O» 
dfldu» 

where !*!(Q) is the Fourier transform of the magnetic density. One measures osc i l la 

tory behavior (spin waves) in the ferro-or antiferro-magnetic ordered phase and 

relaxatianal behavior in the paramagnetic phase. Therefore neutrons have become 

the most powerful tool in the study of magnetic phase transitions (see e.g.ref.1*1. 

flore recently neutron scattering has become prominent in the study of struc

tural phase transitions such as ferroelectricity and orientational order in organic 

crystals. As an example I quote solid KCN and NaCN. Below their melting point 

these supstances have a s o l i d cubic phase (NaCl-structure) where the linear CN ions 
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assume effective cubic symmetry through rotational disorder. At lower temperature, 

there is a structural transition to an orthorhombic phase, with the CN ions aligned 

along directions closely related to ^110] in the cubic phase8,9' (j - 168 K for KCNJ. 
c 

By lowering the temperature in the cubic phase above T . one finds experimentally10' 

that the elast ic constants ĉ » and the corresponding transverse acoustic phonon 

frequencies111 decrease with decreasing temperature. These quantities vanish at T , 

causing an instabi l i .y in the latt ice that results in a change of the structure from 

cubic to orthorornbic.This phenomenon i s an example of a soft mode as they are now fre

quently observed near structural phase trans i t ions 1 2 ' . 

' d 2 t j (w) 
d.Qduj 

Phcncn frequencies for various temperatures (Tj>T2>T3>T ). 

Summarizing I want to recall the following conclusions : due to their fcrtu-s'.é 

energy and momentum range, neutrons consititute a unique tool in the study of the 

dynamics of condensed matter. We mention lattice dynamics in solids, sound and dif

fusion in liquids, dynamics of magnetic and structural phase transitions. 
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DISCUSSION 

u. Van Jerven (Leuven) : 

In the intarmeoiata. normal case of damping r i* 3 and not very large, I suppose 

the shape cf the resonance line, according to the theory given, is Lcrsntzian. 

Co other, e.g. Gaussian shapes, occur ? In that case, what is the shaoe cf the 

central peak, ycu get under condition of large T ? 

ILS.Michel : 

The fact that the line nere is Lorentzian is due to the hydrodynamic approxima

tion in the present theory. We put w«o in riuJ which means that we are in the very 

lew frequency regime. I knew that under certain approximations, one obtains 

Gaussian line shapes, but also those are approximations. I think Or.Lagendijk 

could say more on that subject. 

A. Lagendijk (Antuero) : 

In cubic magnetic systems the zone boundary modes have a very flat spectrum and 

do r.ot correspond to Lorentzian or Gaussian line shapes. 

Hive de Mévergnies (Mol) : 

Can you comment on the incident neutron energies needed for Cn,n'3 studies of the 

KCN-phase transitions ? 

K.3.Miahel : 

The energies needed for the measurements by Rowe et al.at the National Sureau of 

Standards, Washington, are of the order of 0.02-0.1 meV. 

W. Wegener (Mot) : 

On a transparency you shewed a plot of d2o/dwdfl for finite I", the energy loss and 

the energy gain pea< had the same height. Why could you neglect the detailed 

balance factor ? 

K.H.Michel : 

Strictly speaking this is an approximation that is only right at high temperature 

such that rWk T<<1. Then the peaks are symmetric. At low temperature when this 
s 

condition i3 no longer fulfilled» the neutron can only give energy of an amcunt 

"•tii^ to the system tut the "nany particle system can not give sway snergy to the 

leutrcn. "herefcre the peaks are very asymmetric. A higher peak rcr cositiva a 

anc a lower peak for negative a. 





INELASTIC NEUTRON SCATTERING STUDIES WITH A TIME-OF-FLIGHT SPECTROMETER 

W.Wegener and S.Hautacler. Neutron Physics Department. S.C.K./C.E.N.. tfol 

This contribution will be divided into two parts. 

In a first part we describe the neutron time-of-flight spectrometer at beam hole 

R2 of the 3R2 reactor. In the second part, we try to illustrate the possibilities 

of such an instrument by means of a selection of studies in which we were involved. 

Four fields of the condensed matter physics will essentially be considered : lattice 

dynamics, spectroscopy of ions in crystals, molecular motions, and dynamics of 

spins in magnetic systems. We want to stress here that this report is neither a 

general survey of what can be investigated by the neutron" inelastic scattering 

technique, nor even of what could be done with the actual instrument at the 3R2 ; 

the cnmmcn factor of the studies selected here results essentially upon the fact 

tnat they have been performed in collaboration with scientists from belgian 

universities as well as from foreign countries. 

1. THE TIME-OF-FLIGHT SPECTROMETER AT BEAM HOLE R2 

A schematic sketch of the usual setup is shown Fig.1. A beam is extracted 

from tne reactor core (not represented here! by means of a collimator placed in 

the reactor shielding. This reactor beam is first filtered by a 25 cm polycrystal-

line Be block cooled at liquid nitrogen temperature t in the thermal region the 

transmitted beam contains essentially neutrons with a wavelength X greater than 
9 

tne Se cutoff CX>3.95 A). A monochromatic beam is then selected by Sragg reflec

tion on a single crystal tthe monochromatsr). Fairly often we use the C111Î 

planes of a Fb crystal under a 3rsgg angle 8M^ 45° ; the reflected aeam is tnen 

characterized by the fallowing typical -tumoers : 

XQ "- 4. "5 A ; Ea ^ 4.75 meV j 

à\ -v. 0.35 A ) AE„ "' 0.1 meV. 
Q 
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Fig, 1 Schematic diagram of the BR2 t ime-of - f l ight spectrometer 
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The aim of the 5e filter is ta avoid the presence of higher-order reflections in 

the monochromatic beam, refers reaching the sample the incident beam is first 

monitored by a thin fission chamber and then periodically pulsed by a rotating 

chopper ; a typicai ourst duration ^ is abcut 4Cusec.The maximum beam size at the 

sample position is 5 x 7 cm2. The neutrons scattered by the sample are detected 

under eight different angles $ by means of detector banks placed at the end of 

avacuated 4m flight paths. Each bank, with a size of 2Q x 40 cm2» consists of two 

layers containing respectively four and three BF3 proportional counters of 5cm 

diameter, and can be divided into two groups (10 x 40 cm2] wnen higher angular 

resolution is required. For calibration purposes an additional flight path is 

situated in the monochromatic beam, with two low-efficiency SF3 counters 

(2.5cm diameter] placed at known distances with respect to the chopper. All flight 

paths are enclosed in a big shielded room. Under these conditions the background 

is lowered to * 150 counts/h per bank of detectors. The times taken by the neutrons 

to go from the chopper to the detectors ara recorded in a 4C96 channel time analy

zer whose memory is divided into subgroups of 256 channels. The energy resolution 

of the instrument is typically 5% CO.25 meV] at the incident energy. 

The versatility of the spectrometer comes from several features 

1) First of all it is possible to choose the incident energy in a broad range 
o e 

(1.S meV < Eo < 3G meV, corresponding to 7 A > \ > 1 A ) either by changing 

the monochromator (Pb, Al, Cu F63QI+, pyrolitic graphite are available] or by 

charging the Sragg angle which is obtained by moving the monochromator unit 

along the reactor beam, the sample being kept fixed. The Be filter is placed 

in a rotating drum, and can thus be immediately removed when incident energies 

above the Se cutoff are required2 C£Q > 5 meV) 1 in this case filters of 

single quartz crystal or pyrolitic graphite can be used in order to reduce 

the higher-order reflections in the incident beam. 

2) Three Fermi-type rotors are available, one with straight slits, two with 

curved slits1K Moreover, the chopper speed can be varied up to 1200 rpm. 

It follows that the time resolution can be matched somewhat to the problem 

requirements. 

3) The scattering angles can be chosen between 0 and 120°. 

•ij rhe cnannei wiotn and aiso the memory subgroup 3ize can be adapted to the 

experiment. 

5] "he avaiiacle auxiliary equipments are described in tns contribution of 

E.-Sgranc. 
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2. EXPERIMENTS 

2.1. Lattice dynamics 

2.1.1. Incoherent scattering CCeR^CeSi) 

The incoherent scattering cross section fer a polycrystalline sample i s 

related to a generalized (polarization-vector-weighted) frequency distribution 

of the crystal normal modes of vibration. Since one gets only a limited informa

tion, the experimental da.s have to be analyzed using very simple force models 

(central forces, short range) containing very few parameters. In this way we have 

obtained31 the values of four and seven force constants in cesium dihydride and 

trihydride respectively (for these samples the incoherent scattering of the protcn 

is predominant). Fig.2 shows the quality of the agreement between the time-of-

flight distributions computed with our values of the force constants and the 

experimental distributions. 

2.1.2. Coherent scattering (ZnO) 

A better information on crystal dynamics can be obtained from coherent 

scattering. However, measurements must be performed on monocrystalline samples, 

and this can sometimes be a severe restriction. Then, for a given sample orien

tation and scattering angle, peaks are found in the energy distribution of the 

scattered neutrons ; a peak, is due to energy transfer between neutrons and sample 

corresponding to phonon absorption or creation. From the position of a peak one 

deduces the frequency v and the wave vector q of a single excitation. 

By repeated measurements for different scattering angles and sample orientations, 

the dispersion relations v (q) for the crystal can be built up. Finally this 

information is analyzed generally in terms of sophisticated fores .tresis. 

Fig.3 shows the dispersion relation for phonons propagsting in the [00l] direc

tion in ZnO (ref.4*1). The corresponding sample is the smallest single crystal we 

have investigated, viz. 1.8 cm3. We have seen six of the eight branches ; the 

remaining two are somewhat too high to be detected under our experimental 

conditions. 

For the determination of the dispersion relations it is generally considered 

that the triple-axis spectrometer (as described p. 123) is more suitable than the 

time-of-flight instrument. Our ZnO sample has also been used at the Institut 

Laue-Longsvin in order to test the operation of the IN2-triple-axis spectrometer, 

fore comcleta results have been obtained there5^, being in quite good agreement 

with our results except for the L3 branch which is indeed higher. What we called 
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an "LC-oranch" can be explained as resulting from sourious peaks cue to multiple 

reflecticns. The results have been analyzed using a *0 parameter shell mccel. 

2.1.3. Localized maces in imperfect Trustais (CeSJ 

In CeH most of the hydrogens occupy tetrahedral sites (sites surraunded by 

4- Ce icns3. However, a few percent of the hydrogen atoms are situated on 

octahedral sites ; they can thus be considered as interstitial impurities in a 

host lattice having mainly the CaF2 structure. At the right side of the CeHj.ga 

peak in Fig.2 one observes neutrons scattered in excess *ith rsssect to the 

predicted intensity i this is attributed to the localized vibration of the inter

stitial hydrogens. The structure has been better resolved in another experiment6^ 

whose result is shown on Fig.4. The pronounced peak is due to the vibration of the 

tatrahedrai hydrogens i the small peak is due to the localized vibration of the 

octanedral hydrogens. Sy comparing with the CeH2,72 result, we have been able to 

show that the coupling between octahedral and tetrahedral hydrogens drops by one 

order of magnitude when the occupation of the octahedral sites increases from 

a few percent to *• 1GC%. 

2.2. Atomic spectroscopy in the solid state 

The neutron-inelastic-scattering technique can be used in order to get 

information on the level schemes of atoms or ions in crys ta ls . We will consider 

two opposite cases. 

2.2.1. Crystal field (CeD ) 

In rare-earth compounds the crystal f ield i3 smaller than the spin-orbit 

coupling. For a Ce3* ion the lowest spectroscopic term is then f i r s t spl i t ted under 

the influence of the spin-orbit coupling into two levels ^ 5 / 2 «nd 2F7/2 which 

are largely speced O270 mev). In a cubic crystal field the lowest level 2F5 /2 

(six-fold degenerated in the free ion] sp l i t s into a quartet and a doublet s in 

a non-cubic crystal field the level sp l i t s into three dcuclet3. we n&vs investi

gated the crystal field sp l i t t ing in cerium deutarides7 ' ; the measursr«r-t3 nave 

in fact been performed at the time-of-flight spectrometer IM4 of tf.e Ins t i tu t 

Laue-Langevir, but similar studies are planned at the 3R2. Because CeC samples 
x 

nave a -netallic character a study of the crystal field-effect dy optical 3oectrcs-

ccpy i3 hot ocs3icle due to tne presence of conduction electrons. 
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2.2.2. Soin-crbiz coupling (KCo?i) 

Par icns of the iron grcucs the scin-arbit coupling is smaller than the crys

tal field. The level scneme of a Co2* ion in an octahedral cubic field is repre

sented on Fig.5. The lowest spectroscopic term **F of the free ion is split by 

the cubic crystal field into two orbital triolets CTt» and r5] and one singlet 

CTj}. Under the influence of the spin-orbit coupling the tweive-fold degenerated 

ground state I\ splits then into three levels. In K.C0F3 we have seen91 the two 

transitions represented by arrows in Fig.5. From ^eir energies we nave derived a 

value of "»- 70cm for the spin-orbit coupling parameter A. For a Co2* free ion X 

is equal to 180 cm ; the reduction of the value in the solid state is due to 

covalsncy effects. 

2.3. Molecular motions 

A description of the dynamics in a molecular system is not simple : one has 

to consider the translational motion of the molecular center of mass, the rotational 

motion around it, and the internal vibrations. Fairly often phenomenological models 

are used in order to describe the various kinds of motion. An analysis of neutron 

scattering data can give information aoout the nature of the molecular motions. 

For instance periodic motions give rise to inelastic scattering, while rendon 

motions lead to quasi-elastic scattering. For the different types of motion the 

degree of freedom differs according to the environment of the molecules. In liquids, 

no permanent equilibrium sites or orientations exist, and in this sense the 

translational and rotational motions are unrestricted. In solids, the translations 

and rotations are strongly hindered and become vibrations and librations around 

equilibrium configurations ; a phonon type analysis can thus be performed. 

However, in plastic phases and in clathrates the hindrance to rotations is strongly 

reduced and random reorientations occur more often. The energy resolution of the 

spectrometer allows the investigation of random reorientations with characteristic 

times smaller than ^ B ps. 

2.2.1. Liquids (Si'd ) 

Silane, like methane, is a simcie molecular liquid (high molecular symmetry, 

3mall intermolscular forces]. Fi;.S 3hcw3 one time-of-flight spectrum of neutrons 

scatterec by liquid 3ilane ; the points are the experimental results, the curve 

is tne oredictian of a 3-parameter model and the cashed curve represents the 

•nuitip la-scattering ccrtribution9', The agreement could be improved by adjusting 

3.1ightiy f e values af tne parameters. What seems already clear to us is that the 

molecular actions in liquid S:hu differ significantly from the corresponding motions 

in liquid ".;-!, in scite ar" tne close likeness between botr 3y3tens, 
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Fig. 8 Ratio of I (quasi-elastic intensity) to I (quasi-elastic and elast ic 

intensity) versus Q.d (the product of momentum transfer and Jump distance] 

for neutrons scattered In a plastic Sih^ crystal . The continuous curves are 

calculated from different models (A.B.C.). the circles correspond to 

experimental results 

Fig. 9 TetraKaidecahedral cage of O2O molecules in the ethylene oxide clatnrata 

hydrate. The double lines indicate deutarons forming hydrogen sends between 

the oxygen atoms 0. In the centre of the cage two equilibrium positions 

of an enclosed EQ molecule are shown as triangles. 
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2.2.2. Plastic crystals 'Si3wJ 

Iany molecular crystals, especially those built up by globular molecules, 

have a "plastic" phase below the melting point. Contrary to the normal crystal

line phase, the molecules in the plastic phase are orientâtionally disordered 

due to random rotational motions. 

Silane is an example for this Kind of molecular crystals : between 64 K and 88 K. 

it forms a plastic phase. We have thus measured the neutron scattering spectra 

at different scattering angles and temperatures10'. Fig.7 show two TCF spectra, 

referring to the same scattering angle t one was measured in the plastic, the 

other one in the crystalline phase. The broad quasi-elastic line below the 

elastic one is a clearly visible indication for random reorientations of the 

SiHt» molecules. From the shape and the intensity of this quasi-elastic component 

we could extract much information, e.g.residence times between reorientations of 

the molecules, activation energy, geometry of the random motions, Oebije-Waller 

factors and barrier height of hindrance potential. 

As an example. Fig,8 shows the ratio quasi-slastic/total intensity as a function 

of the momentum transfer Q times the jump distance d, as cerived from different 

models A.B,C. and from the experimental results. Though these points are still 

preliminary Cas they are not yet connected for multiple scattering).they enable 

us already to exclude model C. 

2.2. S. Clathrate hydrates 

A clathrate hydrate is an inclusion compound with the host lattice consisting 

of water molecules » these form "cages", which can be occupied by a guest molecule. 

Fig.9 shows as an example a cage enclosing a guest molecule in the case of ethylene 

oxide CEG) clathrate hydrate ; two of the possible equilibrium positions of the 

triangular £0 molecule are also indicated, as found in X-ray investigations. 

The guest molecule is not chemically bounded to the cage besides by weak 

van der Waals forces i since it has a high degree of rotational freedom while the 

trsP3iatioPal notion i3 strongly hindered. 

Several cyclic ethers, as ethylene oxide CCHgû^:, tetrahydrcfuran iZ.^%Z\ and dicxan 

•—~3-l' fcra easily i^âuorate nyarates. Because we were interested in z~e actions 

of t.-ese g-.es* molecules, we have prepared samcles with oeuteratec host lattices. 

*s s- example we present here results from the z.Z measurements. Fig. \z gives a 

"IF spectrum ; tre narrow high elastic line is supsrimpc3ec or a broader cuasi-

elastic line and a very broad inelastic distribution, •is in the case of Sir-_. 

çuasi-elastic line shapes arc inte<-3ities were calculated f rem diffsrent models arc 

comparer *ith experimental "ata -or different 3catteri-g angles sne tempersfur2s:1,. 

http://g-.es*


Fig.11 Ca) Spectra of neutrons scattered by £0 clathrate deuterate at three 

different temperatures. The intensity is plotted semilogarithmically 

versus the energy transfer. An • indicates a measured point and the 

continuous line gives the model calculation j x i3 the quasi-elastic 

component and » is the inelastic component. 

Co) Effective frequency distribution of the molecular motions in SO 

clathrate deuterate, as déterminée from the inelastic neutron scattering 

at 1C fc. The arrows indicate peaKs correspondig to C1 * o) transiticns of 

liorations around two molecular axes. 
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Fig. 13 TOF spectrum of neutrons scattered by a single crystal of flnFe20i, at 

room temperature t phonon (P] and magnon CM] peaks are present. 
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The model assuming instantaneous 15G°-jumps around the polar axis of the moiacule 

gives the best description of our results as seen on Fig.llCaj. CThe data analysis 

has now been improved by taking into account the multiple-scattering correction12)} 

In Fig. 1Kb) we give also the affective frequency distribution of the molecular 

motions as derived from the inelastic component obtained at 30 K. Frcm the position 

of the two libraticnal peaks we coula determine the barrier height of the hindrance 

potential. 

2.2.4. Gases adsorbed on charcoal (CH^ Slt C^B^CHi) 

We have also done measurements on methane, hydrogen and toluene adsorbed on 

activated charcoal I3.14»], Fig.12 shows the scattering cross section at a scatte

ring angle of 45° for adsorbed methane molecules Ccorresponding to a surface 

coverage of 33%); the data are corrected for the charcoal contribution and for 

absorption in the sample.In all spectra, besides a broad and structureless 

inelastic band and the normal'quasi-elastic component, one can distinguish a well-

defined elastic peak the intensity of which decreasing rapidly with increasing 

scattering angle and temperature. The presence of a pure elastic peak indicates 

that the centre of mass of at least a part of the molecules is localized. At the 

lowest temperature we nave been able to fit rather well the experimental results 

(elastic and quasi-elastic] by using a very simple model involving random Jump 

reorientations of the CHi» molecules around the thrse-fold axes. The same model 

fails to describe the results at higher temperature, and we have indications that 

there is a mixture of two species of adsorbed molecules, viz. localized and 

non-localized. 

2.4. Spin dynamics 

Because of their magnetic moment neutrons can be used as probe in the inves

tigation of magnetic systems. We have studied different samples having the spinel 

structure. Within the frame of the Heisenberg model, the dynamics of the spins 

in tnese crystals is determined by the exchange integrals J,, .We have derived 

the values of tnese parameters for the nearest neighbours either via spin wave 

dispersion measurements or via oaramagnetic scattering measurements. 

2.4.1. I4agr.cn Haversian relations (MnFeiO^, !4n,it7 f«1,3 JI»J 

If measurements are dene en monocrystailins samples at temperatures ûeiew 

the Née! peint, coherent peaKS are found in the energy distribution of the scat

tered neutrons. Fig, 13 snows a "OF spectrum of neutrons scattered by rnFe2Ci, at 

room température. 3oth phoncn 'Pi and magncn (,*!) peaks are seen» they are due to th 

http://I4agr.cn
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de -exc i t a t i on of a l a t t i c e wave or of a spin wave. From a great number of such 

spec t ra , pa in ts c-f the magnon or phoncn d ispers ion curve can be cons t ruc ted . 

Thi3 i s snown in F i g . "A f o r waves propagat ing along d i f f e r e n t symmetry d i r e c t i o n s 

i n , lv ,n i.7 ^ e i . 3 Bi» j the b lack po in t s are exper imental po in ts of the acous t i ca l 

magncn orancn. By f i t t i n g t h e o r e t i c a l curves to t h i s branch we have determined the 
16) 

exchange parameters JA_ and J in Pin Fê O»» ( re f . 15 ) and in !* fn l > 7 Fe i .3 Q\. Cref. ] . 
na Do 

2.4.2. Paramagnetic scattering (COjO^, H5C^) 

From measurements performed on polycrystalline samples in the paramagnetic 

state it is only passible to get one information on the exchange parameters i ac
cording to a theory of de Gennes the second moment <-h^u,2 > of the energy distri

bution of the scattered neutrons is related in a 3imple way to the squares of the 

J's. If then the magnetic interactions in a system are described by just one 

parameter, its value can be obtained from a paramagnetic scattering experiment. 

This is the case for Co30i, which has the spinel structure but where only J is 

important. Fig. 15 shows the TSF distribution173 of neutrons scattered by CoaGi». 

The paramagnetic scattering is the broad distribution centered around the elastic 

peak 1 from its width we have deduced J... 
An 

In cases where there are more than Just one parameter, t h e i r values can only be 

obtained i f other in fo rmat ion i s added. For NiSû\ we have obtained the values of 

two exchange i n t e g r a l s 1 8 3 f rom an analys is o f a paramagnetic s c a t t e r i n g e x p e r i 

ment and from a second r e l a t i o n obtained by a computation of the Néel temperature 

i n the Green's func t ion approx imat ion. 
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DISCUSSION 

J. White (Grenoble) 

Could you amplify your results en the test model for liquid siiane, for example, 

what parameters were used ? 

Rautecler 

In the mocal used in the computation of the scattering cross section for liquid si-

lane we have three parameters : the self-diffusion constant 0. a delay time T 0, and 

a rotational diffusion constant 0 . The translations! motion of the molecules is 
r 

described by a Langevin diffusion mcdel. The rotations are described by a rotational 

correlation function Fj Ct] which has at short times the free gas behaviour for a 

spherical top ; after a certain time T 0 this correlation function switches into the 

simple rotational diffusion equation. It should be noticed that a multiple scatte

ring correction is needed before conclusions can be drawn concerning the adequacy 

of any model. 

K.E. Böckhoff (Geel) 

How would the performance of your spectrometer located at 8R2 compare with a corres

ponding spectrometer located at a Linac such as that of C.E.N.n., Geel ? 

5. Sautecler 

I think that studies requiring high resolution Cfor example investigation of diffu

sive motions giving rise to quasi-elastic scattering] can be best performed using 

our instrument with small incident neutron energies. For measurements involving 

high-energy transfer or large-momentum transfer an instrument placea at the C.3.N.P1. 

Linac 'would be more efficient. However, I do not know where exactly is the break

even point. 

J. White (Grenoble) 

I would like to amplify the remarks maoa by Or. hautaclsr as to the usefulness of 

linear accelerators and pul3ad sources for neutron studies, basing my remarks on the 

exDeriercs gained by my group in Oxford and many ether :J.;<-users of the Harwell li

near accelerator. For measurements like those en sarium hydrides even the very mo

dest orasent arrangements at Harwell approach the performarca af reactors, with the 

new -arweil .irac [ready mid. 1979) there will be an improvement by a factor of up 

to 20 ar.d tr.e braak-sven point against reactors will shift to longer wavelengths. 

For the recently proposed SNS C3pallaticn neutron source] at the Rutherford Lab. in 

the J.<.., the irsak-svsn point may ;e at ascut 5 I 3C that spectrometers with very 
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nigh C30 reVj and ultrahigh resolution (1 reV anc less) could ta installée tut with 

i-içrcvec intensity with rescect to Grenoble instruments of the seme performance. 

All tnat tan te sair is that the picture is changing rapidly but that at crssent 

the reactors are tetter for longer wavelength, high resolution experiments at ener

gy transfers oelaw a 1GG meV. 
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APPLICATIONS OP THERMAL NEUTRON SCATTERING IN 

BIOLOGY, 3IOCEEHI3TRY AND BIOPHYSICS. 

D. L. Worcester 

Materials Physics Division 

A.E.R.2., Harwell, 

Oxfordshire, U.K. 

Biological applications of thermal neutron scattering 

have increased rapidly in recent years. A bibliography for this 

new field of research, prepared in July, 1976 already contained 

seventy-five research papers (1). Although the earliest of these 

papers appeared as much as ten years ago, nearly all of the work 

has been done in the last five years. The first International 

conference in this field was held at Brookhaven National Laboratory 

in 1975 (2). The high flux reactors at Brookhaven and Grenoble 

have made the major contributions to developing biological applications, 

but the contributions of medium flux reactors have also been substantial 

and can be expected to increase in the next few years. Topics of 

biological research with thermal neutron scattering which have proved 

possible with medium flux reactors will be described here. 

* Present address; Physics Department, ftueen Elizabeth College, 

Campden Hill Road, London, W8 7AH. 
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The following categpries of biological research with thermal 

neutron scattering are presently identified: 

I) Crystallography of biological molecules by neutron 

diffraction. Detailed studies have been made of both 

small molecules and of macromolecules such as proteins. 

II) Neutron small-angle scattering of biological molecules 

in solution. These studies have already included numerous 

measurements of proteins, lipoproteins, viruses, ribosomal 

subunits and chromatin subunit particles. 

III) Neutron small-angle diffraction from fibrous biological 

materials. Studies have been made of collagen,muscle, 

chromatin and celluloses. 

17) Neutron small-angle diffraction and scattering from 

biological membranes and membrane components. Studies 

have been made of multilamellar samples and of dispersions. 

(7) Neutron quasielastic and inelastic scattering studies of 

the dynamical properties of biological molecules and 

materials. 

This paper will be concerned almost exclusively with low resolution 

structural studies; i.e. categories 11-17. 

The basic motivation for structural studies in biology with 

neutrons is the large difference in the coherent scattering amplitude 

12 «12 

of hydrogen (-0.374 x 10" cm) and deuterium (0,667 x 10" cm). This 

difference is large compared to the coherent scattering amplitudes of 

other atoms found in biological materials (Table 1) and therefore 

hydrogen-deuterium exchange provides a means of locating individual 

hydrogen atoms or hydrogenous aolecular groups, even from rather limited 



diffraction data, and evaluating the relative locations of regions 

of different scattering densities. Most biological materials are 

studied in an aqueous environnent, whose scattering density can be 

varied over a wide range with E-O/DgO mixtures. This "contrast 

variation" procedure is particularly useful for structural analysis 

of biological materials with regions of different scattering densities 

because the neutron scattering densities of biological materials fall 

between that of H20 and of DgO (Table 1). 

TABLE I 

Neutron Coherent Scattering Amplitudes and Densities 

nucleus amplitude.» molecular group scattering amplitude density 
H -0.374x10" cm H,0 -0.0056x10* cm/A3 

D 0.667 D20 0.064 
C 0.665 Protein 0.015-0.023 
N 0.940 DNA 0.034 
0 0.580 RNA 0.035 
P 0.517 ( C V n ( l l (l u i d ) -0.0034 
S 0.285 Lecithin polar group 0.018 

Variations of scattering densities in biological materials are 

of two kinds: intermolecular and intramolecular, Except for detailed 

crystallographic analyses, the structural information is only of rather 

low resolution so that the scattering densities are not those of 

individual atoms, but of regions occupied by aiany atoms. These 

scattering densities are defined as the sum of the scattering amplitudes 

of the atoms in the particular region, divided by the volume of the 

region. For whole molecules, the sum is over all the atoms of the 

molecule, and the volume is the partial specific volume of the molecule. 

The neutron scattering densities of proteins, nucleic acids and lipids 

are sufficiently different that structures containing two or more of 



these components give very different scattering patterns in different 

E^O/ILO mixtures. For lipids, there is substantial variation of 

scattering density within the molecules: the polar groups being auch 

higher scattering density than the hydrocarbon regions. This low-

resolution intramolecular variation of scattering density also occurs 

in proteins, and is primarily the consequence of the wide variation of 

peptide scattering densities which constitute the protein (Figure 1). 

Polar peptides (or amino acid residues) generally have higher scattering 

densities than apolar peptides, but there are a few exceptions, such 

as lysine, which is polar hut of low scattering density. Scattering 

* Deuteratiou or Sxebaagcable K/drogcns 

ig. 1) Neutron scattering amplitude densities of amino acid residues. 
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densities of proteins are largely determined by the peptide composition, 

so that different proteins have different scattering densitiesj but are 

in the range of the scattering densities of 35-50% DjO (Figues 2). The 

high scattering densities of collagen and silk fibroin are a consequence 

of the high glycine contents of these proteins, whereas the lower 

scattering density of histone F1 is largely a consequence of its high 

lysine content. Most proteins have mean scattering densities close to 

that of 40% D-0. Intramolecular variation of protein scattering density 

usually results from having polar, hydrophilic regions as well as apolar 

hydrophobic regions in a protein. Thus the hydrophobic cores of the 

proteins elastase and subtilisin have considerably lower scattering 

densities than the full molecules (Figure 2). 

% Ocurtraliofl of Eichan^tabl* Hydrog«rt Alom» 

Fig. 2) Neutron scattering amplitude densities of proteins calculated 

from the amino acid compositions. Hb"hetnoglobin, Mb-rayoglobin, 

HMM"heavy meromyosin, LMM«lighc meromyosin. 



These types of scattering density variations in biological 

materials make neutron scattering studies particularly worthwhile for 

low-resolution structural analysis. Some specific examples will be 

presented here, with emphasis on studies made at the medium flux reactor 

PLUTO at Harwell. The instrument used for these studies is shown in 

Figure 3* ?h* neutron beam emerging from the reactor is filtered by 

polycrystalline beryllium to remove wavelengths shorter than 3*95*» 

and by single crystals of bismuth to attenuate unwanted gamma radiations 

and fast neutrons. The beam is then conducted away from the reactor 

by a guidetube of ordinary copper waveguide. This serves to maintain 

the neutron flux for a beam divergence given by the critical angle of 

reflection and therefore the diffractometer can be placed several 

metres from the reactor, where there is room for better shielding from 

background radiations. A detail of the diffTactometer is shown In 

Figure 4, The main feature, and somewhat unconventional aspect of this 

desipa is that the aonochxomator is located after the sample, and the 

detector of large aperture is placed close to the monochromator. This 

permits use of monochroma tors (pyrolytic graphite) of different a., ;aic 

5' METRE 
GUIDE TUBE 
ON I BEAM 

BF3 

COUNTER 

Bl- Be 
FILTER 

1N-PILE 
COLLIMATOR 

SHIELDING 

Fig. 3) Harwell guide cube and diffrac comecer for small-angle neutron 

scattering and diffraction from biological materials. 

OlFFRACTOMET; ^ 
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BF3 COUNTER SHIELD 

SOLLER COLLIMATORS 

GUIDE TUBE 

LEAD COUNTER BALANCE 

GRAPHITE CRYSTAL 
ON ADJUSTABLE 
TABLE 

Fig. 4) Decail of diffraccometer. 

spreads, thereby providing the A % most compatible with particular 

experiments. For example, in radii of gyration measurements, &Y?. 

can be quite large {e.g. 10-20$), whereas in ffleàe^rcments at higher 

angles and in measurements of diffraction peaks from fibrous or lamellar 

structures ^ /}, may need to be reduced to 1$ or less. With the 

monochromator after the 3aoplef nearly full use of the neutron flux 

within ^/] is made; and is unaffected by the coiliaation conditions. 

More detailed information on this instrument is given in réf. 3« A 

similar instrument was originally used at 3rookhaven for biological 

studies U , 5 ) . 
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I GlTttroKpa» • , , Sphm|oiip«s 

^•ÜMiwiifiHfM Mrint ^ifsMfoti chtftiiM 

(CcffaUm) (LacitMn) 

T i g . 5) The chemical formula of the major lipid» of membrane» drawn to illustrate their approximate spatial appearance. 
(From TimAS, J. a. (1961). In Chemical Ultrastructur* in Living Tissue. Charles C. Thomas, Illinois.) 

Small-angle diffraction studies of multilayers of membrane lipids 

have been projects of major research with the Harwell instrument (6-8). 

Some of the lipids commonly found in biological membranes are shown in 

Figure 5. These molecules are typically of 700 to 1000 daltons molecular 

weight, and are amphiphilic, that is they have both a distinctly hydro

phobic portion consisting of hydrocarbon, and a hydrophilic portion, 

often containing phosphate and/or other charged, polar groups. In an 

aqueous environment these lipids often spontaneously form centre— 

symmetric layers two molecules thick (bilayers) in which the hydrocarbon 

chains form a hydrophobic centre with the polar groups in contact with 

the water. This is only one type of many structures which these lipids 

form with water however and the phase behaviour, even of just the 

lamellar phases can be quite complex (9-11). The lamellar phases are 

probably the most pertinent to membrane structures, and it should be noted 

that in these cases the lipids are essentially imectic liquid crystals 

which undergo both thermotropic and lyotropic phase transitions. In the 

structural studies described here, the lipids were lecithins, in some 

cases in admixture with cholesterol. Both of these lipids are important 

componenta of mammalian membranes. 
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Fig. 6) X-ray diffraction pattern from L-OE dipalmitoyl lecithin bilayers. 

(from J. Torbet, ref. 12). 

The type of diffraction produced by a lipid sample is shown 

in Fig. 6 as an X-ray diffraction photograph from a specimen of 

dipalmitoyl lecithin (L -at dipalaitoyl phosphatidyl choline) obtained 

by Dr. J. Torbet (12). Several orders of lamellar diffraction are 

observed, as well as more diffuse diffraction at right angles, due to 

the packing of hydrocarbon chains. The diffraction is described as 

small-angle in the sense that the lamellar repeat unit, or Bragg spacing, 

is 30-60 Î for many of these lipids, so that the orders of diffraction 

are separated by only a few degrees. 

Heutron diffraction from bilayers of dJmyristoyl 'eclehis are 

shown in Figure 7. The diffraction data is of similar resolution to 

that obtained with X-rays and the time required for data collection is 

the same. However, rather larger amounts of sample are required for the 
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Fig. 7) Neutron diffraction data and Fourier profiles of dimyristoyl lecithin 

bilayers.* -4.73*?. Top; Sample dried at 0% relative humidity, d=50.94-o. 3$?. 

Bottom: Sample hydrated at 15% relative humidity (HgO), d«=52.(>K). 3$. 



neutron studies: for the data of Figure 7, the amount is 35 mg and the 

measuring' time 24 hrs. The main information of such diffraction data 

is contained in the diffraction intensities, and from these intensities 

the scattering density across the bilayer can be calculated. The 

experimental intensities must be corrected for absorption, and the 

diffractometer acceptance, and then the modulus of each structure factor 

can be calculated by applying the Lorentz factor of n to the corrected 

intensity^ |F |=(nln) where n is the order of 3ragg diffraction 

(,6-8). The scattering density across the bilayer is centrosymmetric 

and therefore given by 

ranax 
P(x) » £ +JFn|cos2rrnx 

where x is the fractional co-ordinate across the bilayer. The - sign 

represents the phase problem and assignment of -»• or - must be made to 

each |Fn | . Several ways of emp rically establishing phase assignments 

are discussed in ref. 6. One of these is specific to neutron scattering 

and involves hydrating the sample with at least 3 different H^O/D^O 

Fig. 8) Fourier profiles of neutron scatcering density in L-Ct dlpalmitoyl 

lecithin bilayers, hydrated at 84% relative humidity. Solid line: 

H20. Dashed line: D„0. The upper curve is the difference profile 

(half-scale) for the distribution of water in the bilayer. 
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9) Mol*cul«r models and corresponding water distributions for egg 

lecithin-cholesterol bilayers with two different conformations of 

the polar head group. 

mixtures. For c*ntro*ymm*tric atructur**, Fn la linear with the DJ3 

molar fraction and therefore change* of sign are e*ta>bliah*d (7). If 

reeaonable aaaumption* can be made about th* location of wat*r in the 

bllayera, then absolute phaa* aaaignaente can be mad*. Usually this 

can be don* reliably for th* firat few diffraction order*, but not for 

higher orders uni*** detail* of th* location* of water in the bilayar 

ar* known. Fouriar profil** for th* dimyristoyl lecithin neutron 

diffraction data are ahown in Figure 7* Several featurea of the bilayer 
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structure are easily identified from a knowledge of the scattering 

densities of the different part3. The broad,low, central scattering 

density is the hydrocarbon region with a central trough due tc the 

terminal methyl groups of the hydrocarbon chains. The high scattering 

density bordering the hydrocarbon region is due to the ester bonds where the 

fatty acid chains are connected to the glycerol molecule. The other peak 

in the polar group region corresponds to the phosphate group. The two 

profiles are slightly different in this region, and indicate that a 

conformational change occurs in the polar group as the hydration increases 

(6,7). 

A particularly useful application of neutrons in structural 

analysis of these bilayers is in locating the water of hydration. Fourier 

profiles can be obtained for the bilayers hydrated with both H_0 and D_0, 

and the difference profile shows only the location of the water. Such 

profiles, obtained from diffraction data of dipalmitoyl lecithin bilayers, 

are shown in Fig. 8. These water distributions can be quite useful in 

structural analysis. For example, different conformations of the polar 

groups result in different distributions of water, simply because the 

water cannot occupy the same space as the polar group. An example is 

shown in Fig. 9 in which models of egg lecithin and cholesterol bilayers 

are shown for two extreme conformations of the choline groups together 

with the corresponding water distributions. The experimentally 

determined distribution (3) shows only a single Gaussian-like peak, 

and so the structure must be the folded configuration in Fig, 9 rather 

than the extended one. 

Another very specific application of neutrons in structural 

analysis of these lipid bilayers is deuterium labelling. Deuterium 

can often be covalently incorporated into lipid molecules by chemical 

means and neutron diffraction data obtained from bilayers of these lipids. 
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{ ( ( lecithin • Ch«l«»»*r*l — 

Fig. 10) Neucron scaccering density profiles of bilayers of egg leclcbin «nd 

A) cholesterol, B) cholesterol covalencly deuterium labelled adjacenc 

Co Che hydroxyl group. The difference profile (cop) shows Che deuterium 

label is ISA from the bilayer centre The scale of profile A relative 

Co B was established by measuring the RJO-DJ) difference profile for 

both samples ("direct scaling" - see ref. 8). 

Comparison is then made of profiles of the deuterium-labelled bilayers 

and the unlabelled bilayers. This comparison can be direct by using 

the water profiles of both samples as a means of scaling(6-9). When 

this is done, the difference between the two profiles shows the location 

of the deuterium label. An example is given in Figure 10 where neutron 

scattering density profiles of 9gg lecithin and cholesterol bilayers 

are shown. In one of the samples a single deuterium atom has been 

covalently bonded- to the) cholesterol carbon atom bearing the hydroxy1 

group. The difference profile shows the position of the deuterium atom, 

and hence that the hydroxy! group is located just at the edge of the 

polar hydrophilic region. 



Structural studies of biological membranes are generally core 

difficult than for lipid bilayers. However, very limited diffraction 

data can of zen be valuable. This was found to be the case in a neutron 

diffraction study of the gas vesicle wall of the marine algae Ana'aaena 

flos-aquae. The gas vesicles apparently perform a valuable function by 

making the algal cells more bouyant and keeping them close to the marine 

surface where there is more light for photosynthesis. The vesicles are 

unusual in that they contain gas instead of water and that the vesicle 

wall has a very high protein content, while apparently lacking lipids 

and carbohydrates ( 13,14). It has been proposed that the inner surface 

of the vesicle wall is much more hydrophobic than the outer surface (15,16). 

<ZZZ> ^D{& 

Demonstrating different w»jn in which giu vesicles might coUepw. a, Inuct 
vesicle; b-€, collapsed vesicle* 

Fig. 11) Schematic representation of intact and flattened algal gas vesicles 

(from A.E. Walsby, Proc. Roy. Soc. B .178, 320, 1971). 

A neutron diffraction study was made to test this hypothesis. A few 

milligrams of collapsed vesicles (Figure 11) oriented on a glass substrate 

formed a specimen. In this way, the lamellar repeat unit is centro-

symmetric and consists of two wall'thicknesses. If the inner surface of 

the vesicle walls are hydrophobic and only the exterior is hydrophilic, 

then with D-0 hydration, the first order neutron diffraction intensity 

would be largest, as a consequence of the nearly sinusoidal variation of 

scattering density with the periodicity of the double wall. If both the 

inn and outer surfaces are hydrophilic then the second order 

diffraction intensity would be large because the sinusoidal variation 

of scattering density would have the periodicity of the single wall. 
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Neutron Oi ff taction from coifapstd 
Gas Vesicles of 'Anabaena flos-aquoe 
• OjO at 66% Relative Humidity 
Oriented on Glass Substrate. 
4.73 À Wavelength. 

•rtfar 

.................1.... 
• » • • • • 

I S » 7 9 11 13 19 17 I * 

Diffraction Angle (degrees) 

Fig. 12) Neutron diffraction data from collapsed gas vesicles of Anabaena 

fLos-aqüae hydrated with D_0 at 66% relative humidity and oriented 

on a glass substrate. X - 4.732. 

The neutron diffraction data (Figure 12) show a very strong first-order 

diffraction intensity relative to the second order, and therefore the 

inner wall must be hydrophobic. Fourier profiles obtained for several 

different hydrations and HgO/D-O mixtures, show that the inner surface 

of the wall has a scattering density comparable with that of HgO, which 

is much lower than expected for a protein structure. This could be 

accounted for by the high content of leucine and isoleucine in the protein 

(13) if the low scattering density side chains of these and other hydro

phobic peptides are located on the inner surface of the vesicle wall. 

Other biological membranes that have been studied by neutron 

scattering are photosynthetic membranes(17). Rather little is known 

about the structure of these membranes, even though they perform some 

of the first steps in tr.e biochemical processes cf converting light 

energy to chemical snergy. Two simple but important features of these 

membranes vers demonstrated in a neutron small-angle scattering 3tudy 

made at the Institut Laue-Langevin, Grenoble using the area detector of 

the instrament D-11. These features are that magnesium ions are 

required for the pairing of the membranes at their outer surfaces and 

that the so-called "partition region" formed by this pairing is 

aoeo 
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Fig. 13) Contour plots of neutron scattering data from spinach chloroplasts 

oriented in a magnetic field of 17 kgauss (vertical). Right: Magnesium 

ions'present in D_0 suspending buffer. Left: Magnesium ions absent. 

hydrophilic (17). The neutron scattering patterns are shown in 

Fig. 13 as contour maps of diffraction data collected with the two-

dimensional detector. The membranes suspended in D-0 buffer were 

placed in a quartz cuvette between the poles of an electromagnet. 

In the field of 17 K gauss the membranes orient perpendicular to the 

magnetic field as a consequence of their diamagnetic anisotropy. The 

stmng lamellar scattering from the membranes in DgO buffers is 

therefore well oriented. When magnesium ions are present in the buffer, 

(left-hand side of Fig. 15) an interference maximum is observed. From 

the position of this interference maximum we can conclude that the 

membranes are paired; and from its strong intensity, we can conclude 

that D.O must be present in the "partition region" between membranes 

(i.e. the scattering is that from a double slit rather than that from 

a single slit of the same total width). When magnesium icns are 

absent from the suspending buffer, the interference maximum is absent, 

and the scattering i3 similar to that of a single 3lit (right-hand side 

of Fig. 13). 
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Another important area of biological application is neutron 

small-angle scattering from macromolecules in solution. The first 

measurements of this kind vers made at the medium flux reactor at 

Jtilich (18,19), and were followed '07 the work of Stuhraann at the 

Institut L*ue-Lang*vin (20-27) in which a clear and useful formalism 

for contrast variation studies was developed and applied to a number of 

aacromolecules in solution. The information obtainable from small 

angle scattering studies is primarily the size, specific volume, and 

molecular weight of the solute particles (28). Information on the 

shape of the particles can also be obtained if the scattering can be 

measured at larger angles than the Guinier region. In neutron 

scattering, contrast variation with HgO/DgO mixtures provides a measure 

Fig. 14) Guinier plccs of neutron small-angle scaccering daca from chromacin 

subunic particles (ref. 29). a) Parcicles in 020 buffer, b) in H20 

buffer. h-Q"*rsinÔ/Â and 29 is Che scattering angle. 
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of the effective size as a function of the contrast, or difference 

between the scattering densities of solute and solvent. This permits 

direct assessment of the relative locations of the components of 

different scattering density. 

At Harwell, neutron snail-angle scattering studies of 

biological nacroaolecules in solution were made by John Pardon and 

co-workers of the Searle Research Laboratories (29). Tu.ir interest 

was in the subunit particles obtained from chromatin by nuclease 

digestion. These subunit particles had been characterized biochemically 

and were known to consist of two each of the four types of histone 

proteins complexsd with a length of deoxyribonucleic acid (DBA) of 

about H O base pairs. The original objective of the neutron scattering 

measurements was to determine the size of the subunits, and the relative 

locations of protein and nucleic acid. Measurements in the small-angle 

region (Guinier region), are shown in Figure 14. The radii of gyration 

are obtained from the slopes of these Guinier plots since in the small-

angle region, the scattering has the foxa: 

I(Q2) - I *xp(-R2Q2/3) where Q-4rrsin©/> 
o g 

and R- is the radius of gyration (28). The measured radii of gyration 

are different for different HjO/D-O mixtures. This demonstrates that the 

low-resolution scattering density is not uniform in the subunit particles, 

as would occur from spatial separation of protein and nucleic acid. In 

the Stuhrsann formalism for contrast variation studies (21,22) the 

radius of gyration is given by 

*g " *!
 + *f • *f2 

where a and j3 are constants and 9 is the contrast or difference 

between the mean scattering iensity of the solute and that of the solvent. 

R is the radius of gyration at infinite contrast; that is, under 

conditions in which the scattering density variations within the solute 
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15) Stuhrmann plot demonstrating the variation of R as a function of 

1/p for chromatin subunit particles (ref. 29). 

Table II 

Radii of Gyration of Chicken Erythrocyte Chromatin Subunit Particles 

for Various Contrast Conditions. 

R " R (protein dominates) 

R * R. (DNA dominates) 

R - R ( in f in ie s contrast) o 

1/j» (cm ) 

- 1 . 4 9 x 1 0 ' l 0 

1.69xl0"10 

R(2) 
30.6(^2.0) 

50.3(+1.4) 

41 
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particles are negligible coapared to the variation between solute and 

solvent. RQ is therefore the radius of gyration of the volume occupied 

by the particle, a useful presentation of contrast variation results 

is in the fora of a Stuhrmarm plot (20,22,24,26,27) in which R is 
9 

plotted against 1/7 . The data for chroaatin subunit particles are 

shovn in Figure 15* The slope cf this plot gives a positive value for a 

which demonstrates that the component of higher scattering density (the 

DHA) is toward the outside of the subunit (29). The intercept at 

VS -0 gives R , the radius of gyration at infinite contrast, and 

is the best measure of the overall size of the subunit». The lack of 

curvature in the plot indicates that 6 is small, and therefore that 

the components of different scattering densities share the same centre 

of mass, or very nearly so. It is noted that whereas a may be positive 

or negative, s must be positive; a consequence of it being related to 

the spatial separation of centres of mass (22). Measurements at low 

contrasts are necessary for accurate determination of 0 aid are often 

difficult at medium flux reactors. The original measurements at Harwell 

have been considerably improved in the work of the Portsmouth group using 

facilities at the Inst'.tut Laue-Langevin (30). The area detector used 

for these studies particularly improves data collection rates, and such 

instrumentation at medium flux reactors would be major assets. 

From the Stuhnnann plot of Fig* 15, it is possible to estimate the 

radii of gyration of the protein and nucleic acid components. When the 

aqueous scattering density is that of the nucleic acid component (about 

62$ D 20),
 tr'e -adius of gyration is determined predominantly by the 

protein, and vica-versa. The radii of gyration so obtained are $iven in 

Table II. 

It is emphasized that small-angle scattering measurements of 

biological molecule» in solutions of high contrast (K,0, 3.0) *re 

relatively easy to aake at sedium flux reactors if the radii of gyration 
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Fig. 16) Culnler plots of neutron soall-angla scattering data obtained from 

•olueions ot chicken erythrocyte chromatin core protein in 3M NaCl 

0.0 phosphate buffer. A)3,5ng/ml 3) 7ag/ml C) 10mg/ml D) 17og/nl 
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are not larger than about 30-100 X. This was particularly demonstrated 

when the Searle group extended their original studies of the chromatin 

subunits to include measurements of a complex of histone proteins that 

can be isolated from chromatin in high salt (ZM SaCl). Guinier plots 

of small-angle scattering data obtained from solutions of these proteins 

are shown in Figure 16. Measurements at several different concentrations, 

such as dhown here are important in small-angle scattering work, to ensure 

that the measured radius of gyration is not influenced by particle inter

actions. If the radius of gyration is not constant with concentration, 

then the values must be extrapolated to infinite dilution (28). The 

complex of tiistone proteins was found to have a constant radius of 

gyration of about 30 2 over the concentration range studied (2.5-35 mg/ml). 

This is in good agreement with the radius of gyration of the subunit 

particles under conditions where the protein dominates (Table II), but 

this agreement is not sufficient to establish that the two complexes are 

the same. Other important information is the molecular weight of the 

isolated complex, and can be determined from the zero-angle scattering 

intensity (l0). Normalization of this intensity can be made by measuring 

the scattering from protein standards of known molecular weight (31)* or 

by using the incoherent scattering from HJD (27,32). The molecular 

weight so obtained for the histone protein complex is only half that 

expected for the protein of the chromatin subunits. The radii of 

gyration and molecular weight data san be made compatible, however, if 

the isolated protein complex is disc-shaped and two are stacked together 

in the chromatin subunits. If the height is small compared to the 

radius of such disks, then the radius of gyration of a stacked pair is 

little different from the single disk. This results from the relation 

R2 " R2/2 * H2/12 fo' cylinders, where R is the radius and H 

t 

is the height. For disc-shaped structures the first term, involving 

only the radius, dominates. 
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Information on the shape of particle' n solution is also 

contained in the higher angle scattering (20-27,28). Data obtained 

for the chromatin subunits and the isolated complex of histoce proteins 

are shown in Fig. 17 (33)* The Guinier region, from which the radii of 

gyration were obtained, extends out only to about 2-3 » £•** Q R
2 ~ 1 

Structural analysis using also the higher angle scattering amounts to 

finding structures whose spherically averaged scattering is the same as 

that which is measured. One procedure is simply trial and error, in 

which the scattering from a proposed structure is calculated, usually 

using the Debye formula (28), and compared with the experimental 

scattering. Fortunately the scattering from many simple shapes have 

been tabulated (34-36) so that a rough shape, in terms of the axial 

ratios of an ellipsoid for example, can be fairly easily assessed. 

More complicated shapes can be problematic, k major contribution of 

neutron scattering is the use of contrast variation to isolate the 

intensity function which is due only to the particle shape and not the 

internal variations of scattering density (20-22). In addition, 

Stuhraann has developed a mathematical approach for determining complex 

shapes according to which the scattering data are fit to obtain the 

coefficient» of spherical harmonics which describe a structure compatible 

with the scattering data (21,22,24-26). This procedure has the advantage 

of evaluating arbitrary shapes rather than just simple, relatively 

symmetric ones, shape analysis however is beset by three major difficulties: 

accuracy, resolution and uniqueness. Accuracy is of course an experimental 

problem, but is quite important in the high angle region where the 

scattering intensity and consequently the statistical accuracy is small. 

The resolution of scattering curves is always limited because at some 

scattering angle, the intensity becomes too woak to measure. The lack 

of data at higher angles limits the details of proposed structures and 

adjustments of these structures within distances comparable to the 
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resolution (^/««inö^jt , «&•*• "„.* *» **u <*• « " ü " scattering 

an«le) will not result in appreciabl y better fits to the experimental 

data. The problem of uniqueness is simply that there is no proof 

that only one structure will give the experimental scattering. There 

aay be several structures of very different shape which give the 

appropriate scattering. Because of these three difficulties, shape 

analysis is usually rather limited. It is of course more useful in 

establishing that a proposed structure is not the correct one, than 

that it is. In practice however, additional information, such as 

biochemical results, component structures, electron microscopy etc. 

can also contribute to establishing a well-defined, unique, shape. 

The examples given here are just a few of many biological studies 

which have utilized thermal neutron scattering. Many details of these 

examples have not been included because of lack of space, but the 

reader is urged to consult the references herein and other papers of 

a growing literature of biological applications of thermal neutron 

scattering. 

«0000-
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ScMlfrtiit * i f » 10 I d f i m l 

17) Neutron scattering profiles from A) Chicken erythrocyte core protein, 

Umg/al, 2M NaCl in D,0. B) Chromatin «ubunic particles in 0.0 buffer 

9mg/al. (from rtf. 33). 
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DISCUSSION 

M. Sève de Xiverçnies (Mol) 

Are the parasitic fast neutrons present in the incident neutron beam causing any 

"radiation damage" in the biological sample under study ? 

Voraeater 

The flux of fast neutrons is quite low because of the bismuth filter. The remaining 

fast neutrons will certainly cause some radiation damage, but it is really a negli

gible amount. There is also some gamma radiation in the beam. The total radiation 

damage is much lass than occurs in X-ray diffraction. Scma lipid samples I have stu

died have had total exposures of several weeKs, and the diffraction patterns were 

Just as strong at the end as at the beginning. 

Lekkerkerkev (7.U.S., Brussels) 

Is it possible to probe with neutron scattering the liquid-like motion of the hydro

carbon chains in the interior of a lipid bilayer ? 

ifonsster 

Yas. stucies of th is Kina havs been nace by Cr. H.D. fiiddendorf cf King's College, 

uoncon. The metnoc, of course is neutron t i m e - o f - f l i g h t spectroscopy with analysis 

of the quasi-elast ic croacening of the e las t ic peak. Changes of t^a f l u i c i t y of tne 

hydrocarbon chains with hydration and cholesterol contant na^B bean msasursd but I 

con't think there have yet seen any pub l ica t ion. Catailed in te rpre ta t ion i3 d i - ^ i -

oul t because ro ta t iona l and t rans la t iona l d i f fus ion must be secaratsd. 
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ADVANCES IN NEUTRON SCATTERING SPECTROSCOPY * 

by 

J. V. White, ILL, Grenoble 

INTRODUCTION 

Although neutrons have been used in scattering experiments for 30 

years, the last 1') years has seen a remarkable diversification in their 

usefulness from Solid State Physic, and Nuclear Physics experiments 

into the domains of Chemistry, Metallurgy, and Molecular Biology. In 

these new areas a particularly great impact has been made by the new 

instruments and high flux available at the Institut Laue-Langevin, 

founded 10 years ago, but many of the experiments can be done with lower 

fluxes, especially if suitably adapted instrumentation, such as multi-

detectors etc., is available. In any case, experiments at the High Flux 

Reactor in Grenoble need to be prepared with preliminary studies on a 

medium flux reactor, and so there are at least two ways in which medium 

flux neutron beams can contribute to work of the highest quality in these 

new areas. 

In this review, some aspects of the application of neutron scattering 

to problems in polymer science, surface chemistry, and adsorption 

phenomena, as well as molecular biology, will be reviewed. In all of 

these areas, very significant work has been carried out using the medium 

flux reactors at Harwell, Julien and Rise, even without the use of 

advanced multidetector techniques or of a neutron cold source. For 

example, in the case of Harwell, very significant work using a simple 

inverted analyser diffractometer has been done in molecular biology, and 

this will be described in further detail in the paper by Dr. Worcester. 

Some of the work on polymers originated with the small angle scattering 

instrument at Julich, but there a cold source was used to produce long 

wavelength neutrons. A general tendency can also be distinguished in 

that, for each of these new fields, a distinct preference for colder 

neutrons rather than thermal neutron beams can be seen. It may be, there

fore, that, in the exploitation of medium flux reactors in the future, 

intense cold sources will be a necessary investment if the beam programme 

'This sontricution is reproducing mainly an article recently published 
by the author'in rhysikaliscke Blatter, J£ (13?61 SZZ. We are very grate
ful to pkyeik Verlan, Veinhevr,, granting ue permission for reprintirg this 
text. 
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is to be extensive. Another aspect of the impact of the ILL has been 

the use of thermal and cold neutron guide tubes. It vould seem that 

any improvement of a thermal neutron beam reactor such as BR2 should 

cake into account the value of these devices. 

The uniqueness of neutron scat
tering experiments stems from the com* 
pletely different interaction between 
neutrons and matter and, for example, 
light. The neutrons, being uncharged, are 
to a first order of approximation not 
strongly scattered by the electrons in 
diamagnetic materials and so the scat
tering power of an atom is determined by 
neutron nuclear matrix elements. To 
represent the potential energy between 
a neutron and a nucleus in the scattering 
event, Fermi introduced the pseudo po
tential (Equation 1) to describe the neu
tron scattering from an array of nuclei, I. 

V (r) - — K*, + »\i S-I) • 6 (?-£,) (1) 

Ri is the vector position of the nucleus 
causing scattering, m is the mass of the 
neutron, and f is the vector position of 
the neutron. It is clear from the Ô func
tion that the interaction is only ae short 
range. This interaction has a strength 
determined by the quantities \>\ und bj 
which are the spin independent and the 
spin dependent neutron-nuclear scat
tering lengths respectively. In Equa
tion (1) S and I are the neutron and 
nuclear spin angle momentum operators 

respectively. It can be seen that when 
the nuclear angular momentum is zero 
there is no spin dependent part to the 
neutron Mattering length. There are two 
immediate consequences of this scattering 
potential. The first is that neutron scat
tering from a nucleus can be developed in 
the first Born approximation [1] with 
the result that the scattering cross-
sections are simply related to correlation 
functions of the nuclear positions. A 
second consequence arises from the fact 
that the scattering langths, hi und bj, 
do not vary in any regular manner 
throughout the periodic table. As a result, 
neighbouring éléments in the periodic 
table may have quite different scat
tering powers so that they may appear in 
contrast for neutron scattering whilst 
being indistinguishable, for example, by 
X-ray scattering. Table 1 shows a num
ber of neutron and X-ray scattering 
lengths as well as the molecular scat
tering lengths of some molecules im
portant in biology. The experiments in 
chemical physics and biology described 
below particularly depend upon the con
trast between the isotopes of hydrogen 
shown in this table. Other aspects of this 
idea with relevance to the structure of 
molecules in solution have been discussed 
elsewhere [2]. 

Table 1. Atomic xnd iverage molecular scattering lengths (13'u m). 

H D C N O P S HgO DjO phos- protein lipid 
phate 

neutrons 
b . 1.04 - — - — _ - - - - —' -
b. -4 .7 - - - - - - - - _ - -
bM«.i —0.38 0.63 0.66 0.94 0.38 0.53 0.31 —C.06 0.60 0.57 0.18 —0.03 

X-rays, 
b 0.28 0.28 1.70 1.98 2.26 4.24 4.52 _ — - — — 
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Scattering Experiments 

In a typical neutron scattering 
experiment the incident beam of neu
trons of well-defined ware-rector, *„ 
is scattered from a sample through some 
angle, 2 9. Any of the three processes 
shown in figure 1 may result. The 
simplest process is that the neutron is 
elascically scattered so that the final 

wave-rector, »', has the same modulus 

as «o- The momentum transfer Q is 
given by Equation 2 where I is the inci
dent neutron wavelength. 

I Q| - 4MiflÖ/A. (2) 

The intensity of scattering as a function 
of the angle of scattering is given by the 
differencial scattering cross-section 
3o/3fl (2) and because the first Born 
approximation applies is directly related 
to the space Fourier transform of the 
nuclear scattering length density correla
tion function, I £ (?) I, and this is 
shown in Equation: 

(cWofl).* -

l / 4 a | J d ? e x p ( i Q . f ] < ^ ? ) > | * . (3) 

For crystalline materials the scattering 
length density distribution may be 
expandeJ in a Fourier series with a basis 
equal to the crystal lattice parameters 
but for biological materials in solution 
it is convenient to expand the scattering 
length density distribution in terms of 
the mean scattering length density for 
the particle in solution and the distribu
tion function for density within the 
particle [3]. 

If the neutron gains or loses energy 
in its collision with (he sample, thereby 
de-exciting or exciting vibrational or 
diffusive modes, the scattering diagram 
(figure 1 b) is appropriate. The exit 
ware-vector is no longer of the same 

»'\ /0<i-t , 

ltMtl.l( \ / 

Figure 1. Vector diagrams illustrating 
t) liattic neutron tcauiriag, b) ii 

modulus as the incident wave-vector and 
the momentum transfer has a component 
related to the magnitude of the energy 
transfer at a gircn angle. The intensity 
of scattering at a given angle and for a 
given energy transfer is given by 
the double differential cross-section 
5*0/3£3£ which is given in Equa
tion 4 in terms of matrix elements of the 
scattering potential, V, between direct 
product states of the neutron and scat
tering system where k, and k' are neu
tron ware-vectors as before r;r' and 
17 pi' represent the dynamical and spin 
states of the system before and after 
scattering: 

2|<*',*VIV|JW.n>l*-

6 (*«+£,-£%)• 6 (Q-He,-*') (4) 

If we expand the potential in terms of 
nuclei and re-write the 6 function and 
the momentum transfer in terms of 
exponentials, it can be seen that .he dif
ferential cross-section is the form of 
Equation 5 

3»o/3C3£ -»|<zVI2i(*»+*iiS-I)-

aptà-h]\x»>\* (S) 
and the scattering intensity will be 
proportional to the square of the scat
tering length and to the square of the 
momentum transfer and the cartesian 
displacement of the moving atom as a 
first approximation [2]. 

Finally, in addition to inelastic 
scattering the neutron may suffer a spin 
flip as shown in figure 1 c The prob
ability of this is given by the matrix 
elements of the operator b$t S*I in 
Equation 5. We may, in principle, 
measure a triple differential scattering 

••> - » , i n » , 

Maturing, c) inelastic scattering with 
neutron spia change. 
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cross-section 3*oJ3aSE3ri with respect imasieiy 5C0À) where the neutroi 
to spin change or spin non-change. ******* «*«ftT is of the order of the po-
Witfa the arriTal of intense neu- tential energy in nwny materials so that 
tron beams and efficient methods of critical angles approach t80 °. With 
neutron polarisation (for example, in the these neutrons studies of fundamental 
last 2 years very efficient mirrors hare properties can he made [7] and it may 
been dereioped by the Rutherford I* *at a*""»* o( * " P««traiion to 
Laboratory [4] and the super-mirror the order of 100 A from the surface they 
idea of variable thickness multi-layers of *"» be useful for studying thin surface 
polarising materials has been put into kyen » d »« B"» l ron « « « t r e index 
practice by F. K«ei [5] in mirror* with contou-; at different types of surface, 
reflexion angles up to 2.5 ° at 6.7 A) it Itt «he area of high energy neutron 
will become possible to use the ideas cf scattering line» accelerators [8] and 
polarisation analysis [6]. *P*» "»»«» * » « « t9' 1 01 ƒ>"« m f f 

greatei ^tensities than can be got with 
Neutron information space, past, » « » « * « » « ^ T "*" r e a c t 0 " L

for 

present and future *n« incident energy region greater than 
0.5 eV, and possibly up into the region 
ot 100 ev. These sources auo seem to oe 
supplementary in the thermal neutron 
region to existing reactors. We may, 
therefore, ask what types of problem 
and what types of spectrometer present 
themselves for the high energy range? 

Since neutron spectra are measured 
with respect to energy transfer, moment
um transfer, and possible spin flip, infor
mation space in a neutron experiment on 
a single crystal may be 8-dimcnsionaL 
If we consider the modulus of the 
momentum transfer only and for the 
moment do not consider spin flips a 2-
dimensional picture illustrates the great 
increase in momentum transfer and 
energy transfer resolution that has been 
gained in the last few years as well as 
the increases due to higher energy 
neutron sources. This is shown in figure 
2. The accessible regions in 1970 are 
shown by the dotted line. The present 
limits of operation of neutron instru
ments are the full tine. 

At this point it is worth consid
ering the likely future extensions of this 
diagram to meet clear foreseeable ex
perimental demands. The range of neu
tron energies and wave-vectors covered 
by this diagram has been achieved in 
Grenoble by using thermal neutrons 
from the DjO moderator (mean wave
length approximately 2 A), cold neu
trons derived from a large liquid deu
terium source in the reactor (mean 
wave-length approximately 6 A) and 
hot neutrons derived from a heated 
graphite block in the reactor (mean 
wave-length 0.9 A, and working down 
to C.6 A). Using these sources one im
mediately interesting area for extension 
is in the energy analysis of low angle 
neutron scattering. There is a growing 
interest also in the Brillouin scattering 
from liquids at low momentum trans
fer which, because of the velocity of 
sound, require incident neutrons whose 
velocity is greater than the velocity of 
sound. Further extensions of the pattern 
to lower neutron energies and to higher 
energies will be possible. At lower ener
gies it is now possible to enter the ultra 
cold neutron range (wave-length approx-

U«alf»f*tT TIMW*»»! MM <•*' I I W • u ' | 

4 mmm 

/ i i i — i / i i 
/•» -» « o) • / « > 

Z ' / '•*•• <"•"•»»»• 

Figure 2. The energy momentum sptee of 
neutron scattering ») at 1970, b) in 1976, 
c) proposed Increases a* a result of the 
availability of ultra cold aevtroat and from 
pulsed sources. 

It may be said that during the last 
5 years neutron scattering has entered the 
region of molecular substances with con
siderable success. It is also clear that the 
methods of modelling the phonon 
dynamics of molecular substances, for 
example by developing the inter-mole
cular potential in terms of atom-atom 
pair potentials [11, 12], have been less 
than adequate. Another area in the field 
of molecular and semiconductor crystals 
concerns the dispersion of electronic 
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excitons. At present our knowledge of 
exciton dispersion comes from Terr 
fragmentary source: In crystals where 
there are 2 atoms or molecules per unit 
cell, some idea of the extent of the 
dispersion can be obtained from the 
Davydov splitting of the electronic 
absorption and fluorescence bands at 
« — 0 [13]. As in the study of the pho-
noa dynamics, neutrons would certainly 
have adequate momentum to embrace 
the whole Brillouin zone and the problem 

of studying excitons is the question of 
the coupling between the neutron and 
the electronic states. 

Quite apart from the small cross-
section for neutron electronic inter
actions, it is immediately clear from a 
consideration of the electron form factor 
that direct excitation of electronic 
motions by neutron* is most unlikely. 
In a typical experiment with incident 
20 eV neutrons scattered through 5 ° in 
2 6, the momentum transfer for a 
O eV energy transfer is 13. J A~J. If we 
consider that the mean square displace

ment of the electron cloud is of the order 
of about 2 A it can be therefore seen 
that the form factor for direct electron 
scattering reduces the intensity by a 
factor of cxp(—30). One possible 
mechanism of causing electronic excita
tion without the penalty of the electro
nic form factor is to use the exciton 
phonon coupling which is quite strong in 
many molecular and semi-conductor 
crystals. The strength of this exciton 
phonon coupling is illustrated by the fact 
that in optical fluorescence measurements 
the« — 0 t o A — 0 exciton transition is 
usually accompanied by a large side band 
which reflects a modified phonon 
density of states [12]. From the area 
under this modified density of states one 
can obtain in an assessment of the sixe 
of the electron phonon matrix elements. 
To excite the crystals with neutrons, 
therefore, we might use matrix elements 
of the form of Equation & where $ u is 
the Hamiltonian for neutron-nuclear 
interactions of the normal type and 
$u.pa i* the Hamiltonian for the exci-
ton-phonon interaction: 

<«citon> | $«.»» I phonoiy» X phooosye ! $ , j 10,0). 

£«uit»t — £pkoan <*> 

Although the excitation is indirect the 
virtue of this mechanism is that it carries 
with it only the penalty associated with 
the nuclear Debye-Waller factor rather 
than the electron form factor and this is 
acceptable. A very rough calculation 
indicates that cross-sections of the order 
of 10'4 bams would not be impossible 
for a molecular crystal such as anthra
cene. 

There remains then the question 
of how such an excitation be measured. 
Clearly, with the pulses chat come trom 
a pulsed source, the accurate measure
ment of an initial wave-rector and an 
out-going ware-vector, as well at the 
energy transfer, ii very difficult, espe
cially if the angles of scattering have eo 
be quite small to minimin chc momen
tum transfer. A possible sciution eo this 
is to use the method of parametric 
detection of the excitation and a suit
able means for transparent crystals such 

as anthrancenc would be to detect the pho
ton emitted by the decay process 
subsequent to neutron excitation. Typ
ically, one would use a photo-multiplier 
following some form of energy analy
sing spectrometer to both detect the 
photon and to determine the neutron 
energy transfer (which in a favourable 
ease should be equal to the photon 
energy). If the photo-multiplier is used 
in a coincidence circuit with a counter 
placed at the chosen scattering angle co 
achieve a given momentum transfer, then 

both Q and u are determined in the 
experiment and, in principle, (he exciton 
dispersion curve can be built up by 
varying chc angle of scattering or the 
incident neutron energy. If such a spec
trometer were realised it would allow an 
extension of neutron scattering meas
urements into the shaded area of figure 2 
and beyond. 
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Chemical physics and physical chem
istry 

Notable advances have been made 
in the last 3 years in the study of 
rotational motions of molecules in the 
solid state and plastic crystals [14], in 
the study of liquid crystals [15], in the 
structure of solutions and in translational 
diffusive processes associated with hy
drogen in metal and with ions in super-
ionic conductors, but there is not time 
to review all of these and so we choose 
here the recent measurements which have 
been made in the fields of polymers and 
surfaces. In both of these areas neutron 
diffraction and inelastic scattering have 
been performed. As usual, diffraction 
measurements have preceded those with 
inelastic scattering for reasons of inten
sity and to better define the structures 
and phases present. For reasons of time 
we concentrate mainly on these diffrac
tion results; a more detailed review has 
been given elsewhere which includes the 
inelastic scattering measurements [12]. 

Polymers 

Synthetic polymers are made by 
the chemical combination of large 
numbers of monomers. For example, 
polyethylene (CHt)« can be made in 
chains of molecular weight many hun
dreds of thousand by the catalytic con
densation of ethylene CHt m CH|. It 
forms a solid whose melting point is 
about 137 °C. Physical properties of po
lymers are extremely sensitive to the 
manner of production and to heat and 
mechanical treatment subsequently. It 
many applications a reproductible me
chanical behaviour is required and so a 
control of the processes leading to ap
plied polymer properties is mandatory. 
Equally, the wide range of different 
properties itself is useful for different 
applications and so the stabilisation of 
different states of the material is also of 

value. This wide variety of properties 
stems from the fact chat bulk polymers 
are composite materials. The polymer 
chain may either adopt an arrangement 
which is highly crystalline within a solid 
or completely disordered, or any mix-
cure of these two and the essence of un
derstanding the structure and mechanical 
properties of polymers is to understand 
whidi structures are available under 
given conditions of preparation and how 
they interact to produce the observed 
physical properties. Reviews of the 

morphology and dynamical properties of 
polymers surveyed a number of different 
models for the interaction between the 
crystalline regions of the polymer and 
the amorphous regions [16, 17, IS]. At 
present the problem has been tackled 
from two points of view using neutron 
scattering. Firstly, there have been 
attempts to otbain polymers of the 
highest possible degree of crystallinity so 
that neutron scattering techniques could 
be used to obtain the anisotropic elastic 
compliance of the crystalline region. This 
approach has necessarily involved the 
use of coherent neutron inelastic scat
tering [19, 20]. The other approach has 
been to study the conformation of pol
ymer molecules in completely amorphous 
material, particularly with the idea of 
testing whether the conformation of a 
polymer is the same when it is sur
rounded by other polymer molecules in 
the solid state as when that polymer is in 
dilute solution in a 9 solvent [21, 22]. 

We treat first the measurements 
that have been made by neutron inelastic 
scattering on the dynamics of polymer 
crystals. Before «tempts were made to 
grow large single crystals of a polymer, 
it had been shown [20] that by using 
very long wave-length neutrons and 
working in the first Brillouin zone of the 
longest lattice spacing for a polymer 
crystal, one could observe the phonon 
dispersion corves in polytetrafluorethy-
lene and other similar polymers. This 
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figure J. Brilleuin triplet from the coherent 
inelastic neutron scattering by s trsntverse 
acoustic node parallel to (be chain ixis in 
s deutero peiyosymetbylene crystal it 
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method allowed one to project out from 
the composite polymer solid only infor
mation concerned with the dynamics, 
and hence the elastic properties, of the 
crystalline repons. Such an approach •> 
naturally limited, in a polycrystaliiiie 
matériau to only those directions which 
have got very dearly defined Debye-
Shcrrer rings, and in the least favourable 
cases, to measurements within the first 
Debye-Sherrer ring. Experiments were, 
therefore, extended to partially oriented 
materials [19, 23] where considerably 
more information was obtained by the 
«?m* technique, but by far A» greatest 
success has come with the production of 
large, fuUy-deuterated single crystals of 
polyoxymeuylene. This polymer is one 
of die very few mat can be produced in 
a highly ordered pscudocrystallinc state 
and the technique of making such crys
tals was developed to produce a crystal 
of adequate size for neutron coherent 
scattering measurements. The topotactic 
polymérisation of fully deuteratcd 
trioxane wat used and «res crystals of 
the order of sercral cubic centimetre! in 
volume but which have me characteris
tic fibrous structure associated with 
contraction of the crystal lattice in 
going from trioxane to polyoxymethy-
lene [24, 25]. This fibrous texture is no 
great disadvantage from die point of 
view of neutron scattering measurements 
since the fibre bundles are several hun
dred angstroms in diameter and are well-
aligned with respect to die c axis and 
also in die basal plane. The fibrous 
texture completely inhibits th* use of 
these crystals in conventional ultrasonic 
measurements because of excessive scat
tering. Unprofitable too are other 
macroscopic techniques since the fibre 
bundles are relatively short and the 
crystal is easily friable. 

Even with crystals produced under 
the most scrupulous conditions there is 
considerable crystalline disorder so that 
phenonswerc seen in these materials only 
spectrometers of the greatest intensity 
and under conditions of expérimentai 
background which wers realised only at 
the ILL. Figure ) shows the Brillouin 
triplet -or a transverse acoustic excitation 
in fully dcuterated polyoxymcthylene at 
room temperature. This graph is unique 
so far as it represents the first observation 
oi a transverse mode in a polymer crystal, 
thereby giving a sheer compliance. 
Longitudinal and transverse acoustic 
dispersion curves have now been ob
served for this crystal along the c axis 
and perpendicular to it so that for the 
first time all of the main elements of a 

compliance matrix for a polymer crystal 
are known. In view of die failures of 
atom-atom potentials and other means 
for modelling the interatomic potentials 
in simple molecular crystals, mentioned 
above, diese measurements of polymer 
elasticity are unique and *ivc die only 
reliable basis for modelling die mechani
cal properties of u« composite polymer 
as produced industrially. Part of three 
of die branches for phouons in poiyoxy-
methylene at room temperature is shown 
in figure 4. 

namtOTssaiojMS r* oaiTUB-niietmcnnuM 

•aucoiwcttro* 

Figure 4, Parts oi i branches of the 
pbooofl dispersion curves is deutero 
Doiyosyutethylene single crystals at 29t °K. 

The conformation of the polymer 
chain in completely amorphous polyme
ric solids was determined exploiting die 
difference in scattering length between 
hydrogen and deuterium. By taking a 
fully deuterated polymer molecule (for 
example atactic polystyrene), corporating 
it in the fully hydrogenous host material 
of die same molecular weight, it is 
possible to produce adequate contrast 
between the tagged molecule and the 
host to give a small angle scattering pat» 
tem. As indicated in Equation 3 die dif
ferential crow-section is then related to 
the Fourier transform of a density dis
tribution function which in this case is 
the difference in the scattering length 
density between the dcuterated molecule 
and the hydrogenous molecule which it 
had replaced in the solid. Many models 
have been envisaged for the structure of 
amorphous polymers in the solid state. 
It has bet» shown by light scattering 
that there exist solvents at a certain 
temperature in which polymers, for 
example from the point of /iew of the 
osmotic pressure, are ideal solutes. In 
these, 9 solvents the polymer dons a 
random coil conformation and light 
scattering measurements have shown that 
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die radius of gyration depends upon the 
moiecuiar weight in a manner that would 
be expected from this model. In the 
solid state other models of the polymer 
conformation can be conceived and some 
of them are shown in figure S in com
parison with the random coil model for 
the 9 solvent» Models such as the ball 
concept and the meander model b and c, 
which suggest polymer back-folding, are 
intuitively reasonable from what is 
known about polymer folding in pol
ymer crystals [18]. On the other hand 
Flory has long contended that the 
surrounding polymer molecules in a uni
form amorphous polymer solid form the 
ideal 9 solvent for any given molecule 
and it was this concept that could be 
tested by low angle neutron scattering. 

It may be shown that the diffe
rential scattering cross-section in the 
limit of isolated scattering centra where 
there is no interference term between 
centres can be represented as in Equa
tion 7 

3o73fl - c K f(Q) / (UM+2At) (7) 

wher c is the concentration of the 
solute present, K is a factor proportional 
to the difference in scattering cross-
sections between hydrogen and deute-
rated polystyrene, /(Q) is the form 
factor for the scattering which generally 
has a dependence of the form 

F(Q) - exp - [Q*</Pg>/J] (8) 

where Rf is the'radios of gyration, M 
is the molecular weight and A is the 
second variai coefficient. It can be seen 
that in tbc limit as Q tends to zero and 
the concentration tends to xero, one can 
determine the molecular weight. Also in 
the limit as the concentration goes to 
zero, so it gives [<R't>] the mean 
square radius of gyration of the "defect" 
and that at a constant Q the slope is 
proportional to the second virial co
efficient, which measures the interaction 
between the solute and solvent. 

In the experiment as performed by 
Btnoit et si [21] atactic polystyrène was 
studied first as a solution in carbon 
disulphide, which is sot a 9 solvent. It 
was verified from the Zimm plots chat 
the second virial coefficient was not zero 
and also the dependence of the radius 
of gyration on the molecular weight of 
the solute was determined. This is shown 
in the dotted line of figure 6. Next, the 
Zimm plots for deuttrated atactic poly-
styrene in cyclohexanc at 36 3C were 
measured since this solvent at that tem-

Rgura 3. Models for the conformation of 
amorphous polymers a) in a 9 solvent, 
b) the bail model, c) the meander model, 
d) the nadoe* coil model. (Toe last J are 
potable models for the conformation in a 
•ottéV After wigaail et al [22]. 

pcraturc is a B solvent. It was verified 
that the second virial coefficient was 
zero and the dependence of the radius of 
gyration in this 9 solvent upon mole
cular weight of the polymer was found. 
This is shown by the full tine in figure 6. 
Finally die scattering from deuterated 
atactic polystyrene, homogeniously dis
persed in hydrogenous atactic polys
tyrene of the same moiecuiar weight, was 
determined. Zirarn plots were again de
termined to show the concentration 
dependence of the scattering and it was 
verified that the second virial coefficient 
was zero once again. Finally, the 

dependence of the radius of gyration on 
the molecular weight was the same as 
had been found in the solution in cyclo
hexanc at 36 aC — the 9 solvent. From 
this it can be concluded that, as far as 
the radius of gyration is an indicator, the 
conformation of the auctie polystyrene 
molecule in its protonated host is the 
same as it is in a à solvent. 
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Figure i. Logarithmic dependence or the 
radius of gyration < £ / > l * of deuierated 
atactic polystyrène versus the molecular 
•aw Mw s) in cyclobexane st JéaC 
(9 solvent), b) ia the bulk, c) in carbon 
dimipbide. 
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The structure of phynsorbed 'mono
layer»' 

Neutron intensities and cross-sec
tions arc not sufficiently great to allow 
measurements of the diffraction or 
inelastic scattering from monolayers on 
single crystal surfaces but the methods 
are well-adapted to studying the struc
tures and dynamics of adsorbed mole
cules oa materials of suds large surface 
area as fine powders, exfoliated or inter
calated minerals such as graphite and 
clays. This class of substance is similar 
to that on which a Tast bulk of surface 
chemical measurements have been nade 
and is of relevance to the adsorption 
phenomena which occur in industrial 
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Figure 7. ») Adforpciaa ùotberau for 
attrotea oa graioil at 7»°K. The pistera 
refis* indicate» monolayer formation. 
b> Adsorption isotherm for smmoets on 
gnpbon st 200 °K» 

processes. The measurements with neu
trons can be made inside cryostats so that 
there is an equilibrium between the ad
sorbed molecules and those in the 
vapour state Two radically different 
types of adsorption behaviour have been 
studied by neutron scattering so far. They 
can be roughly classified into studio 
where the adsorbing molecule is able to 
wet che surface and chose where the ad
sorbent molecule does not wet the sur
face. These situations arise when the 
enthalpy of adsorption is large or small 
compared to the enthalpy of vapour
isation of a crystal of the pur* adsorbing 
gas. Two cases have basically different 
adsorption isotherms and these are 
shown for graphite plus nitrogen and 
graphite plus ammonia in figure 7. The 

generally concave downward trend of 
the nitrogen adsorption isotherm is 
indicative of strong adsorption to the 
graphite base. The generally convex 
downward trend for the adsorbed am
monia signifies the weak enthalpy and 
adsorption there. Although measurements 
on both systems are in a fairly early 
stage, it can be expected that neutron 
scattering will allow structures to be 
proposed for adsorbed monolayers there
by allowing a test to be made of meth
ods for simulating molecular smiciutes 
on surfaces either through the use of 
atom-atom potentials [11] or other 
means [26]. 

The structure of nitrogen adsorbed 
on grafoil, a form of exfoliated graphite 
whose surface area is approximately 
20 nrVgram, has been studied by K'jtmt 
et al [27]. They used a 60 gram specimen 
of grafoil sheets packed into a cylin
drical, container and adsorbed nitrogen 
gas at a number of different pressures 
and temperatures. Neutron diffraction 
patterns were measured with a classical 
diffractometcr at the Brookhaven High 
Flux Beam Reactor. It is possible that 
with use of multi-detectors etc, such as 
are available at the Institut Laue-Lange-
vin, the sample size might have been 
considerably reduced. When an amount 
of gas equivalent eo approximately one 
monolayer, according to the known 
surface area of the grafoil, had been 
deposited (approximately 415 cm3 at 
S. T. P.) only a very weak and broad 
diffraction panera was observed at 
78 3K- Gnat care had to be exercised in 
subtracting the background, particularly 
the background coming from the nearby 
002 Bragg reflection of the graphite. 
Because the material was partly oriented 
subtraction was made mor easy than for 
a randomly distributed powder. This 
broad peak is shown in figure ta which 
shows how the peak intensity and width 
vary as the temperature is reduced, 
retaining ccostant coverage. It is dear 
that at high temperatures only very 
small domains of adsorbed nitrogen are 
present and that this causes considerable 
broadening of the 2 dimensional diffrac
tion pattern [23]. At the lower tempe
ratures these small clusters of nitrogen 
obviously join up to give larger 2 dimen
sional surface areas with a consequent 
reduction in the line width and increase 
of its intensity. The scattering angle at 
which this recurs is also of interest. The 
mean scattering angle was 69.5 ° in 2d 
and it can be seen that this is a consid-
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Figure I. a) Dependence of the line width 
and intensity of the 2 dimensional 
diffraction peak from nitrogen adsorbed on 
grafoil upon température, b) Dependence 

erably smaller angle than the peak 
maximum for liquid nitrogen shown in 
the top trace of figure Sa. This indicates 
the mean lattice parameter for the 2 
dimensionally adsorbed nitrogen is 
greater than that for the mean inter-
molecular separation in liquid nitrogen 
and, in fact, it can be shown that the 
monolayer structure corresponds to a 
Vi -< Vi structure in registry with the 
graphite substrate. Nitrogen distances 
being Vi times the a period of the 
graphite lattice. Figure % b shows the 
variation of the diffraction pattern as 
further nitrogen molecules are added, ail 
diffraction patterns being measured at 
the same low temperature (20"K). As 
the coverage of the surface is increased 
above one monolayer, the progressive 
increase in intensity of a diffraction peak 
centred round 76 3 in 2 9 is found. It is 
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of the diffraction peaks from nitrogen 
adsorbed on grafoil «o tbc degree of covering 
between one and two monoiaven. All 
diffraction peeks were measured at 20 °K. 

clear that the addition of the second 
monolayer stabilisa a new crystal lattice 
on the surface whose structure is more 
tightly packed than that of the mono
layer. 

Kjtmt et al [27] studied the 
temperature dependence of the lattice 
parameters and found the approximate 
phase boundaries for the existence of 
these different crystalline forms for 2 
dimensional nitrogen on grafoii. They 
were able co show at about 55 'K that 
(here was a transition from the close-
packed two layer structure to either a 
disordered solid or a liquid-like lattice. 
Because of lack of intensity it was not 
possible to do inelastic neutron scattering 
measurements in this system but these 
should resolve the differences between 
the proposed liquid or disordered solid 
structure. 
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By comparison with the dif
fraction from nitrogen on carbon, the 
diffraction from ammonia adsorbed on 
graphon, a'powdered form of pyroiytic 
graphite (mean particle diameter » 
300 A), of T«ry uniform surface and 
higher surface area (89 nrVgram), is most 
intense. This system has been studied 
extensively by adsorption measurement 
[29] at many temperatures and by 
diffraction and inelastic scattering 
[30, a, bj. In the experiments, deutero-
ammooia was rapidly adsorbed on pre-
cooicd graphon at a number of different 
temperatures and adsorption. Typically, 
adsorption occurred at temperatures of 
2C0 °K whereupon the sample was 
rapidly cooled to temperatures of 
100 "K. The diffraction pattern from 
adsorbed ammonia on graphon at 
100 °K and at several higher tempera
tures is shown is figure 9 a. Eren at 
theoretical monolayer coverages of the 
order of one or two monolayers, strong 
sharp signals due to the diffraction from 
ammonia are observed. These can only 
be interpreted in terms of the formation 
have got the tame crystal structure as 
bulk ammonia. In this ease, therefore, 
we presume that the adsorption is 
nucleated adsorption and we relate the 
peak intensities and widths to the 
nucleated crystal sizes. It is clear from 
figure 9 a that, as the temperature in
creases, annealing phenomena probably 
cause a redistribution of particle size 
which changes the peak intcanties and 
to some extent the peak widths. It is also 
clear that the temperature a which the 
of ammonia clusters on the surface which 
diffraction partem disappears is rather 
lower than the normal vaporization 
temperature of solid ammonia. 

In order to get complementary in
formation to that from diffraction, the 
neutron quasi-elastic scattering intensity 
from the adsorbed ammonia in a sample 
containing NHj and graphon were stu
died using the high resolution back-scat
tering instrument at the Institut Laue-
Langevin. It is necessary to use an in
strument « this high resolution since it 
is well known that in solid ammonia the 
ammonia molecule undergoes fast rota
tional diffusion even ac temperatures as 
low u 100 'K. With the high resolution 
of INlOthewings in the quasi-elastic scat
tering associated with this fan rotational 
diffusion are not observed a they are 
beyond the spectral range of the instru
ment and so a fall in the intensity of 
the quasi-clastic component measured 
with this instrument is a good measure of 
the moment oi translatsonal melting. 

M TTO W 170 T / l 
Btril eKHMg BCttt 

Rgure 9. a) Diffraction pattern from 
grapban plas dcotented ammonia NDj, 
X, - Î.4 A, at i number of températures. 
The sharp lines are diffraction peaks 
corresponding to the diffraction from 
demcro-smmoaia. b) Quasi-elastic scattering 
intensity from NHj adsorbed on graphe* 
se a fonction of temperature for ) different 
effective monolayer coverages. 

Figure 9 b shows the changes of 
intensity at the centre of the quasi-elastic 
peak as a function of -mperature for 
different 'coverages' of ammonia on 
graphon. It is immediately clear chat 
there is not a sharp melting point for any 
of the specimens. This reflects a distri
bution of particle sizes in the adsorbed 
ammonia crystallites which have got 
different depressions of the freezing 
point due to the different contributions 
of the surface free energy particle to the 
total free energy of melting. Secondly it 
is clear chat the final melting point for 
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the different coverages is itself also dif
ferent thus showing that for the smaller 
coverages there may be a smaller mean 
particle size than for the larger coverages. 
For measurements of the inelastic scat
tering from adsorbed ammonia, there is 
clear evidence oi surface mobility of am
monia and it may be presumed that this 
transport process allows interparticie 
diffusion of ammonia and therefore 
annealing of panicle sizes as the tempe
rature is changed. 

Biology 

There are three distinct areas in 
which neutron scattering is playing a role 
in understanding biological structures. 
Firstly by an extension ot the work 
which has been done on Xray diffraction 
from single crystals of proteins, neutron 
scattering has certain things to offer. It 
has been shown, quite unexpectedly, that 
diffraction data, even at room temper
ature, may be collected out to resolu
tions of possibly 1 A. If this observation 
on lysozyme proves to be more general, 
it indicates that the chances of finding 
important hydrogen atoms in the enzyme 
catalytic process by neutron diffraction 
experiments is sufficiently great to nuke 
the effort worthwhile. There arc clearly 
a number of examples where such a study 
would be of definitive value to' resolve 
reaction mechanism*. Secondly, neutron 

scattering is playing an increasing role 
in determining the structure of organelles 
dispersed in aqueous media. A good 
example of this approach is the present 
work by German (Hoppt et al) [31a] 
and American (Moort, Engtlman and 
Schotnborn) [31b] groups on ribosomes. 
Two approaches arc possible; the fint, 
re-constitution of ribosomes with selec
ted pairs of the protein sub-units fully 
dcuteraced followed by neutron scatter
ing experiments at low to determine the 
vector between these two deuterated sub-
units. This is possible because reconstitu
tion methods for ribosomes are now suf
ficiently advanced and deuteration of 
the component* is feasible. The deuter
ated units within the ribosome sub-units 
have sufficient contrast because of the 
dir'ferent scattering length density dis
tribution compared to. their hydrogenous 
counterparts, that good signal co noise 
in the Fourier transform of the spheri
cally averaged density distribution func
tion can be obtained. In this way some 11 
rectors for subunit distances have been 
obtained by triangulation in ribosomes 
at this time. The second approach is by 
an extension of the contrast variation 

method first introduced for neutrons by 
Stmhntuutn [3]. Here again, by partial 
deuteration, and even without it, by 
relying on contrast differences within the 
organelle, important information on the 
distribution of the scattering centres can 
be built up by systematic variation of 
the H«0/i3*0 ratio of the surrounding 
medium [32]. 

The third area in whi-h neutron 
scattering is contributing to the >ndy of 
biological materials is in diffraction from 
whole biological structures or model 
biological structures. Materials such as 
collagen, the chief connective tissue of 
the body, or muscle, or membranes such 
as nerve axons, show a diffraction pat
tern when placed in an Xray or neutron 
beam. Thi* has long been known and 
Xray patterns have given valuable infor-
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Figure 10. Elements in the structural model 
for collagen: ») The triple stranded rope 
of polypeptide bciicct which comprises och 
coilecen molecule, b) A collagen molecule in 
term* of the 6*4 A repeat unit, e) Th« 
Smith model for the 5 winded microfibril 
illustrating the literal pecking between 
collagen molecules, the origin of (he helical 
groove, i) J-dimensional drawing showing 
* possible scheme of packing for collagen 
molecules giving i helical groove, j possible 
Kflem* of peeking for the microfibrils into 
* («trigonal unit cell. 
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matton on the organisation of these 
whole biological entities. The contribu
tion of neutron diffraction cornes again 
to the contrast variation that can be 
introduced by DyO/HrO replacement and 
from the natural contrast which arises 
because of the different scattering length 

distribution for neutrons compared to 
Xrays. I propose to take the case of col
lagen as an example of this point to il
lustrate the more general approach 
which is possible using neutron scattering 
for paracrystailine substances where the 
information contained in the normal dif
fraction pattern is not adequate to fully, 
test models of the structure. 

C«Uagcn is found in cartilage, 
skin, cornea, and is the basis for the for» 
mation of bone. Though a quite reliable 
sequence for the molecule exists [33 a] 
and it has been shown that the molecule 
consists of a triple stranded rope of 
polypeptide, the 3 dimensional structure 
is not yet worked out. But with so much 
badtground information it is possible to 
make quite good models which may be 

tested against the extra information 
brought by neutron scattering. Briefly, 
the molecule is about 3300 A long con
sisting of 4.4 unin of a basic repeat of 
660 A. It has been proposed that these 
molecules form into a five stranded mic
rofibril [33 b] and it is likely that these 

microfibrils pack into a tetragonal struc
ture as illustrated ia figure 10 d. A pos
sible modei for the microfibril is shown 
in figure 10 d where it can be seen that 
the packing of the collagen molecules 
leaves a helical groove around the micro
fibril in which, for example, water and 
ions may accumulate. Even an 0.5 mm 
diameter fibril gives a very strong neu
tron diffraction pattern [34] and it was 
one the basis of this that an extensive 
series of measurements were started with 
neutrons. The motigeu pattern is along 
the meridian and it was immediately 
observed in the first measurements that 
dûs was extremely sensitive to the degree 
of dcoteration. 

Figure 11 shows die diffraction 
pattern from collagen in HjO as obtained 
native from the tail of a rat. The pat
tern in figure lia is the same specimen 
of collagen after soaking in DjO for 12 
hours. It is immediately apparent that, 
for example, die 11th order of diffrac
tion is gready enhanced by deutcratioo. 
Odter diangcs, for example in die 6th 
order, are very notable. By making a 
quidt dunge from collagen in HrO to 
collagen in DtO (for example by injecting 
DjO in a period of about one second) it 
is possible to follow die time evolution 
of die diffraction pattern from dut 
djaracterijtic of collagen HjO. It is dear 
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Figure tl. Diffraction patterns from whidi had been «oakad in OjO for 12 Hours. 
collagen J) Coilsgra and s rst (ail collagen b) Native rat tail collagen. 
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from this evolution that the rate at 
which the deuterium penetrates into dif
ferent parts of die structure is different. 
The existence of different diffraction 
patterns at different ratios of HtO and 
D.O and the existence of different rates 
of penetration of deuterium into the 
structure supplies two additional sources 
of diffraction information which must be 
compatible with the final correct model 
for the structure of this substance. So, 
whilst it is dear from the fact chat 
perhaps only 32 orders of diffraction 
can be seen with neutrons in the best 
collagen DjO preparations, we believe 
that this additional informa >n associa
ted with the isotonic exchange mar be 
adequate to supplement that from Xray 
diffraction to give an unambiguous test 
of present models [35, 36]. 

Finally, the information available 
for testing models of the structure may 
be further supplemented by the determi
nation of partial structure factors for 
the use of intrinsically disordered sub
stances. The way in which this has been 
done for collagen is illustrated in figure -
12. The top two figures show stick dia
grams of the structure factors illustrated 
already by diffraction as in figure 11. 
Figure 12 c shows the results of quickly 
washing (for about one minute) a natural 
specimen of collagen with CDjOD (fully 
deutcrated methanol). The molecule is 
sufficiently large that it will not pene
trate into the centre of the triple helix 
and therefore we assume that it hat 
decorated the helical groove around the 
outside of the microfibril. As the mean 
scattering length of this molecule is 
about 36 X 10*" cm compared to —0.06 
for HfO, there is a remarkable change 
in the contrast associated with its re
placement of ordinary water in the 
groove so we believe that we see here 
the dominant contribution of the 
groove partial structure factor. In figure 
12 d the reverse procedure has been done 
taking a specimen of collagen which had 
been deutcrated by exposure to ÖjO for 
a day. This was washed for about 1 mi
nute in CH3OH thereby replacing the 
D5O in :hc helical groove by ordinary 
methanol (mean scattering length * 
5 X 10"'* cm). This replacement should 
have a similar effect to the replacement 
of water by CD3OD (in that it gives the 
negative contribution of the same kind) 
but will be different in so far as the 
structure factor within the helix has been 
altered by exchange of protons by deu-
ceroni during the long txpoturt to DjO. 
So the difference between the partial 
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Figure 12. Partial structure factors for 
selectively deuteraced collagen» sad for 
couagei» which have been selectively 
exchanged with deuterued and uadeuterated 
methanols. 
structure f acton seen in figure l id and 
l ie will reflect this internal exchange 
of the hydrogens for deuteriums. 

Both the determination of partial 
structure factors, as above, and the 
determination of structure factors as a 
function of HjO/DfO ratio after equilib
rium with a fibre, as well as the struc
ture factors aj a function of time in a 
kinetic run, are ail methods of increasing 
the volume of information space in a 
neutron scattering experiment in order to 
rest modeii of the fibre structure. The 
essentials of this approach can be applied 
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ia other areas. They hare been used co 
some effect already in discussing the 
structure of membranes and model 
membrane materials [37] and they 
would certainly be of relevance to exa
mination of the structure of muscle, 
other biological fibres, and some ordered 
organeis. 

Conclusion 

In this brief rrriew we have only 
been able to give some of the new lines 
of approach to a variety of physico-
cbemicai and btoiopcal problems that 
have become available in the last 2 or 
3 years, particularly as a result of the 
developments of instrumentation and in 
neutron beams at the Institut Lauc-
Laagevin at Grenoble and the High Flux 
Reactor in Brookhavcn. This review 
comprises only the very smallest part of 
a wide range of sum new science, some 
of which can immediately be perceived 
as of interest from the point of view of 
applied problems whose main spring 
derives from a need to solve long-stan
ding physico-chemical and biological 
problems. 
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DISCUSSION 

Keck (Leuven) 

What is the influence of the H2G/O2O contrast variation on the 

inelastic spectra of collagen ? 

Vkita 

In H20 collagen at greater than 95 % relative humidity, the scattering 

is largely from the water, but under \'..s same conditions of fully 

deuterated collagen plus D20' t n s residual hydrogen atcms in the 

collagen chains are the dominant contribution to the incoherent 

inelastic scattering. By this means we have examined selectively 

the quasi-elastic and near inelastic scattering frcm the adscrted 

water in collagen and from the collagen molecules themselves. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Ven C-erven 

Let me start by saying that, as chairman of a session, I see myself in the first 

place as a participant. So I think I am hers in the right position, and speaking 

at the right time, to say a isw words of thank3 to the organizers of this Infcrmation 

Meeting. Cf course, on the documents we have seen the names of Prof, ^melinckx» 

Ir. De Proost and Or. Van Assche ; certainly they are the first to be thanked for 

the organisation and for the invitation, they sent to all of us. Eut also the people 

who are not known to us and who contributed to the organisation of the meeting de

serve our thanks, as well as the Centre, for its hospitality. 

Mew about the session of this morning. Let me stress that this session was almost 

fully devoted to work done in the Centre here in Mol. This research, which is well 

known since a long time, is done by a rather small group and treats as well the sta

tic properties - structures - as the dynamic properties - motions - in liquids and 

solids. The only thing I wish to say, is that we want to congratulate them for the 

nice work which is done here. Maybe it is also worthwhile to emphasize that a lot 

of this work is being done in collaboration with groups in universities of this 

country : many subjects, which are studied here by means of neutron scattering, are 

studied at the same time in the universities by other means, which are mora appro

priate to universities. I think this is a way of collaboration which 3hould be pro

moted, and even still more expanded, the more that we heard this morning tnat some 

reactor channels are still at disposal. 

If you allow me to give a personal remark on the plenary sessicn of this morning, 

I must say that I was amazed by the large facilities and the large rangs of applica

tions which are possible ana which can be put into operation by means of neutrons. 

It'3 a pity, maybe, that this is not generally known, and, as Cr. Weitkamo already 

said, '.Tax. there is a problem to make this range af acplicatiens operational. A3 

"sellers" cf neutrons we 3nculd dc, I think, the 3ame things which businessmen are 

doing all the time. In the -irst place >/e should reduce the ccsts, as it was pro

posée by Cr. Weitkamo, arc also improve cur "product" dy coing mors basic researcn 

on it. Sut also - and therefore, I think, the meeting of tcoay was very important -

we should make the people of the incustry and other asoole who can ^33 neutrons, mors 

talkative accut their problems, and we should, an ZTe other Tanc, make the ?cs3ici-

lities known to them. In this sanse, I think, ;he aim 3- this meeting was very well 

-jl-illsc. i_at re ocrcluce :y thanking ence again the organizers. 
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Devocchi 

I snail oe extremely brief. We have heard this morning topics in nuclear physics 

and appiiab physics, essential ly with BR2 neutrons. As everybody knows the d i f f i 

culty of measurements in the neutron field i s their very low censity and therefore 

they have bad s t a t i s t i c s ; and there are essentially seme experiments that can't be 

done now with low-power reactors and we have a very strong need for high-power, 

high-flux reactors like BR2 or Grenoble. The applications shown today are essentially 

threefold. 

First in the field of metrology we had one talk from Central Sureau of Nuclear Mea

surements and we have seen the need far accurate cross sections, sc Important in 

reactor physics. 

The second Kind of application is in nuclear physics and f iss ion, and personnally I 

am always very much interested by the ingenuities, shown in the experiments with 

multiple detectors in the f ie ld of fission. 

The next and las t f ield was applied physics and radicbiology ; as concerned the field 

of neurography I should say a personal remark. I think that if there is any indus

t r i a l future for neutron radiography that future l ies probably with portable and 

movabls accelerator sources and maybe not with nuclear reactors. 

Finally, I hope that this meeting will foster the already excellent collaboration 

between the universit ies at one side and fcl Centre and C.S.N.ft. on the other side 

an I take the opportunity to thank the director general form the Centre for th is 

opportunity to meet each other today. 

Amelinckx 

I t ' s my duty new to than:*, f i r s t of, a l l the two chairmen of the scientif ic soeciaiizeb 

sessions. In fact, I have very l i t t l e to add to what they have already 3aid. I 

think we would -sel very much rewarded, if th is meeting would have shewn that the 

2RZ i3 s t i l l a vary -3e-ul reactor and I tnin* this neetirg ha3 done th i s . 

Zre stri*ihg remark whicn I noticed was that in t.-ie new field c- small-angls scat-

•aring tschriques much mere has teen gained by improving detecting techniques than, 

was gainec oy going to hign-fiux reactors . 

For tre other experiments, where the incoming neutron flux i s the only factor tnat 

sansioly influences the axoeriment, we can s t i l l improve the available nsutron-ieam 

fluxes a t 5R2 by increasing the neutron flux or by improving the extraction of the 

teams , 
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So. I sheulc still see a very nice future for SR2 and it would even ce much nicer 

if also the aim cf this meeting as reached, in other words, if groups form universi

ties would show their interest by introcucing research proposals which we will, with 

very much goodwill, look at anc try to accommodate either at existing facilities 

or even try to build adapted facilities for their problems. 

I have now also the cuty to thank those persons which, as Professer Van Gerven put 

it. are unknown - unknown to you perhaps cut not to me. So I would like to thank 

in the first place Pr. E. Brons and W. Ce Proost, twe men of our public relations» 

who have organised this meeting from the administrative point of view. I would also 

acknowledge the help of Plr. F. Van Roy. R. Van Eijken. Urs. 1"!. Volders and Miss 

E. rteors. I would especially like to thank very much Dr. P. Van Assche who has or

ganized all this and who was also responsable for the public-relations activities 

relating with this. 

And last but not least, I thank all the participants for attending this meeting ; 

we are looking forward to having contacts again in relation with concrete proposals. 

Thank you. 
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A P P E N D I X I 

The BR2 reactor 

J. .¥. Bcuçntt, Œ3/SCX 

1. Main features of the design. 

The BR2 reactor at Hoi (Belgium)is a high-flux material testing 

reactor of the thermal heterogeneous type. The fuel is 93 Z 2 3 SU enriched 

uranium in the form of plates clad in aluminium. The mod ator consists 

of beryllium and light water, the water being pressurized (12.5 kg/en2) 

and acting also as coolant. The pressure vessel is of aluminium, and is 

placed in a pool of demineralized water. 

One should stress the following main features : 

- the experimental channels are skew, the tube bundle presenting the form 

of a hyperbolold of revolution (see fig. 1). This gives easy access at the 

top and bottom reactor covers allowing complex instrumented devices, while 

maintaining a very high neutron flux at the core. 

- great flexibility of utilization, due to the fact that it is possible 

to adapt the core configuration to the experimental loading as tha fissile 

charge can be centred on different experimental channels (see figure 2). 

- although SR2 is a thermal reactor, it is possible to achieve neutron 

spectra very similar to those obtained in a fast reactor, either by zhi 

use of absorbing screens or by the use of fissila material within the 

experimental device. 

2. Operating characteristics. 

BR2 has regular 1'/ operated wich an experiaantal loading since 

1963. The saxisum neutron fluxes attained are : 

. thermal flux 1.1 x 1015n/ca2s 

. fast flux (E > 0.1 MeV) : 7 x lO^n/ca2» 

With its large experimental loading, the reactor is operating 

at present at a power of SO >.'•'. The fuel loading amounts to 12.7 kg 23-U 

distributed in 32 fuel elesencs. The maxixuai heat flux in the fuel places 

,s 470 watc/cn2. 
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FIG. 1 

General view of the 3R2 reactor. 
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FIG. 2 

BR 2 CONFIGURATION 8 N (CYCLE 4 - 7 6 ) 

\ & 

Cantroi rite Futi eitmem i Fu«i «itm«ni il Fu«l «lemcnt ill , 



Irradiation positions available in the BR2 reactor. 

Configuration : 8 N power : 78 MM 

Irradiation pusicion 

type number (1) 

useful 
diameter 

inn 

maximum nuclear characteristics 
neutron flux (n/cmz«) 

thermal E > 0.1 MeV 

nuclear heating 

W/gr Al 

I. in the pressure vessel 

- core 

. within the fuel elements 

. in the central channel 

- reflector 

. 20O «an holes 

85 un holes 

50 mm holes 

2> outside the pressure vessel 

- beam-tubes 

- reactor pool 

. radioisotopes tubes 

, neutron-radiography 

. gaiuuatacility 

32 

1 or O 

up to 5 

24 to 39(2) 

10 

17.4 to 42.4 

up to 200 

29.5 to 200.2 

29.S to 80.6 

29.5 to 46 

up to 305 

80 

80 

12 to 80 

3.8 x 10lH 

- (S> 

9 x 10,H (4) 

7 x 10»" 

1.7 x lO»* 

7 x 10>" 

4 x 101"* 

1.5 x 10,'« 

3.5 x 10,H 

4 x 10>3 

10' to 5 x 10 

3 x 10 1 3 

3 x 107 

13 

5 x 10 12 

15 

9 

8 

11 

2 

< 0.5 

5 x lO7 rad/h 

("•) tot«»l numbor of Irradiation positions : up to ICX) 

l.>) ona 2.00 mm ih tnn^l Is u q u W d i e n t to three b5 tint channels 

111) uiiiln uctiJinluin si:rften 
• 1) in the central channel loadts.l with beryllium 
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3. Reactor utilization. 

to irradiate 

within the fuel elements 

in a special plug in the central channel 

in beryllium (or aluminium) plugs 

in the hydraulic rabbit 

in the self-service thimble 

- outside the pressure vessel 

. in the beam tubes (radial or tangential) 

. in the reactor pool 

Table 1 shows the irradiation positions and the neutron fluxes available. 

Purpose of the irradiations : 

- study of the behaviour of fuel elements and structural materials 

intended for the reactors of future nuclear power stations. 

- production of high specific activity radioisotopes 

- basis physical research 

- neutron-radiography 

- gamma irradiations. 

It is possible 

- in the pressure vessel 

. core 

. reflector 





A P P E N D I X II 

NEUTRON DATA RESEARCH AT CBNM 

K.S. Mekhoff and 3. LUskien 

Joinc Research Centre of the Europeen Communities 

Central Bureau for Nuclear Measurements - Geel, Belgium 

1 . Prograiase 

One of the major casks of C3NM is che measurement of differencial 

neutron data for che field of Nuclear Energy. Under differential neutron 

data we understand here neutron cross sections in function of neutron 

energy, particle emission angle and 7-emission energy as well as resonance 

parameters. Although in che past much work has been done on measuring and 

evaluating these daca, che reactor community still demands more accurate 

and sottetimes new data. On a worldwide basis chese demands are collected 

by the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) into a list called 

UREXDA (World Request List for Neutron Data Measurements for Nuclear 

Reactors), priorities being given to che various requescs on che basis 

of che importance of che reactor system and its sensicivicy in che neucronics 

calculations. While ac che beginning of C.B.N.M.'s neucron daca measurement 

activity the experiments were assigned primarily to meet the requirements 

of thermal reactor design and ia-pile dosimetry, they presently concern 

data requested for fast breeder reactor design, for the study of long cere 

irradiation effects on fuel and structural material, for shielding, nuclear 

waste incineration, safeguards and already for fusion reactors. 

The four years programme of C.B.N.M. which commenced 1977, concen

trates, as far as neutron measurements are concerned, on the following lines: 

- Accurate determination of neucron daca requested for the most important 

actinides. 

- Measurements of cross sections for structural materials, including charged 

particle enission cross sections. 

- Determination of neutron capture data for important fission products. 

- Neutron data standards. Improving methods and performing data determination:; 

of high quality as well as accurate determinations of neutron fluxes and 

neutron source strengths. 

The C.3.N.M. programme, although it is normally backed up by KSEÏÏDA, 

is open also for direct requests from che member countries. Moreover che 

measurement facilities of C2N"M ace available Cor national teams, carrying 

out cheir progresse on a collaborative hasi.3 together with CSNî! staff as 

e.g. a group of Belgian researchers, or on a more independent base as in 

the past e.g. teams froa Italy a.ni Trance. 
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2. Facilities and their use 

After modernisation C.B.N.M.'s major research instruments, 

GELIîîA (Geel Electron Linear Accelerator) and the Van de Graaff 

Accelerator Facility became operational again early in 1977. These 

improved installations have now neutron intensities and allow neutron 

energy resolutions comparable to those available at the most competing 

installations which are operating in the United States of Oak Ridge 

National Laboratory (OREL* : Oak Ridge Electron Linear Accelerator) 

and Argonne National Laboratory (Van de Graaff accelerator). The acces

sible neutron energies cover almost a*l the energy range of interest in 

the field of fission and fusion reactors with a considerable overlap 

between the neutron energy ranges of the two machines. 

As a supplement to these accelerator based neutron sources, 

beams of thermal neutrons together with a chopper and a cristal spectro

meter are available from the BR-2 reactor of SCK/CEN, Belgium, by means 

of an exchange collaborative contract. 

2.1. GELINA (Staff: 9 physicists, 1 engineer, 15 technicians) 

2.1.1. The 150 MeV accelerator facility 

The machine is of the S-band type (» operating at a frequency 

of about 3000 MHz). It consists of & coaxial triode gun (especially 

designed for emitting high current electron bursts of short duration), 

of a standing wave buncher and of two travelling wave sections. (Fig. 1) 

The characteristics of the machine are summarised in the following 

table: 

burst width 

instantaneous currents 

repetition frequencies 

electron energies 

beam power 

Short pulses 
(0 

4 ns 

9 A 

900 Hz 

120 MeV 

3.9 kw 

10 ns 

9 A 

900 Hz 

105 MeV 

3.5 kW 

Long pulses 
(2) 

100 ns 

1.5 A 

330 Hz 

37 MeV 

11.5 kW 

I MS 

0.22 A 

380 Hz 

100 MeV 

II kW 

2 *s 

0.22 A 

250 Hz 

100 MeV 

!1 kW 

(1) For short pulses the maximum energy at small currents is 130 MeV. 

(2) For long pulses, the maximum energy at small currents is 150 MeV. 

X manufactured by CCR-MeV, Buc, France 
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Fi«.2 Cnm*-T*r|tl (ilttwuir tm) 
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Fig.4 Target-Moderator Assembly for GELINA 
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To produce intense neutron bursts of short duration which is Che 

main aim of the facility, Che high current bursts of high energy electrons 

impinge on a mercury cooled uranium target, dissipating there in a. 

volume of only about 1 cm1 a beam power of up to 7 kW in case of a 

stationary type of target (Fig. 2) and up to II.5 ktf in case of a 

rotary type (Fig. 3). Being stopped in the uranium, the electrons 

generate bremsstrahlung which produces m the same material fast 

neutrons by means of photonuclear (r,n) and to a lesser amount also 

fission (7,f) processes. For a chick natural uranium target bombarded 

with 100 MeV neutrons, the neutron to electron conversion ratio is 

about 9Z. These neutrons have an energy spectrum which is not much 

different from that of a fission neutron spectrum. 

For many experiments the energies in the original neutron spectrum 

are too high. Therefore two halfmoon shaped moderators (water in beryllium 

cans or polyethylene) are placed on top and below-the target (Fig. 4). 

The target itself is shielded by lead rings in such a way that the de' 

tectors outside the targec bunker can only see neutrons and brems

strahlung scattered from the moderators. Such a configuration is chosen 

to minimise the paralysing (so-called T-flash-)effect of the bremsstrahlung 

on the detectors and to optimise the output of moderated neutrons. 

2.1.2. The facility for neutron time of flight experiments 

Taking profit of the short bursts of neutrons (which are not es

sentially modified in length by the moderation process), the linear 

accelerator facility is - as far as neutron experiments are concerned -

exclusively operated as a multiple neutron time of flight spectrometer. 

The start times for the neutron flight time measurements are determined 

by the impact time of the electron bursts on the target, the stop times 

by the signals from the nuclear events in the material under investigation 

as registered by the detectors. 

12 evacuated neutron flight paths with lengths between S m and 

400 m are installed, equipped with-neutron collimators and detector 

stations (Fig. 5). The lengths chosen for the different experiments 

depend on the intensity and energy resolution requirements. Fig. 6 

illustrates a ilighcpach used for neutron transmission experinencs. 

Up co 6 neucron flighcpachs have been used in Che pasc simultaneously. 

The electronic signals which are derived from the different 

dcceccors and which carry cime and amplitude information are sen: 

together with thu cime-of-Clighc start signals derived from the electron 

burses :o :h* individual data acquisition scacions in which they ar» 

sorted electronically according Co cimc-of-flighc and in some cases 
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simultaneously also according co amplitude. The accumulated information 

analysed in this way represents case by case as a function of the time-

of-flight (and therewith energy) the rate of the reaction which'the 

neutrons of different energies undergo with the material placed in the 

detectors. The amplitude information is used to specify the reaction 

itself in finer detail as it is e.g. the case, if one wants to analyse 

7-ray spectra following neutron capture, this all in function of 

neu:ron energy. 

The data acquisition system is approaching the end of a modernisation 

phase. Home-built 2 ns digital time coders are already available and 

computer based large memory single and multiparameter analysis systems 

will become soon operational. At present the experiments still make 

use of 8 data acquisition systems equipped with JO as resp. 40 ns time 

coders and fixed wired memories (4k and 16k) or magnetic tape units. 

The data acquisition stations are interfaced via a small system 

control computer with the IBM 370/133 by which the experimental raw 

data can be converted into the interesting physical parameters. 

2.1.3. Experiments with neutrons ( energy range:0.02 eV to some MeV) 

The GELINA team disposes of the know-how and the experimental 

equipment to determine high quality data for all possible neutron 

induced reactions with matter: 

Detectors: C,F, and 0,0, scintillator systems (application of the 

spectrum weighting method) replacing the improved 

Moxon-Rae detector. 

Detectors: Ge-Li cristals 

Decectors: 

- Large area ionisation chamber ] 

- Silicon diode systems I 

- Spark chamber J (fission fra*menC Section) 

- Avalanche counter J 

- 4 and 5 chamber liquid scintillator systems (fission neutron detection) 
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Neutron scattering data 
3 

Detector : high pressure (250 at) tie detector system (SCK/CEN Mol) 

- Neutron induced «-emission data 

Si diode detector system 

~ Neutron total cross section data 

Detector : B slab/Nal scintillator system 

- Neutron flux measurements (relative) 

Detectors : 

- BF. proportional counter banks 

- B slab/Nal scintillator system 

- Li-glass detectors 

-Avalanche counter 

A survey on the experiments performed at GELINA and che BR-2 reactor 

is given in che appendix. 

Van de Graaff Facility (Staff : 6 physicists, 1 engineer, 7 technicians) 

1. The accelerators 

The facility consists of a 7 MV single stage electrostatic accelera

tor of Cbe Van de Graaff CS type . The vercical machine is equipped vich ion 

sources for che production of protons, deucerons and helium ions and con

tains a nanosecond clystron bunching system. A survey of che main componencs 

are given in Fig, 7» The ion beam is analyzed by a 90* magnec which at the 

same cime brings che beam in che horizontal plane. A switching magnec direccs 

Che ions to two target posicions (0* and 45*) *.% shown in Fig. 8. Charac

teristics are as follows : 

ion energy 

I MeV 

2 MeV 

3 MeV 

5 MeV 

7 MeV 

d.c. current 

20 M A 

25 M A 

30 * A 

35 M A 

20 e A 

pulsed current 

3a A 

4M A 

6M A 

in A 

6M A 

(I) pulse widen 

2.5 ns 

1.8 ns 

1.5 ns 

i .3 ns 

1,1 ns 

(!) average, at 2.5 MHz pulse repetition race 

s ir.a-.iufaccureii by i!V£C, Burlington, USA 

http://ir.a-.iuf
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The model CK Van de Graaff replaces a K3 model (3 MV) which 

was installed in 1963. For d.c. applications the KN accelera

tor is still available. 

Experiments with neutrons (energy range : 30 keV to 23 MeV) 

Employing thin targets the moaoenergetic ion beams are used 

to produce monoenergetic neutrons. The neutron energy depends 

on the chosen source reaction, the chosen ion energy, and the 

chosen emission angle. Typical source reactions are T(p,n) He 
3 4 7 7 

D(d,n) He, T(d,n) He and Li(p,n) Be. Deuterium and tritium 

is used occluded in titanium or as gas. The neutron sources 

are positioned 5.7 m above ground in an experimental hall made 

out of light material to avoid neutron back-scattering. Neutron 

fluxes are determined with proton recoil telescope counters, 

with hydrogen- or methane-filled proportional counters, with 

a well-shielded long counter, or by associated particle counting. 

These neutrons are used for the determination of fast differen

tial neutron parameters like cross sections and spectra. Typi

cally such experiments are performed, where tiae-of-flight de

termination of the primary neutron energy is not applicable 

(e.g. activation) or where the T.O.F. possibility is needed for 

the determination of secondary neutron energies (e.g. elastic 

or inelastic scattering,fission spectra). A survey on experi

ments already performed at this facility is given in the appen

dix. 

At a few occasions the facility and the know-how has also been 

.used for the calibration of neutron detectors and neutron dosi

meters for laboratories in Belgium, France, Germany and the 

Netherlands. 

Experiaents with ions (energy range : 1 MeV to 7 MeV) 

Although the main purpose of the facility is for neutron work, 

it can and has been used for other applications too, like a-im

plantations in single crystals and determinations of neutron 

source properties when (d,n)-reactions are used. At present the 

following applications are foreseen : 

-study of (a,n) yields of importance for waste disposal 

-Rutherford back-scattering for the study of surfaces 

-proton induced X-ray analysis. 

For the execution mainly the 3 MV KJJ Van de Graaff is employed. 
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Measurements of cross sections, resp. resonance parameters 
perforated ac the Geel-Linac and BR-2 since 1966 
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Measurements of cross sections, resp. fission spectra performed 

at the Geel Van de Graaff facility since 1965 

Total cross section : Li 

59 197 
Capture cross section : Co, Au 

Elastic scattering cross section : 6Li, 7Li, I 2C, 2 8Si, 2 3 5U, 2 3 8U, 2 3 9Pu 

Inelastic scattering-cross section : Rh, In,7Li, 2 8Si, 2 3 5U, 23**U 

/ x . 24„ 31_ 32. 46_. 54„ 56- 58 M. 60„. 64 _ 

(n,p) cross section : Mg, F, S, Ti, Fe, Fe, Ni, Hi, Zn 

(n,a) cross section : 2 7Al, 5 1V, 5 9Co, 6 3Cu 

(n,2n) cross section : 2 3Na, 4 6Ti, 5 5Mn, 5 8Ni, 5 9Co, 6 3Cu, 6 5Cu, 64Zn, 6 6Zn, 
93.- 103o, 115. 197, Nb, Rh, In, Au 

/ i s .• 93... 103,.. 107, 113T 127. 133. 141 
(n,3n) cross section : Mb, Rh, Ag, In, I , Cs, ?r 
... • . 238tf 241, 
f i s s i o n cross section : U, Am 
- . • 235Tt 238„ 252 . . 239, 
r i s s ion spectra : U, U, Cf, ?u. 
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A P P E N D I X III 

FAISCEAUX DE NEUTRONS RAPIDES PRODUITS 

AU CYCLOTRON ISOCHRONE DE LOUVAIN-LA-NEUVE 

M, BOSMAN/ P. LELEUX, P, LIPNIK/ P.C. MACQ, 

J.P, MEULDERS, R. PETIT ET 6. VALENDUC 
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Fig. 1 : Oisposttif expérimental pour la production de neutrons 

"monocinétiques" et de neutrons polarisés. 

Taclsau I : Caractéristiaues des faisceaux d'ions légers accélérés par CYCLONE 
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INTRODUCTION 

Di f férents faisceaux de neutrons rapides ont été nis au peint au cours 

de ces dernières années auprès du cyclotron (CYCLONE) de l 'Un ivers i té de 

Lauvain à Louvain-la-Neuve. Nous nous propesons de décrire le mode de produc

t ion de ces d i f f é ren ts faisceaux et leur u t i l i s a t i o n dans les d i f f é r e n t s types 

de recherches fondamentales, t e l l e l a physique nucléaire ou appliquée, t e l l e s 

l a radiobiologie et l a radiothérapie. 

1 . CARACTERISTIQUES OES FAISCEAUX ACCELERES PAR LE CYCLOTRON 

Les faisceaux de neutrons sont tous produits à p a r t i r de faisceaux d' ions 

légers accélérés par le cyclotron. Le tableau I résume les caractér is t iques 

pr incipales des faisceaux de protons, deutons. helium 3 et helium 4 fournis par 

l a machine ; l 'on y vo i t qu'une grande gamme en énergie et en in tens i té peut 

Stre obtenue. Oans l e cas qui nous occupe, les protons, les deutons e t les 

alpha sont u t i l i s é s couramment ; bien que l a poss ib i l i t é d ' u t i l i s e r des f a i s 

ceaux d'He-3 pour produire des neutrons puisse être envisagée, nous n'y avons 

pas encore recouru étant donné le coût élevé de l 'hél ium 3. Oes in tens i tés de 

10 uA sur c ib le sont obtenues sans problème à la plupart des énergies mention

nées. Les intensi tés maximales sont données à t i t r e i n d i c a t i f . En général 

une l i m i t e de dissipat ion de 2 KW sur l e déf lecteur , qui e x t r a i t le faisceau 

de la machine en f i n d 'accélérat ion, est imposée a f i n a ' é v i t e r tout incident 

mécanique au déflecteur : fusion locale ou percement des plaques. 

2. DESCRIPTION OES FAISCEAUX 0£ NEUTRONS 

On peut distinguer deux types de faisceaux de neutrons : 

- ceux où las neutrons sent produits à -partir d'une c ib le mince, c . à . d . au la 

faisceau ie part icules incidentes ne perd qu'une pa r t i e 2e 3on énergie. 

"at ta condition gst requise entra autres lorsque l 'an essais d ' a o t a r i r ^n 

faiscaau de neutrons "menecinétiques" où idéalement tous las neutrons ont une 

énergis rentrée autour de l 'énergie maximum pemi3a par l a réact ion. 



faldüau II : Section affkar.a ÜB production et polarisation des neutrons éinis à 20° par réactions 

(p.n). (d.n) et (a.n) sur différentes cibles minces. 

Réaction 

E, (MeV) 
inc. 

Polarisation 

(20°) 

(mb/sr.MeV) 

facteur de 

mérite 

P o(mb/sr) 

Régi oit AE 
n 

de validité 

iHp.n) 

30-50-Ö0 

0.05 
(Ep=5ll MeV) 

1.5 

0.035 

40-50 MeV 

6Li(p.n) 

50-80 

1 

7Li(p.n) 

30-50-60 

0.08 

1.5 

0.075 

40-50 MaV 

9Be(p.n) 

50-00 

1 

4He(d.n) 

50 

< 0.10 

1.5 

0.10 

40-50 MeV 

2H(a.n) 

100 

0.35 

1 

0.70 

50-60 MeV 

\ l (a.n) 

100 

0.7 

7LK«.n) 

100 

0.35 

9 
Belu.n) 

100 

0.4 
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- ceux où les neutrons sont produits à par t i r d'une c ible épaisse qui arrSta 

complètement les particules incidentes. Oes flux intenses de neutrons peu

vent a ins i Ôtre obtenus en vue des applications radiooiologiques. 

Ces deux types de faisceaux ont été mis au point dans des a i res expéri

mentales d i s t i n c t e s : décrivons-les successivement. 

2 . 1 . Production de neutrons par cible mince 

Le disposi t i f expérimental est représenté à la figure 1. La c ib le 

gazeuse ou solide, est située dans une chambre à vide de 40 cm de diamètre. 

Le faisceau de particules chargées ne perd qu'une faible par t ie , quelques îleV, 

de son énergie i n i t i a l e en traversant la cible où i l y produit les neutrons ; 

i l est ensuite défléchi à un angle de 20° par un aimant de déviation et refo

cal isé vers une cage de Faraday située à. grande distance st soigneusement 

blindée. 

Les neutrons peuvent Stre détectés à. 0° et à 20°, derr ière un blindage 

de fer de 1 m. En outre la voie à 20° est équipée de deux aimants "spin-fl ip" 

qui permettent d'inverser le spin des neutrons polarisés émis à cet angle > 

un polarimètre a helium liquide permet d'analyser la polarisation du faisceau 

de neutrons par une mesure d'asymétrie gauche-droite. 

Le tableau I I indique les différentes réactions étudiées dans ce t te con

figuration par les auteurs. 

La ce l lu le gazeuse a été u t i l i sée pour le deuterium et l'hélium 4 ; e l le 

présente au faisceau un volume u t i l e de 2 cm de diamètre et de 7,6 cm de long 

délimité par des fenStres d'entrée et de sortie en Havar de 12,5 um. La cel lu

le gazeuse est refroidie à la température de l 'azote liquide < à la pression 

de 10 atm. e l le représente une épaisseur de 40 mg/cm dans le cas du deuterium 

at supporta ai3ément las 1C yA du faisceau durant plusieurs jour3 d'axpériancs 

Créf. 1). Les cibles solides de lithium ou de béryllium sont également refroi

dies à la température de l 'azote liquide at 3uocortent des faisceaux de même 

in tens i té . 
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Las spectres en énergia das neutrons produits sont mesurés par la méthode 

du tamps de vol à l ' a ide d'un sc in t i l l a taur liquide du type ME 213, couplé à 

un photomultiplicateur XP 202Q s les contributions des neutrons e t des gamma 

sont séparées par discrimination des formes d'Impulsion (pulse shape discrimi

nation] dans ce type de sc in t i l l a t au r . Les spectres de temps de vol sont dé-

convoluôs en spectres en énergie 3ur une POP 11/20. L'efficience du s c i n t i l 

la taur est calculée à l ' a ide de la méthode de !"onte-Carlo (programme de 

S.T. Stanton - réf. 2), programme que nous avons vér i f ié expérimentalement 

précédemment (réf. 3 ] . 

A. Çecf»rche_d^une_souree_intense_de_neutrons 

Les réactions ip.n) sur cibles minces produisent les faisceaux de neutrons 

les plus "monocinétiques*. La figure 2 montre le spectre des neutrons produits 

par la réaction Litp.nJ à E « 50 rteV at E -SO PleV et mesuré à 3.2 m de la 

c ib le à 0°. Une épaisseur de cible de 3 mm introduit un ûE de ± 1.7 HeV à 

50 PleV et t 1.2 MeV à. 80 PleV. La résolution en temps est respectivement 

2,5 nsec et 1,3 nsec. Tous les spectres obtenus a 0° présentent la même a l lure : 

un pic centré autour de l 'énergie maximum, qui contient 50 \ des neutrons pro

du i t s , 9t un plateau saur les neutrons de plus faible énergie. 

Cette source de neutrons monocinétiques donne un flux typique de 
5 2 

3 10 n/s.cm à. une distance de 3 m de la cible pour un faisceau de 10 uA de pro

tons de 50 PleV. 

Ce faisceau sera u t i l i s é pour l ' é tude de la capture radiative de neutrons 

par protons à. différentes énergies : 

n • p •*• d • y 

a. Çecherct£_d^une_3ourea_inte£sa_de_neu^ 

La polarisation de neutrcns émi3 à 20° est obtenue par une mesure d'asymé

t r i e gauche-droite de la diffusion de3 neutrons sur l'hélium du polarimètra. 

Les détecteurs sont également de3 sc ln t l l l a taurs liquides NE213 et les différents 
4 

signaux de tamps de vol : cibls-diffuseur He - détecteur neutrons servent à 

ident i f ier las événements. 
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Fig. 5 = dispositif expérimental peur iss irradiations par faiacsaux in-sr 

sas pa -laucrsn» rapides an rsciosislagia. 
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Le tableau I I montre les premiers résu l ta ts ootanus par réaction Cp.nJ à 

50 !*leV, par réaction Cd.nJ à la môme énergie et Ca.nî à 100 rteV. Aucune des 

réactions Cp.n] ne donne une po lar isat ion supérieure à 10 %. Par contre une 
2 

polar isat ion beaucoup plus importante est obtenue par l a réaction HCa.n) à 

100 l*!eV. Si l 'on calcule le facteur de mérite ? a qui a l l i e l ' importance de la 

polar isat ion à la grandeur de la section ef f icace, l ' on trouve dans cet te réac

t ion une bonne source de neutrons polarisés sur une large garnie en énergie 

( f igura 3 ] . 

D'autres mesures de polar isat ion sont en cours a f in de compléter les 

premières informations trouvées dans les réactions Ca,n). 

Les faisceaux de neutrons polar isés vont serv i r entre autres à l 'étude 

de la capture : n • p •* d • v« 

L'ensemble des résul ta ts de spectrométrie et des polar isat ions des neu

trons produits par c ib la mince feront l ' ob j e t d'une publ icat ion u l té r ieure 

( ré f . 41. 

2.2. Production de neutrons par c ib le épai33e 

L'étude de la production d'un faisceau intense de neutrons rapides a été 

entreprise en vue de son u t i l i s a t i o n dans les expériences radlobiologiquas pré

paratoires a la radiothérapie c l i n ique . 

Dans ce genre d'étude» i l importe de disposer d'une source de neutrons 

suffisamment intense a f i n d 'ef fectuer l ' i r r a d i a t i o n du matériel biologique, 

ce l lu les ou animal, en un temps res t re in t tout en préservant au maximum les 

t issus environnants que l 'on ne désire pas i r r ad i e r , ce qui implique la présen

ce d'un coll imateur eff icace entre la source de neutrons et l 'animal que l 'on 

désire i r rad ie r . 

La mesure par la méthode au temps de vol des spectres neutrons émis par 

réaction Cd,n] à E„ * IS, 33 az 50 KeV sur di f férentes ciblas a permis de sé-
3 a 

lactionner le 3e (.Té-?. S] comme c ib le optimale. 

Caci est i l l u s t r é à la f igura & où l 'on montre la spectre des neutrons 

4mi3 à d i f férents angles peur une énergie des deutons incidents de 50 !*1eV. 

A mesura que l 'en augmenta l 'énergie des dautons incidents, la réaction ast de 

=1-3 en plus peintéa vers l 'avant , ce qui pose des problèmes lorsque l 'on dé

sire oetanir un champ d ' i r rad ia t i on nomogàne de grande c a i l l e . 
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La f igure 5 cjnne un schéma du d ispos i t i f expérimental. Les cantons 

3 

incidents sont totalement arrêtés dans une c ib le épaisse de 3e (10 mm] r e 

f r o i d i e à l ' eau . Un coll imateur de 1 m de long d é f i n i t le champ d ' i r r a d i a t i o n . 

Les i r rad ia t ions se font en général à une profondeur de 7 cm dans un fantame 

contanant un l iquide t issu-équivalent a f in de reproduire au mieux l ' i r r a d i a t i o n 

de tissus situés en profondeur chez l'homme. 

La const i tut ion du coll imateur a été d é f i n i a à p a r t i r ce mesures d'absorption 

des neutrons dans d i f f é ren ts matériaux et pour d i f férentes configurations 

Créf. 6 ] . La configuration ac tue l le est représentée à l a f igure 6 ; e l l e com

prend successivement : Fe C5Q cm] - Luette C6 cm] - Fe C2C cm] - Lu (12 cm] -

Fe C1Q cm] - Pb C1Q cm). 

Un canal centra l permet l ' in t roduct ion d ' inserts déf inissant des champs 

d ' i r r a d i a t i o n de t a i l l e s d i f f é ren tes , soit 20. x 20 cm, 10 x 10 cm, 19 x 4 cm 

Cccmme représenté sur l a f igure 6] et 19 x 3 cm. Ces deux derniers champs ont 

permis l ' i r r a d i a t i o n local isée de l ' i n t e s t i n et du poumon chez la scuris. 

Quatre animaux peuvent ê t re a i n s i I r radiés simultanément. 

La f igure 7 montre l'image du champ neutronique d é f i n i par l e coll imataur 

19 x 4 cm suivant l 'axe horizontal média et 3 axes vert icaux. Une méthode 

consiste a. u t i l i s e r des f i lms à. emulsion lente placé derr iére un convertisseur 

de polyethylene Cl cm) » l ' a u t r e méthode consiste à balayer l e champ à l ' a i d e 

d'une chambre a ionisat ion de tràs p e t i t volume C0.1 c e ] . Ce type de col l ima

teur a s a t i s f a i t aux exigences biologiques que l'on en a t tenda i t , t e l l s 

l'absence du syndrome médullaire lors de l ' i r r a d i a t i o n local isée de l ' i n t e s t i n 

chez la souris. 

* • Éx.E4ri§r.Ç.??_£5?£Sb.5»0;?S:9y§5 

L'ensemble des expériences radiobiologiques préparatoires aux i r rad ia t ions 

tnérapeuthiaues par neutrons rapides ont été réal isées sous la responsabil ité 
« 

du Professeur A. Wamcer3ie aidé par un groupe mul t id isc ip l ina i re . En outre 

certaines sxpérisness ont été réal isées dans le mène contexte avec des groupes 

d'autres inst i tu t ions belges 3u étrangères. Pésumcns las sxoérisrces orincipe-

les :e ces deux derr ières années : Créf. 7) 

* Ce groupe comprend : Y . Jongen et G. Rycsewaert CIr,géniaur3 cyc lc t ron; , 
G. ' .aucun [Unité de cytogénéticue] - J . Gueulatts -
M. jetave-Prignot et M. Winant (Unité de Raciotnérapie) -
J .P. rteulders (Unité de rhysioue Nucléaire; . 
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E_-fic3£ité_3ia_i0£içiue_ re£3£ive_Cc3R_3_en fc£C£ion_d£ £'éner5_is_ des £e£t£0£s 

- Irradiation totale chez la souris à c « 15. 33 s t 50 MeV. 

c r i t è re biologique : dosa iéthaie à 50 h COL 50Î pour la mort 

in tes t ina le (5 jours] 

et peur la syndrome médullaire C25 - 30 jours] 

- Inductions d'aberrations chromosomiques dan3 les lymphocytes de porc 

[co l l . de J . Haag à Fantenay-aux-3oses] 

et dans les lymphocytes humains 

[col l . du Or. Léonard à Moi) 

lFU*E?£9a £ e£ £is_3u_s_sa_in_s_aux_i£radiat_ioris_ fract_i£nriée_s CE,, * 50 PeV) 

- Récupération de cel lules de souche in tes t inale chez la 30uris : i rradia -

t iens unique et fractionnées en deux part ies égalas séparées de 1 h 30, 

3 h 30 et 5 h 30. 

- l'ESR des neutrons pour de faibles doses neutrons : N fractions et 2 'J 

fractions séparées de 3 h 30 pour N • 1, 3 et 5. Critère biologique : 

la dose léthale à 50 % pour la mort in tes t inale chez la souris par i r rad ia

tions local isées . 

E_tude_ £'E_3lR £?u,r_f£ibl£s_d£sa_s 

- Induction d'aberrations chromesomiaues dans les racines d'oignons 

CAllium cepa) à. IS, 33 et 50 HeV. 

- Induction de retard dans la pousse des plant3 de haricots CVicia Fabaj : 

en collaboration avec J . Van Oam CK.UL à Leuven]. 

Au£r£s__3]V_3£è£e£ _bi£l£giques 

- Courbes de survie de cel lules rénales humaines CT1] avec la collaboration es 

G.W. Sarendaen ;T .N .Q. - Rijswijk - reliance] 

- Courbes as survis de cel lules -namrrairas cancéreuses CE.TT3! chez la souris 

a-jac la collaboration ce E.P. Malaise et tf. Cuichard Cl.nstitut 3. Scussy -

Villsjuif - France] 

- Etude d'sf*"at3 a. long tame sur des cel lules 3ai.ies de f icreciastes nurains 

IrtFiS! avec la même collaboration. 
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TABLEAU II* : =éactisn SeCd.nî : flux es neutrons émis è C 

CE > - tte'VÎ at mesura dans l ' a i r des dosas neutrons et sarrma à 125 cm n " 
de la .a ocur un faiîcseu de aeutons incidents de 10 uA. 

s d 
iffeVi 

16 

33 

50 

Flux <da neutrons 

Cn/ssc.sr) 

3.1 1011 

2.3 1012 

12 
5.3 10 

Dose t o ta l e Cn * y] 

CRad/min] 

4.3 

41.5 

154. 

dosa. 

• ! a ^ p o r - • dose t o ta l e 
% 

3.7 

2.3 

2.8 

CONCRETE 

S0 cm 

^.<y^^^^y 

•ér-a :-j : r i - c i ; s das irradiations o l i i i r - a s an nautrorotnéracis 
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Etant donné la c r i t i c i t é de la précision des doses administrées an théra

pie, i l est important de réal iser aes comparaisons de l ' instrumentation u t i l i s é e 

dans ce laboratoire avec ce l l e u t i l i sée dans d 'autres centres . Outre des compa

raisons régulières aux radiations gamma avec las centres de Villejuif et de 

Fontanay-aux-Roses en Francs, deux interccmparaiscns importantes cnt au l ieu à 

l ' a ide ds faisceaux de neutrons : 

1) une mesure d'intercomparaison au niveau Européen a été réal isé au faisceau 

de neutrons monocinétiques de 5 et de 14 fleV à Rijswijk an Hollande (avec 

J . Broerse) 

2) une intercomparaison a été fa i te au faisceau du cyclotron de Louvain avec 

l ' instrumentation des physiciens du 11.0. Anderson Hospital de Houston 

CP. Almond) et du cyclotron ds Texas A & PI CJ. Smatners) actuellement l e 

seul cyclotron à t r ava i l l e r à une énergie E * 50 rteV ccmme celui de Louvain 

en neutronothérapie. 

Câ A.y£Eï3-5ESiîS5£iSn.5 

- La groupe du Professeur Hoste CR.U.G.) a u t i l i s é l e faisceau de neutrons afin 
Jade déceler des faibles traces de. r dans ses échantillons ; la réaction 

33 13 
d 'activation u t i l i s ée est F Cn, 2n) F dont la section efficace optimale 

9 
se si tue aux environs de E « 2 0 MeV, ce qui rend la réaction BeCd,n] à 
E • 50 tfeV tout indiquée pour ce genre de t r ava i l . Les échantillons ont été 

placés entre la cibla et l ' en t rée du collimateur, soit à 10 cm de la cible 

où das doses de 15 & 20 Krad/mln sont aisément obtenues. 

- Oes i r radiat ions de graines ont été effectuées pour le laboratoire de cytcgé-

nétique du Professeur Hcis à l ' I n s t i t u t Agronomique de Gemcloux. Oans ce cas, 

l 'on essaie d ' induire par les neutrons des mutations dans les graines de 

manière à améliorer l 'espèce considérée, le froment en 1'occurence, ou à la 

codifier da manière la rsndr9 cultivable dans les conditions climatelogiques 

beiges, c ' e s t le caa du soja. Cs tyce d ' i r radia t ion exige des doses ds 1CCC 

à 1SGCC ne si z",t été af-actuées à 3C cm de la c ib le . 
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3. PERSPECTIVES 3'AVENIR 

Un nouveau fa i sceau de neutrons est en cours a ' i n s t a l l a t i o n ; i l 3era 

appelé à remplacer dans les tous prochains mois l ' a i r a expér imenta le où s ' e f f e c 

tuen t l e s i r r a d i a t i o n s r a d i o b i o l o g i q u e s d é c r i t e s au c R a p i t r s 2 . 2 . Une s a l l e ce 

t r a i t emen t rad io thé rapeu t i que CS m x 8 cm) a é té c o n s t r u i t s en sous-so l à p r o 

x im i t é immédiate du h a l l d 'expér iences du c y c l o t r o n . L ' op t i on d 'un fa i3csau 

v e r t i c a l a été p r i s e car e l l e p a r a î t p lus avantageuse pour l a mise en p lace 

des malades. La f i g u r e 8 donne une r e p r é s e n t a t i o n schématique des c o n d i t i o n s 

d ' i r r a d i a t i o n s prévues. Le f a i s c e a u des deutons accé lé rés par l e c y c l o t r o n est 

t ranspor té à t r a v e r s l e h a l l d 'expér iences vers l ' a i m a n t de SC° s i t u é au-dessus 

de l a s a l l e d ' i r r a d i a t i o n ; l a s deutons sont d é f l é c h i s et p r o j e t é s sur l a c i b l e 
9 

de Se 3 i tuée à 5 cm du p lan i n f é r i e u r du p l a f o n d . Un c o l l i m a t s u r composé d 'une 

p a r t i e f i x e et de d i f f é r e n t s i n s e r t s d é l i m i t e r a des champs d ' i r r a d i a t i o n s com

p r i s en t re S x 5 cm e t 25 x 25 cm sur l e malade. Un piège à neutrons de 6 m de 

profondeur et de 1 m de d iamèt re a été creusé a f i n de r é d u i r e 1 ' a c t i v a t i o n de 

la s a l i e da t r a i t e m e n t . 

CONCLUSIONS 

Tant par l a v a r i é t é e t l a s t a b i l i t é des f a i sceaux q u ' i l accé lè re que par 

la gamme étendue en énerg ie et en i n t e n s i t é q u ' i l couvre , I e c y c l o t r o n i s o c h r o 

ne dont nous disposons à Louvain- la-Neuve c o n s t i t u e un o u t i l extrêmement p réc ieux 

pour l a p roduc t ion de fa isceaux de neutrons rap ides ; les recherches , t a n t f o n 

damentales qu 'app l i quées , que ces fa isceaux s u s c i t e n t , c o n s t i t u e r o n t un des p o i n t s 

f o r t s de l ' a c t i v i t é des chercheurs auprès du c y c l o t r o n au cours des prochaines 

années. 
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